Response to Public Comments Received for the Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems
General Permit MNR040000 (commonly referred to as the MS4 General Permit)

Introduction
From November 12, 2019 through January 11, 2020, the MS4 General Permit was available for formal public comment.
The Agency received approximately 350 comments from 52 individuals or organizations. This document presents a
comment, organized by specific sections of the draft permit, with numbers assigned to each individual comment. For
example, “(4-1)” at the end of the comment means organization #4 in the table below submitted the comment, and it
was their first comment. Comments have been grouped together according to the permit items in the public noticed
draft permit. Many general comments were received that were not tied to a specific permit item and these comments
are addressed before comments on specific permit items.
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Overall General Comments
Comment:
A few commenters have concerns on how to evaluate program effectiveness, as required by the annual assessment
component required at the end of each MCM (Agency note: items 16.9, 17.8, 18.17, 20.23, 21.15, and 25.2 in the draft
permit contain the annual assessment requirements). (4-1, 8-8, 21-2)
One commenter recommends changes to the final section of each MCM that relates to annual program assessment. The
commenter suggests that the language be changed to “The permittee must conduct an annual assessment of the
(program) to evaluate program compliance, the status of achieving the measurable requirements in Section 16, and to
determine how the program might be improved in the next year”. Comment for sections 16.9, 17.8, 18.17, 20.23, and
21.15. (4-1)
Response:
The Agency has revised the draft permit language very closely to the language suggested by the commenter. As
an example, here is the updated language for MCM 4:
“The permittee must conduct an annual assessment of the Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control
program to evaluate program compliance, the status of achieving the measurable requirements in Section 19,
and to determine how the program might be improved.”
The purpose of the annual assessment is for permittees to evaluate the different aspects and details of their
local program and determine if changes are needed to: 1) comply with the permit; and 2) improve their local
program. The assessment should be used as a starting point to encourage change as permittees discover new
and better ways to meet permit requirements. Please note, this is not a new requirement; it is in Part IV.A of the
2013 MS4 General Permit. This requirement was moved to the end of each MCM to improve visibility and
emphasis.
Comment:
One commenter asks if permittees will be given reporting templates for the different MCMs, including one for the
communication plan. The commenter asks if a reporting template will be online for easy download, updating, and
upload (and therefore easy evaluation by both permittee and the Agency). (8-11)
Response:
Outside of the annual report, the Agency does not require reporting on each of the different MCMs. Please note,
the annual assessment required at the end of each MCM does not require reporting, beyond documenting any
changes made, which would be done through the annual report. The Agency provides examples and template
documents that permittees may use to fulfill various permit requirements via the Stormwater Manual.
Comment:
A couple commenters request the Agency to revise MN Rule 7090.1040 to include provisions related to TMDLs and
waste load allocations (WLAs) within the MS4 minimum requirements. The commenters request the Agency to delete all
MS4 permit requirements related to TMDLs and WLAs in the current draft permit or delay the reissuance of the permit
until this rule revision is complete. (14-2, 16-1)
Response:
As the state NPDES permitting authority, the Agency must write NPDES permits consistent with federal
requirements. Under 40 CFR 122.44, it states “…each NPDES permit shall include conditions meeting the
following requirements when applicable.” Under (d)(1)(vii), it continues “When developing water quality-based

effluent limits under this paragraph, the permitting authority shall ensure that: . . . (B) Effluent limits developed
to protect a narrative water quality criterion, a numeric water quality criterion, or both, are consistent with the
assumptions and requirements of any available wasteload allocation for the discharge prepared by the State and
approved by EPA pursuant to 40 CFR 130.7.” Furthermore, under 40 CFR 122.34(c), “As appropriate, the permit
will include: (1) More stringent terms and conditions, including permit requirements that modify, or are in
addition to, the minimum control measures based on an approved total maximum daily load (TMDL) or
equivalent analysis...” The Agency is therefore authorized to address EPA-approved wasteload allocations in the
NPDES general permit for small MS4s.
Under state rule, the Agency finds Minn. R. 7001.0150, subp. 2.A provides the Agency with the necessary
regulatory authority to include a permit condition requiring the applicant to propose a compliance schedule for
purposes of demonstrating progress in pollutant reduction, consistent with the goals of the TMDL and applicable
WLAs. In addition, the Agency finds Minn. R. 7001.0150, subp. 2 to provide the Agency authority to include in
the final permit “any conditions that the agency determines to be necessary to protect human health and the
environment” and the Agency has determined that these requirements are necessary to protect human health
and the environment.
Comment:
One commenter states the permit update has created a substantially larger workload to evaluate how to potentially
complete the requirements for wasteload allocations. The commenter requests proof of notification and involvement in
developing these TMDL’s and additional time and resources to properly implement WLA plans. The commenter also
supports the comments provided by Minnesota Cities Stormwater Coalition that TMDL’s are not the responsibility of
MS4 Communities according to State Statute. (29-1)
Response:
The Agency understands the additional burden of reporting on TMDL wasteload allocations (WLAs). It is the
Agency’s position the mechanism described in the draft permit allows permittees to track progress toward
achieving water quality goals as stormwater practices are implemented. The initial workload can be extensive in
some cases. Once in place, additional implemented practices should be relatively easy to track. In a case where a
permittee has several WLAs to report on, we encourage the permittee to group activities and WLAs to the
extent possible. In the case of the City of Woodbury’s reporting requirements, please note the following: a) We
identified an error in the spreadsheet in which the information for Battle Creek was entered twice; b) five of the
WLAs are for Battle Creek, covering five flow regimes. The Agency recommends the permittee report on
progress achieved toward meeting the middle flow regime rather than report on all five. c) Five of the
impairments are for bacteria, covering five flow regimes. The permittee only needs to prepare a single plan for
all bacteria WLAs. d) There are eight impairments for chloride. As with bacteria, these eight impairments can be
addressed with a single submittal. e) The remaining WLAs are for the South Metro TMDL and the Lake St. Croix
TMDL. Consequently, the City of Woodbury should only report on the five impairments identified above
(bacteria, chloride, Battle Creek, South Metro Mississippi, and Lake St. Croix). The Agency will provide guidance,
workshops, and other tools for permittees to help them understand the permit requirements and help them
compile information in an efficient manner.
Regarding notification of involvement in the TMDLs, the following information is available.
o Battle Creek and Fish Lake TMDLs: The City of Woodbury is included as a contributor to the report and a
stakeholder meeting was held at Woodbury City Hall on 9/26/2013.
o Lake St. Croix TMDL: An MS4 stakeholder meeting was held in Stillwater on 7/29/2009
o South Metro TMDL: An MS4 stakeholder meeting was held in the summer of 2008 and the Minnesota
Cities Stormwater Coalition (MCSC) submitted a comment letter on 5/29/2012. Sharon Doucette, an
employee of the City of Woodbury at the time, was serving on the MCSC Steering Committee at the time
of this letter.
o Metro chloride TMDL: The public notice period for this TMDL was August 3 - September 2, 2015. All
regulated MS4 permittees affected by this TMDL were notified. The City of Woodbury contact was
Sharon Doucette.

Regarding responsibility for TMDLs, as the NPDES permitting authority, the Agency must write NPDES permits
consistent with federal requirements. 40 CFR 122.44, states “each NPDES permit shall include conditions
meeting the following requirements when applicable … (d)(1)(vii)(B) Effluent limits developed to protect a
narrative water quality criterion, a numeric water quality criterion, or both, are consistent with the assumptions
and requirements of any available wasteload allocation for the discharge prepared by the State and approved
by EPA pursuant to 40 CFR 130.7.” The Agency is therefore required to ensure that NPDES permits are consistent
with EPA-approved wasteload allocations.
Comment:
Remove reference to all WRAPS and include only TMDLs in the “Municipal Stormwater Permit TMDL Wasteload
Allocations List”. (22-22)
Response:
Since TMDL wasteload allocations (WLAs) are contained within WRAPS reports, it is the Agency’s position that it
is essential to reference these reports so the permittees can easily find the information. It is only the WLAs in a
TMDL or WRAPS report that is enforceable through the NPDES MS4 permit.
Comment:
One commenter notes the spreadsheet of applicable TMDL WLAs includes South Metro Mississippi TSS impairment, but
it does not list any needed reductions (0% across the board). The commenter asks why this is included on the
spreadsheet and how it should be treated from a progress tracking/reporting standpoint. (8-13)
Response:
The Agency tracks all WLAs even when reductions are not required. If the TMDL specifically states no reduction
is required, the permittee is not required to report on it, although it may be useful to simply include it in their
application with a statement that no reduction is required. For the South Metro Mississippi TMDL, the WLA is
written as a loading (export) rate of 154 lb/ac/yr.
Comment:
One commenter supports the permit requirements for TMDL compliance, including progress plans and compliance
schedules. (28-4)
Response:
Thank you for your comment.
Comment:
One commenter requests adding a new section in the permit called “Issuance of Water Quality Trading Overlay
Permits”, which would be numbered 7.1 through 7.4 on page 4. The commenter requests that the section describes how
an overlay permit for water quality trading would be requested and linked with the existing MS4 general permit to
address a TMDL WLA. The commenter also requests that Section 22 mentions water quality trading, including any
applicable requirements pertaining to water quality trading. (26-1, 26-2)
Response:
The Agency is acutely aware of interest in water quality trading by regulated parties and interested stakeholders
as a method to help meet NPDES permit requirements and restore impaired waters. The Agency has an on-going
internal, multiple program team assembled to explore water quality trading. The Agency is also aware of
proposed legislation to help establish a water quality trading framework that may lead to future trading
programs. Until a formal trading framework is established, the Agency is open to working with interested
stakeholders that are making efforts to develop a water quality trading proposal.

At this time, the Agency does not have an established water quality trading framework as it pertains to
stormwater and the MS4 general permit in Minnesota. It is the Agency’s position that without one, it is
premature to incorporate water quality trading requirements into the permit. Therefore, the Agency has not
revised the draft permit as requested by the commenter.
Comment:
One commenter requests an explanation of why there are so many changes between the 2013 MS4 General Permit and
this draft Permit, and why these numerous changes are so significant and impactful. (16-2)
Response:
While developing the permit, the Agency had multiple factors to consider, including the Remand Rule (see the
response to comments 10-5, 11-5, 16-3, 23-1, 25-11, 29-2, 29-7, 46-5, 47-5 for further elaboration), past audit
findings, and the Agency’s five-year strategic plan and long-term goals (e.g., continued progress towards
achieving water quality standards in receiving waters). Through the development process, the Agency found
revisions were necessary to adequately address those issues.
Comment:
Multiple commenters request a reduction in the number of documentation requirements throughout the permit. One
commenters requests an explanation of why there are so many new and additional requirements for documentation in
the draft MS4 general permit compared to earlier permits. One commenter specifically identifies item 19.7 as an
example of a documentation requirement that could be removed. Another commenter believes the additional
documentation requirements will require more resources from permittees. One commenter states “too much time to be
spent on paperwork and organization rather than making impacts to water and water quality”. A couple commenters
ask how the Agency will help small MS4 permittees with small budgets and almost no staff to fulfill the documentation
requirements of the draft permit. One commenter requests the Agency to provide checklists for permittees to use to
help fulfill applicable documentation requirements (e.g., items 19.6, 19.10, etc.). (10-5, 11-5, 16-3, 23-1, 25-11, 29-2, 297, 46-5, 47-5)
Response:
The Agency included documentation requirements for certain permit requirements as a way for the permittee
and permitting authority to measure the success and effectiveness of a local stormwater management program.
As with any program, documentation of efforts and activities is critical when measuring success.
The Agency considers findings from compliance evaluations performed over the previous permit term when
exploring opportunities to improve the next permit. As an example, one of the Agency’s findings was that some
permittees had minimal documentation relating to their construction site inspections. In some instances, very
little information was documented in regards to erosion and sediment control stormwater BMPs and other
information that the Agency finds important to document as part of an inspection (e.g., owner or contractor
inspection records). To address this issue, the Agency added a documentation requirement that requires
permittees to use a checklist that incorporates, at a minimum, findings on 10 different items (see draft permit
item 19.10).
Another example of a new documentation requirement is the identification of priority areas likely to have illicit
discharges (Part III.D.3.f in the 2013 MS4 general permit). In some cases, permittees did not have
documentation of where these areas were within their jurisdiction, although it was the Agency’s intent that
these areas should be documented to be easily identifiable. Therefore, the Agency revised the draft permit to
require a “written or mapped inventory” of these priority areas identified by the permittee (draft permit item
18.9).
The Agency also had to consider the MS4 General Permit Remand Rule. On December 9, 2016, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published the final rule for regulations governing small MS4 permits to

respond to a remand from the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in Environmental Defense
Center, et al. v. EPA, 344 F.3d 832 (9th Cir. 2003). The final rule became effective on January 9, 2017. This final
rule, known as the “MS4 General Permit Remand Rule” or, commonly referred to as the “remand rule” for short,
emphasizes that permit requirements “must be expressed in clear, specific, and measurable” terms (see 40 CFR
§ 122.34(a)).
To meet the clear, specific, and measurable terms, the Agency revised many preexisting requirements from the
2013 MS4 general permit so that each requirement includes a clear baseline, or minimum standard, that each
permittee must incorporate into their SWPPP to comply with the permit. In other instances, the Agency added
new requirements. These revised and new requirements include, but are not limited to:
• Specific education and outreach topics
• Specific documentation requirements
• Specific information that must be included in written procedures
• Numeric post-construction stormwater management performance requirements
• Minimum training intervals for appropriate individuals
Documentation of efforts and activities related to specific permit requirements also allows the permittee to
demonstrate local stormwater program compliance and effectiveness to the permitting authority. Conversely, it
allows the permitting authority to gauge local program compliance and effectiveness during a compliance
evaluation (i.e., audit). As a delegated state permitting authority by the EPA, it is the Agency’s position that
without documentation requirements the Agency lacks the ability to effectively oversee the implementation of
the MS4 general permit. The Agency also asserts that many of the documentation requirements are beneficial to
the permittee during times of staff turnover, escalating enforcement to resolve compliance issues, performing
annual SWPPP assessments, and completing the required annual report.
The Agency is aware of the administrative burdens the MS4 general permit may impose on permittees and
attempts to reduce those burdens where possible. The Agency has revised the draft permit language to remove
item 19.7 (active construction site inventory) entirely, but the Agency finds the rest of the documentation
requirements necessary for one or more of the reasons stated above.
The Agency provides examples and template documents that permittees may use to fulfill various permit
requirements via the Minnesota Stormwater Manual. The Agency plans to update or create new templates that
permittees are welcome to use to help meet documentation requirements, including for site plan reviews and
construction site inspections.
Comment:
One commenter requests a new permit section with provisions clearly stating that permittees are:

If a discharge to the permittee’s system that originates from within the permittee’s jurisdiction is not a regulated
NPDES discharge, and that discharge is negatively affecting the permittees system, the permittee has regulatory
obligations under Minimum Control Measure 3 (Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination) to investigate that
discharge.
It is the Agency’s position that existing language in item 4.2 addresses the commenter’s second bullet point,
which reads, “Only the permittee's small MS4 and the portions of the storm sewer system that are under the
permittee's operational control are authorized by the General Permit.” The Agency asserts that this language
provides permittees relief from regulating or managing discharges to their storm sewer system that originate
from outside of their regulatory jurisdiction where they lack operational control. It is also the Agency’s position
that the draft permit language related to the regulatory mechanisms for MCMs 3, 4, and 5 (items 18.4, 19.3, and
20.3), acknowledges there may be limitations to the extent permittees can regulate activities that discharge to
their MS4.
The Agency has not revised the draft permit language as requested.
Comment:
A couple commenters request an explanation of how the Agency will be applying legislation from the 2019 session, Sec.
109. APPLYING STORM WATER RULES TO TOWNSHIPS, to the MS4 general permit and townships permittees. (10-1, 111)
Response:
The Agency is working to establish a definition for “platted areas” that affected municipalities can use to
determine where the MS4 general permit applies. The Agency plans to reach out to affected permittees once a
definition has been established.
Please note, for cities and townships that meet the criteria under 7090.1010 subpart 1, item B, subitem (2) or
(3), the MS4 general permit will remain applicable to their entire MS4 jurisdiction.
In the meantime, the Agency encourages permittees that only meet the criteria in 7090.1010, subpart 1, item B,
subitem (1) to use the urbanized area layer, as determined by the latest decennial census, which may be viewed
using the Agency’s “Stormwater Mapping Tool - MS4 Program” found at
https://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/applying-ms4-general-permit, to determine portions of their municipality
“designated as urbanized under Code of Federal Regulations, title 40, section 122.26(2)(9)(i)(A)”.
Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to clarify whether natural water features that were incorporated into cities’ storm
water system as they developed are “receiving waters”. (8-14)
Response:
Following the reissuance of the MS4 general permit, the Agency plans to engage permitted watershed districts
to discuss this issue further.
Comment:
A few commenters request to remove the definition for “regulatory mechanism” from MCMs 3, 4, and 5 and add it to
the definition section of the draft permit. Also, there was a request to change the definition to read: “Regulatory
mechanism” means contract language, ordinance, permits, standards, policies, operational plans, legal agreements, or
any other mechanism that will be enforced by the permittee. (12-27, 16-8, 22-6)

Response:
It is the Agency’s position that the term “regulatory mechanism” is most applicable in MCMs 3, 4, and 5 and it’s
described in each of those sections. While this may be redundant, the Agency prefers to put an intentional
emphasis describing a regulatory mechanism within each applicable section of the permit, rather than referring
the reader to the definitions section. Therefore, the Agency has not revised the permit to include “regulatory
mechanism” as a standalone definition as suggested by the commenters. However, the Agency has revised the
draft permit language to include “written policies, operational plans, and legal agreements” as examples of
regulatory mechanisms. The Agency would like to note that any type of regulatory mechanism chosen by the
permittee must be enforceable.
Comment:
One commenter requests clarification regarding instances where the requirement for the permittee “to develop,
implement, and enforce a regulatory mechanism(s)…” (items 18.4, 19.3, and 20.3) would not be allowable under state
and local law. (21-3)
Response:
The Agency expects permittees to adopt local regulations to achieve permit goals. There may be circumstances
where a permittee does not have sufficient local authority to apply an ordinance to an activity. For example,
cities may not have the local authority to provide oversight of construction projects owned or operated by a
railroad entity, hence the inclusion of “to the extent allowable under state or local law” in the permit
requirement.
Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to clarify the statute that supports the imposition of land use controls that must
be implemented by the City under this permit. (45-8)
Response:
State Disposal System (SDS) permitting authority gives the Agency the authority to include requirements that are
protective of the environment (see Minn. R. 7001 and Minn. Stat. 116).
Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to revise its policy to allow at least a 60-day comment period for the issuance and
reissuance of general permits. The commenter also requests that when a comment period includes the Thanksgiving
and/or Christmas/New Year holiday breaks, the comment period should be 75 days. (16-30)
Response:
The Agency will continue to adhere to the established schedules established in Minnesota Rule. If circumstances
dictate otherwise, the Agency will consider a deviation from those schedules as has occurred for the last two
MS4 general permit reissuances.
Comment:
Multiple commenters request removing “operated” from items 18.5, 22.4, 22.5, and 22.6. (16-13, 25-10, 27-1)
Response:
The Agency has removed “operated” from items 18.5 and 22.4.
The commenter did not provide specific reasons for removal of the term “operated” as it pertains to items 22.5
and 22.6. It is the Agency’s position that the inclusion of “operated” is appropriate for these requirements. For
these items, if a permittee applies salt to a surface, regardless of ownership, the Agency expects the permittee

to track that and explore opportunities to reduce the amount of salt applied. Therefore, the Agency has left
“operated” in the draft permit language for items 22.5 and 22.6.
Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to put all the defined terms throughout the permit in bold text and capitalized, as
was done in the 2013 MS4 General Permit or find another way to delineate or highlight the text for these terms to make
it clear to the readers that the terms are defined terms. The commenter goes on to state that if this practice is counter
to existing Agency practice for writing permits, please change the existing practice or choose to not follow the existing
practice in this permit. (16-6)
Response:
The Agency has a standardized template for permits, which does not include the requested changes in the final
permit. However, following the permit reissuance, the Agency plans to release another version of the MS4
general permit which will include bolded text for defined terms.
Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to revise the permit format to ensure an individual cell does not break across a
page. If this can’t be done in the TEMPO format, the commenter requests the Agency to use a different format for the
permit. If this practice is counter to existing MPCA practice for writing permits, the commenter requests the Agency to
change the existing practice or choose to not follow the existing practice in this permit. (16-7)
Response:
The Agency respectfully disagrees that paragraphs breaking across pages makes the permit harder to read or
digest. Paragraphs whether in a table format or not, break across pages routinely. The format chosen by the
Agency was selected to be consistent across all programs. The format allows for not only Agency staff but
permittees to quickly and accurately describe which section of the permit they are reviewing or mentioning in
follow up letters or other correspondence. While the Agency respectfully declines the suggestion to modify the
final permit format, the Agency plans to incorporate the permit requirements into the Minnesota Stormwater
Manual as another avenue to navigate the permit for anyone to use.
Comment:
Multiple commenters support the comments submitted by Minnesota Cities Stormwater Coalition (MCSC). (22-1, 44, 457, 47-3)
Response:
Thank you for your comment.

Permit Authorization
Draft Permit Language
5.3 The Commissioner reviews the General Permit application for completeness. After review, the Commissioner will do one of the
following:
a. if an application is determined to be incomplete, the Commissioner will notify the applicant in writing, indicate why the
application is incomplete, and request that the applicant resubmit the application; or
b. if an application is determined to be complete, the Commissioner will make a preliminary determination as to whether
the General Permit should be issued or denied in accordance with Minn. R. 7001. [Minn. R. 7001]

Comment:

One commenter requests that Sections 5.3 and 5.4 be revised to correct the following language: “General Permit should
be issued or denied” (Section 5.3) and “issue the General Permit”. (16-9)
Response:
The Agency has revised the language in items 5.3 and 5.4 to more clearly indicate that this process is a
preliminary determination to issue coverage to the permittee under the General Permit.
Comment:
One commenter asks for the timeline on the review process for this item. (18-1)
Response:
The Agency is subject to permitting efficiency goals established in Minn. Stat. 116.03 Subd. 2b and has 30
business days to determine if a permit application is complete or incomplete and notify the permit applicant in
writing.
Draft Permit Language
5.4 The Commissioner provides a public notice with the opportunity for a hearing on the preliminary determination to issue the
General Permit. [Minn. R. 7001]

Comment:
One commenter asks, “How long is this public notice period?” (18-2)
Response:
The public notice period is 30 days.

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) Document
Draft Permit Language

12.2 All applicants must submit a SWPPP document (i.e., Part 2 of the permit application) when seeking coverage under the
General Permit. The SWPPP document will become an enforceable part of the General Permit upon approval by the Agency.
Modifications to the SWPPP document that are required or allowed by the General Permit (see Section 24) will also become
enforceable provisions. The applicant must submit the SWPPP document on a form provided by the Agency. The applicant's
SWPPP document must include items 12.3 through 12.11, as applicable. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests that the Commissioner approved form be made available for review as part of the public
notice period. (3-1)
Response:
The Agency will consider making the application form available for review during future public notice periods
during the reissuance of the next MS4 general permit.
Comment:
One commenter requests term “SWPPP document” be replaced with “SWPPP Document”. (16-10)
Response:
The Agency has revised the draft permit language as requested throughout the permit.
Draft Permit Language
12.3 The applicant must provide a description of partnerships with another regulated small MS4(s), into which the applicant has
entered in order to satisfy one or more requirements of the General Permit. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the term “partnerships” be defined. (8-1)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that the term “partnerships” does not need a definition, as the permit language
adequately defines which partnerships needs to be described as written, which is “…a description of
partnerships with another regulated small MS4(s), into which the applicant has entered in order to satisfy one or
more requirements of the General Permit.” To break this down, the critical information is that the partnership is
to “satisfy one more requirement” and it is “with another regulated small MS4.” As an example, a relatively
common partnership that regulated MS4s form is to fulfill MCM 1 permit requirements. It is the Agency’s
position that the public needs to be aware of these partnerships to better understand each permittee’s SWPPP
and, if they find necessary, provide public comment during the public comment period for the SWPPP
Document.
Please note, the permit does not require partners to formalize their partnerships through an official agreement
or other written means. Informal partnerships are allowed, as each permittee maintains ultimate responsibility
for meeting permit requirements.
Draft Permit Language
12.4 The applicant must provide a description of each program the applicant has developed and implemented to satisfy the
Minimum Control Measure (MCM) requirements, including:
a. the Best Management Practices (BMPs) the applicant has implemented for each MCM at the time of application;
b. the status of each required component of the program; and
c. name(s) of individual(s) or position titles responsible for implementing and/or coordinating each component of the
program.
If the program has not been developed at the time of application (e.g., new permittee applicants), or revised to meet new
requirements of the General Permit (e.g., existing permittee applicants); the applicant must satisfy the permit requirements
in accordance with the schedule in Appendix B, Table 2 (existing permittee applicants), or Table 3 (new permittee applicants).
[Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
In regards to item 12.4a, one commenter has concerns and states that a copy of the application form to review would
have been helpful to determine the level of effort necessary to complete this requirement. (12-1)
Response:
The Agency does not anticipate this component of application process to entail a significant documentation
effort for permittees. The Agency will consider making the application form available for review during future
public notice periods during the reissuance of the next MS4 general permit.
Draft Permit Language

12.8 The applicant must submit a compliance schedule for each applicable Waste Load Allocation (WLA) not being met for
dissolved oxygen or oxygen demand, nitrate, total suspended solids (TSS), and total phosphorus (TP). The applicant may
develop a compliance schedule to include multiple WLAs. The applicant's compliance schedule must include the following
information:
a. proposed BMPs or progress toward implementation of BMPs to be achieved during the permit term;
b. the year each BMP is expected to be implemented;
c. a target year the applicable WLA(s) will be achieved; and
d. if the applicant has an applicable WLA for TSS or TP, a cumulative estimate of TSS and TP load reductions (in pounds) to be
achieved during the permit term and the Agency-approved method used to determine the estimate.

Agency-approved methods include "Program for Predicting Polluting Particle Passage thru Pits, Puddles, and Ponds (P8)
Urban Catchment Model", "Source Loading and Management Model for Windows (WinSLAMM)", "Minimal Impact Design
Standards (MIDS) calculator", "Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) simple estimator tool", or any other method that
receives Agency-approval. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests removal of “subpart c”. (3-2)
Response:
If a permit does not require immediate compliance with WLAs in an EPA-approved TMDL, the permit must
include a schedule of compliance. This compliance schedule must, per federal requirements, contain
enforceable final effluent limits (i.e., the WLA) and a date for achieving this effluent limit. (“Compliance
schedules that are longer than one year in duration must set forth interim requirements and dates for their
achievement. 40 CFR § 122.47(a)(3).”). The Agency understands it is very challenging to accurately determine a
final compliance date, since achieving a WLA depends on many factors. The Agency intends on being flexible
with this end date and is primarily concerned with progress within the current permit cycle. See Clean Water Act
sections 301(b)(1)(C); 502(17).
Comment:
A couple commenters note this requirement will be additional work for City staff. (7-1, 19-1)
Response:
The Agency acknowledges this requirement expands on information collected during the 2013 MS4 general
permit. It is the Agency’s position that it is necessary to help meet the Remand Rule and improve transparency
to the public by requiring TSS and TP estimated load reductions.
Comment:
One commenter states they do not have implementation activities planned out 10 years in the level of detail required to
quantify load reductions using the approved methods (P8, WinSlamm, etc.) unless it can be very general estimates such
as acre-ft of storage created, LF of bank stabilization, etc. (8-5)
Response:
For estimates of load reductions into the future, the Agency understands that approximations are necessary.
The four tools specifically identified in the permit are supported by guidance in the Minnesota Stormwater
Manual, but permittees are encouraged to use any technically-defensible mechanism for estimating load
reductions. The Agency also understands that these estimates may be based on generalized assumptions (e.g. X
percent of an area will have stormwater infiltration) rather than modeling or accounting for specific practices
(e.g. individual bioretention practices). The Agency will work with permittees as needed to help develop
estimates that are reasonable and meet the permit requirement of making progress.
Comment:
In regards to item 12.8d, a couple commenters are concern that there are no agency-approved methods to estimate
sediment load reductions for work on linear features (e.g., roads and ditches) that are feasible to be implemented by
part-time staff who are not trained in running these models and ask the Agency to provide options for sediment load
reduction estimation for linear features that could be done by non-specialists, or provide an exception if all work is to be
done on linear features. (10-2, 11-2)
Response:
The Agency can work with the specific permittee(s) affected by these TMDLs to identify appropriate methods for
estimating reductions from these sources.

Comment:
One commenter states that the list of Agency-approved methods provided to help determine TSS and TP load reductions
of BMPs is too limited and does not provide adequate flexibility in selecting and evaluating BMPs. Permittees might
employ BMPs where there may not be a direct corollary in these programs (e.g. Proprietary BMPs, emerging
technologies, research trials). This discourages permittees from pursuing alternative BMPs to meet water quality goals
when there is no agency-approved model available. (12-2)
Response:
The Agency will develop whatever guidance is needed to address these types of situations. For example, the
Agency will be developing guidance for incorporating proprietary practices into the MIDS calculator and the
MPCA simple estimator tool. The Agency will also approve any technically defensible approach permittees use or
intend on using.
Comment:
One commenter wants an explanation of how closely permittees will be held to the estimated load reductions. (21-1)
Response:
The Agency expects permittees to use the best available information at time of application to determine which
BMPs the permittee proposes to implement and calculate an associated estimate of TSS and TP loading
reduction to be achieved over the five-year permit term. The Agency understands there are multiple factors that
could impact whether or not a BMP is implemented during the permit term, which could change the loading
estimates provided at the time of final application submittal. To account for that, the MS4 annual report is the
mechanism that permittees will use to report the implementation of BMPs and update cumulative loading
reductions for TSS and TP. As noted in other responses within this document, the primary focus of Agency will
be to ensure permittees are demonstrating progress towards meeting their applicable WLAs over the permit
term.
Comment:
One commenter states the target year and estimated TSS and TP load reductions will need to be based on assumptions
that will likely change considerably throughout the duration of the permit and beyond and require constant
modification. The commenter notes there is a degree of uncertainty in municipal capital improvement programs beyond
a relatively short period of time and the health of the economy largely dictates development/redevelopment efforts and
the implementation of municipal projects. Another commenter requests the Agency to provide more specific
information about what will be required and how to revise compliance schedules related to this requirement. Another
commenter requests the Agency to allow flexibility in reporting these estimates (item 12.8d) and expand on what
consists of “agency-approved methods,” and/or the process for a method to become “agency-approved.” (21-1, 23-2,
29-3)
Response:
The primary focus of Agency will be on progress made during the current permit cycle. The Agency understands
the challenges in setting targets years into the future. Including a target year for achieving a WLA is a federal
requirement. Target dates set for achieving reductions or implementing BMPs are estimates the Agency will use
when working with permittees to evaluate progress. The term “agency-approved methods” is intended to be a
catchall, and the Agency intends to approve any technically defensible approach permittees use or intend on
using. The Agency will work with permittees to provide additional guidance on this topic.
Draft Permit Language

12.9 For each applicable WLA for bacteria, chloride, and temperature, the applicant must provide a description of any existing
BMPs the applicant has developed and implemented to satisfy the requirements of items 22.3 through 22.7, including:

a. the BMPs the applicant has implemented for each required component at the time of application;
b. the status of each required component; and
c. name(s) of individual(s) or position titles responsible for implementing and/or coordinating each required component.
If the required components have not been developed at the time of application (e.g., new permittee applicants), or revised to
meet new requirements of the General Permit (e.g., existing permittee applicants); the applicant must satisfy the permit
requirements in accordance with the schedule in Appendix B, Table 2 (existing permittee applicants), or Table 3 (new
permittee applicants). [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenters asks if this requirement includes non-structural BMPs (e.g., education and outreach). (8-6)
Response:
The permit application is setup to ask a series of “Yes” or “No” questions for applicants to answer in regards to
items 22.3 through 22.7. As an example, an application question for item 22.4 may ask the applicant, “Do you
maintain a written plan to prioritize reduction activities to address the areas and sources identified in the
inventory?” If the applicant answers “Yes”, the applicant will then need to provide an overview of the BMPs
identified in the written plan. If the applicant answers “No”, the applicant would not need to provide further
information, but the applicant should note that they will need to develop a written plan that identifies BMPs
within 12 months of receiving permit coverage as it is a new permit requirement. It is in the applicant’s interest
to report any BMP, structural or non-structural, to address each applicable requirement (i.e., applicable WLAs
for bacteria, chloride, and temperature).
Draft Permit Language
12.10 For each applicable WLA for TSS and TP where the applicant is claiming to meet an applicable WLA, the applicant must
provide documentation that the applicable WLA is being met. At a minimum, the applicant must provide the following
information:
a. a list of all structural stormwater BMPs implemented to achieve the applicable WLA, including the BMP type (e.g.,
constructed basin, infiltrator, filter, swale or strip, etc.), location in geographic coordinates, owner, and year implemented;
and
b. documentation using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the applicant's existing load meets the WLA; or
c. documentation using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the estimated reductions of TSS or TP from BMPs
meet the estimated MS4 WLA reductions included in the TMDL report, if that information is available (i.e., target loading
rate, percent reduction, or pounds reduced). [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the typographical error at the word “rate” be corrected. (16-12)
Response:
The Agency has corrected the typo noted by the commenter.
Comment:
A couple commenters state this permit item will be additional work for City staff and is an extension of what was
required in the last permit. The documentation is vague as it pertains to designed reduction vs current reduction. (7-2,
19-2)
Response:
The Agency acknowledges this requirement expands on information collected during the 2013 MS4 general
permit. It is the Agency’s position that it is necessary to help meet the Remand Rule and improve transparency
and accountability to demonstrate WLAs are being achieved by requiring this level documentation.

Comment:
Multiple commenters request “structural” be removed from “a list of all structural stormwater BMPs” because some
nonstructural BMPs can provide measurable reductions, such as street sweeping. (3-3, 7-3, 12-5, 19-3, 22-2)
Response:
The language in the draft permit states “At a minimum”. The Agency encourages permittees to submit
information on all BMPs, structural and non-structural. If appropriate, permittees may provide rationale to
demonstrate reductions associated with non-structural practices. Please note, the Agency is developing
guidance for how to quantify reductions for some non-structural BMPs in the MIDS calculator and the MPCA
simple estimator.
Comment:
Multiple commenters request the Agency to revise the permit language to exclude applicants that claimed to be
meeting a WLA and submitted associated materials required by the 2013 MS4 general permit, which were reviewed and
approved by the Agency. One commenter also requests the Agency to identify, on the list of approved TMDLs and
relevant MS4 permittees, which TMDLs are considered closed, in the context of the MS4 Permit, because the permittees
have previously submitted materials asserting that the WLA has been met and those materials were reviewed and
approved by the Agency. (7-4, 12-3, 16-11, 17-1)
Response:
Consistent with Minn. R. 7001.0090, and Minn. Stat. 116.03, Subd. 2b, the municipal stormwater regulatory
program performs a review of permit applications to determine completeness. Generally, a review for
completeness consists of ensuring the applicant has provided all the information asked for in the permit
application, including information the Agency determines necessary under Minn. R. 7001.0050, subp. H.
Each reissuance of an MS4 general permit is an iterative process. Every permit cycle, the Agency, with
consideration of feedback from stakeholders, has an opportunity to make adjustments to the permit resulting in
increased environmental protectiveness, efficiencies, clarifications, etc. The current effort to reissue the MS4
general permit is no exception. For this permit reissuance, the Agency finds it necessary to improve
transparency and accountability as it relates to how an applicant has achieved an EPA-approved Waste Load
Allocation (WLA). Therefore, the Agency is asking for additional information for all WLAs the applicant believes
have been achieved at the time Part 2 of the permit application is submitted. This additional information is a
new requirement to the MS4 general permit and the application form will be the vehicle used to obtain this
information.
Once the applicant submits Part 2 of the permit application, including additional information that demonstrates
how a WLA has been achieved, the Agency will make a preliminary determination, based on application
completeness, to issue coverage to the applicant under the reissued MS4 general permit. The Agency will place
the application on public notice for 30 days to provide the public an opportunity to provide comment and/or
request a hearing. Once the applicant addresses any comments or hearing requests submitted by the public, if
any, the Agency will make a final determination to issue coverage under the reissued permit.
Comment:
One commenter states that developing and maintaining a list of all structural stormwater BMPs implemented to achieve
a WLA could be onerous for permittees in instances where myriad small structural BMPs are employed, such as a large
number of smaller infiltration swales or small rain gardens. The commenter states this item should be changed to allow
a list of treatment systems or maps that locate and identify treatment systems that contain a number of these smaller
BMPs. (12-4)
Response:

The Agency agrees that lumping should be acceptable for certain types of BMPs, such as small bioretention
practices and swales. The Agency will modify the annual report form and provide guidance and examples for
how to lump BMPs in the annual report form, the MIDS calculator, and the MPCA simple estimator. If the
permittee uses GIS, asset management, or some other data management system where BMPs are tracked, the
Agency encourages the permittee to use this information to assist in this lumping exercise for purposes of
reporting.
Comment:
One commenter states there is limited availability of methods and flexibility for estimating load reductions for TSS and
TP are provided. (12-6)
Response:
The Agency developed guidance for four widely used models or calculation tools and will be developing training
for these. The permit states any Agency-approved method is acceptable. The Agency is willing to discuss and, if
appropriate, provide additional specific tools and training that permittees can use to meet permit requirements.
Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to accept the nondegradation report that was required in the 2006 MS4 permit as
an “Agency-approved method” with regards to items b and c where discharges have not been expanded. Another
commenter requests the Agency to allow flexibility in reporting these estimates and expand on what consists of
“agency-approved methods” and asks what parameters will these estimated reductions need to be provided upon (e.g.,
one year, permit term, specific rainfall amount). (22-3, 29-4)
Response:
The cited nondegradation report would likely be acceptable but the Agency will not cite specific models
developed by individual entities in the draft permit. The Agency could put information in guidance (e.g. the
Minnesota Stormwater Manual) indicating other methods that likely would be acceptable. Permittees who have
existing models should consult the Agency regarding the applicability of those models.
The Agency will work with permittees to develop guidance and conduct training tools and workshops as needed.
The Agency can follow up with individual permittees regarding specific questions, such as those identified here,
and then provide the resulting information in guidance, such as the Minnesota Stormwater Manual.

MCM 1: Public Education and Outreach
General Comments
Comment:
Multiple commenters request more information on how partnerships can be used to fulfill MCM 1 requirements. One
commenter asks “Can all of Item 16 requirements be satisfied by a WMO for its cities? If so, how does that need to be
shown?” A couple other commenters requests the Agency to acknowledge permittees may partner with large
organizations to meet MCM 1 requirements. Another commenter states the Agency should look into allowing JPA's for
communities located within County, Watershed, and MnDOT territories to allow shared resources including meeting and
education as to keep costs down while meeting intent of permit. (8-7, 10-3, 11-3, 51-1)
Response:
The Agency encourages partnerships and partnerships may be used to fulfill permit requirements. It is possible
for a single organization or larger entity to fulfill MCM 1 permit requirements on behalf of its members. Any
partnership used to meet MS4 general permit requirements should be a mutual agreement among entities with
each entity having a defined role. Permittees must document any partnership in their education and outreach

plan which is required under item 16.7. As required by item 16.7d, the plan must include “a description of any
coordination with and/or use of stormwater education and outreach programs implemented by other entities.”
The MS4 general permit allows for any type of agreements, so a hypothetical JPA could be formed to meet
permit requirements. It is important to note that the Agency does not review or approve any partnerships. If a
permittee enters into a partnership for purposes of meeting permit requirements, the permittee maintains legal
responsibility for compliance with the MS4 general permit (as described in item 13.3). Therefore, in the event
the Agency conducts a compliance evaluation (i.e., an audit) of a permittee’s SWPPP, the permittee needs to be
able to obtain all of the relevant documentation from its partners to demonstrate compliance with each permit
requirement.
Comment:
One commenter supports requiring annual targets for public outreach and education with emphasis on pet waste and
chlorides and hands-on public involvement activities. Another commenter supports MCM 1 requirements. (28-1, 37-1)
Response:
Thank you for your comments.
Comment:
One commenter appreciates the more specific requirements in MCM 1 and the effort the Agency is making to provide
resources, but believes the new requirements do not go far enough and more activities per year should be required. The
commenter also feels that the Agency should ask permittees about the resources (full time staff and budget) that
permittees invest to complete these requirements. The commenter wants the Agency to make sure permittees are
implementing stormwater education to the maximum extent practicable and understand what the permittee is taking
credit for to meet permit requirements. (33-1 and 33-4)
Response:
The Agency’s MS4 program regulates a variety of entities, from cities and townships to universities and MNDOT.
Because the regulated community is so diverse, the Agency issues a general permit that contains baseline, or
minimum requirements, that the Agency believes is achievable for all entities related to education and outreach.
Permittees that have more resources are encouraged to go above and beyond the permit requirements to
educate their community about stormwater-related issues.
Permittees are given the flexibility to choose activities that they feel will best reach their targeted audience(s).
Under this permit, all permittees are required to perform annual assessments of each MCM of their program.
For MCM 1, this requirement includes exploring ways to improve their public education program and better
reach the general public. This is an opportunity to make changes to their education program (i.e. the materials
or the methods of distribution) and make sure they are educating to the maximum extent practicable based on
full time staff and budget. Therefore, the Agency has not revised the language as suggested by the commenter.
Partnerships are encouraged and can be used to meet permit requirements (see the Agency’s response to the
first comment in this section above).
Comment:
One commenter believes this section contains “reasonable minimum requirements”, but believes it would be beneficial
for the Agency to include more guidance for addressing deicing salt. (35-1)
Response:

The Agency’s MS4 program regulates a variety of entities, from cities and townships to universities and MNDOT.
Because the regulated community is so diverse, the Agency issues a general permit that contains baseline, or
minimum requirements, that the Agency believes is achievable for all entities related to education and outreach.
Permittees that have more resources are encouraged to go above and beyond the permit requirements to
educate their community about stormwater-related issues.
The Agency will provide example materials and guidance related to deicing salt primarily through the Agency's
chloride webpage (https://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/chloride-salts) or the MS4 toolkit on the Minnesota
Stormwater Manual
(https://stormwater.pca.state.mn.us/index.php?title=Municipal_Separate_Storm_Sewer_System_(MS4)_toolkit
). Permittees are welcome to use these resources as they see fit.
Comment:
In regards to items 16.5, 16.6, and 16.7, one commenter suggests the Agency provide effective strategies and examples
of activities that permittees can use to reach each target audience. (39-1, 39-3)
Response:
Permittees are given the flexibility to choose activities that they believe will best reach their targeted audiences.
Under this permit, all permittees are required to perform annual assessments of each MCM of their program.
For MCM 1, the assessment requires permittees to explore ways to improve their public education program and
better reach the general public. The assessment is intended to be an intentional opportunity for permittees to
make changes to their education program and ensure they are educating pertinent audiences to the best of
their ability (e.g., based on staff and resources). Therefore, the Agency has not revised the language as
suggested by the commenter.
Draft Permit Language

16.3 During the permit term, the permittee must distribute educational materials or equivalent outreach focused on at least two
(2) specifically selected stormwater-related issues of high priority to the permittee (e.g., specific TMDL reduction targets,
changing local business practices, promoting adoption of residential BMPs, lake improvements through lake associations,
household chemicals, yard waste, etc.). The topics must be different from those described in items 16.4 through 16.6. [Minn.
R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter suggested that this requirement be written to only apply to cities and townships because the high
priority topics are not relevant to nontraditional MS4s. (17-2)
Response:
The high priority topics listed in parenthesis are just examples of topics. It is the Agency’s position that all
permittees, including nontraditional permittees, have other relevant issues to educate specific audiences within
their jurisdiction about. For example, after reviewing the commenter’s MS4 annual report for 2018, the
commenter listed litter and covering truck loads as high priority topics. The Agency’s position is these topics are
relevant for the commenter’s education program and could be continued and used towards meeting this permit
requirement. Therefore, the Agency has not revised the language as suggested by the commenter.
Comment:
One commenter suggested requiring four (4) issues of high priority and expanding the list of issues to cover more topics.
(33-2)
Response:

Through the MS4 general permit, the Agency regulates a variety of entities, from cities and townships to
universities and correctional facilities. It is the Agency’s position, that this baseline is achievable by all
permittees covered under the permit, which is a diverse regulated-community. For MCM 1, the requirements
are a baseline for education opportunities and documentation. Permittees that have more resources are
encouraged to go above and beyond the permit requirements to educate their community about stormwaterrelated issues. The examples of high priority topics listed in item 16.3 are just examples of topics. If there are
other relevant topics that permittees would like to educate their intended audiences on, permittees are free to
do so. Therefore, the Agency has not revised the language as suggested by the commenter.
Draft Permit Language

16.4 At least once each calendar year, the permittee must distribute educational materials or equivalent outreach focused on illicit
discharge recognition and reporting illicit discharges to the permittee. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
Two commenters asked that the Agency provide more guidance on the type of outreach and audiences required by this
permit item. (5-1, 6-1)
Response:
The Agency is developing guidance for illicit discharge education materials in the MS4 toolkit
(https://stormwater.pca.state.mn.us/index.php?title=Municipal_Separate_Storm_Sewer_System_(MS4)_toolkit
). Permittees may use shared resources from partnerships, including resources that the Agency has developed,
or create their own educational information on illicit discharge recognition and reporting.
The audience(s) is determined by the permittee. The audience(s) must be identified as part of the
implementation plan (as required by permit item 16.7) and should include residents, businesses, commercial
facilities, institutions, and local organizations, as applicable to the permittee. Permittees have flexibility to target
different audiences with different education and outreach methods as they develop and implement their
program.
Comment:
One commenter suggested that watershed districts should cover this permit requirement due to costs at city level. (461)
Response:
Partnerships are encouraged and can be used to fulfill permit requirements. The partnership should be a mutual
agreement between entities with each having a defined role within the scope of the MS4 program. If a
permittee enters into a partnership for purposes of meeting SWPPP requirements, the permittee maintains legal
responsibility for compliance with the MS4 General Permit (as described in item 13.3). For example, permit item
16.2 specifically identifies partnerships as a way to fulfill MCM 1 requirements. Permittees can document any
partnership in the implementation plan. The documentation includes the description of partnership and the role
each entity plays in the respective MS4 Program.
Draft Permit Language

16.5 For cities and townships, at least once each calendar year, the permittee must distribute educational materials or equivalent
outreach to residents, businesses, commercial facilities, and institutions, focused on the following:
a. impacts of deicing salt use on receiving waters;
b. methods to reduce deicing salt use; and
c. proper storage of salt or other deicing materials. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
Multiple commenters support this permit requirement. (31-1, 34-1, 38-1, 41-1)
Response:
Thank you for your comments.
Comment:
A couple commenters suggested that the Agency should provide support/guidance and funding to permittees to satisfy
this permit requirement. (24-1, 32-1)
Response:
The Agency has outreach and guidance materials available on the Agency's chloride webpage
(https://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/chloride-salts). Permittees may use materials available on the Agency’s
webpage and materials available in the Minnesota Stormwater Manual. The Agency encourages partnerships
with watershed districts, soil and water conservation districts, neighboring municipalities, or other entities to
help meet permit requirements.
Comment:
One commenter questioned why this requirement only applies to cities and townships. (12-7)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that this topic is not as relevant for non-traditional permittees that tend to be selfcontained and lack many, if not all, of the audiences included in this requirement. Instead, non-traditional
permittees, as with all permittees, are required to train their winter maintenance operations staff on BMPs to
minimize the use of deicers through permit item 21.7 in MCM 6.
Comment:
One commenter suggested removing that this requirement only applies to cities and townships and removing items a-c
to allow for more flexibility. (22-4)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that it is important to educate the public on the items listed in a-c in permit item 16.5.
Items a-c help the Agency meet the conditions of the Remand Rule—clear, specific, and measurable
requirements (see the response to comments 10-5, 11-5, 16-3, 23-1, 25-11, 29-2, 29-7, 46-5, 47-5 for further
elaboration). Chloride reduction is a state initiative and part of the Agency’s strategic plan is to reduce chloride
entering surface waters and groundwater. See the Agency’s response to comment above for why this
requirement only applies to cities and townships. Therefore, the Agency has not revised the language as
suggested by the commenter.
Comment:
One commenter suggests that watershed districts should cover this permit requirement due to costs at city level. (46-1)
Response:
Partnerships are allowed as a way to help fulfill permit requirements. Beyond that, it is the Agency’s position
that it is up to each permittee to determine how they will meet permit requirements. The Agency plans to
provide guidance and resources that permittees may use through the Minnesota Stormwater Manual.
Draft Permit Language
16.6 For cities and townships, at least once each calendar year, the permittee must distribute educational materials or equivalent
outreach focused on pet waste. The educational materials or equivalent outreach must include information on the following:

a. impacts of pet waste on receiving waters;
b. proper management of pet waste; and
c. any existing permittee regulatory mechanism(s) for pet waste. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requested making this requirement applicable to all permittees by removing “For cities and townships”.
The commenter also requested removing items a-c to allow for more flexibility. (22-5)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that this topic is not as relevant for non-traditional permittees (e.g., colleges,
correctional facilities, etc.) that tend to be self-contained and are not appropriate for this requirement as they
often lack permanent residents that own pets. Counties are only regulated within the urbanized area, where a
permitted city or township likely already exists. It is the Agency’s position that cities and townships are more
appropriate entities for distributing this type of education and outreach.
It is also the Agency’s position that it is important to educate the public on the items listed in a-c in permit item
16.5. Items a-c help the Agency meet the conditions of the Remand Rule—clear, specific, and measurable
requirements (see the response to comments 10-5, 11-5, 16-3, 23-1, 25-11, 29-2, 29-7, 46-5, 47-5 for further
elaboration).
Draft Permit Language

16.7 The permittee must develop and implement an education and outreach plan that consists of the following:
a. target audience(s) (e.g., residents, businesses, commercial facilities, institutions, and local organizations; consideration
should be given to low-income residents, people of color, and non-native English speaking residents. A resource to help
identify these areas is available on the Agency's environmental justice website);
b. name or position title of responsible person(s) for overall plan implementation;
c. specific activities and schedules to reach each target audience; and
d. a description of any coordination with and/or use of stormwater education and outreach programs implemented by other
entities, if applicable. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter asked why the word ‘extra’ was removed before “consideration should be given to…”. The commenter
suggests changing the language to read “Target audiences must include low-income residents, people of color, and nonnative English speaking residents, and may also include other residents, businesses, commercial facilities, institutions,
and local organizations”. (39-2)
Response:
The word “extra” was removed in response to a comment receiving during the informal, pre-public notice
comment period. It is the Agency’s position the removal of the word “extra” does not change the intent of
permit item 16.7.
The Agency provides permittees flexibility to determine appropriate target audiences as part of their
implementation plan. In some cases, certain audiences may not be pertinent for targeted education efforts by
the permittee. For example, a permittee may identify a specific neighborhood in their jurisdiction that
continually has yard waste issues where grass clippings and other debris ends up in the street. The
neighborhood may not have all or some of the audiences for consideration in item 16.7a. Therefore, the Agency
has not revised the language as suggested by the commenter.
Draft Permit Language

16.8 The permittee must document the following information:
a. a description of all specific stormwater-related issues identified by the permittee in item 16.3;
b. all information required under the permittee's education and outreach plan in item 16.7;
c. activities held, including dates, to reach each target audience;
d. quantities and descriptions of educational materials distributed, including dates distributed; and
e. estimated audience (e.g., number of participants, viewers, readers, listeners, etc.) for each completed education and
outreach activity. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter believes permit item 16.8a is redundant and that it is addressed in 16.3 (20-1).
Response:
Permit item 16.3 requires permittees to distribute education materials or equivalent outreach focused on
selected topics of high priority. Permit item 16.8a requires permittees to document a description of those
selected high priority issues. Each MCM in the permit is primarily organized with the actions permittees need to
take listed first, followed by the documentation permittees need to retain for their records.
Comment:
One commenter would like the Agency to make it clear on the types of education and outreach permittees can take
credit for to meet permit requirements. The commenter recommends that permittees can only take credit for activities
conducted by paid staff or conducted under a paid contract with another organization. (33-3)
Response:
This is an area where the Agency intentionally does not include prescriptiveness within the permit requirements
in order to allow maximum flexibility for MS4 permittees. From the Agency’s perspective, a wide variety of
efforts conducted by a regulated MS4 to provide education and outreach to the public is worthy of “credit” as it
pertains to how effective a local program is in meeting these permit goals. If local policies or rules do not allow a
regulated MS4 to utilize work provided by other organizations (partnerships), these circumstances can be
discussed during compliance evaluations.
Comment:
One commenter would like guidance/explanation of item b and if the Agency is looking for data on actual audience
numbers reached in the engagement plan. (20-2).
Response:
In permit item 16.8b, the permit is stating that the education and outreach plan in item 16.7 must be
documented. Whenever possible, the Agency recommends permittees to record the actual audience numbers
reached, but the Agency understands that it can be difficult to do for every education and outreach activity.
Therefore, the permit only requires an “estimated audience” for each completed activity, as described in item
16.8e.
Comment:
One commenter suggests changing item 16.8d to “estimated” quantities. (21-6)
Response:
In situations where the permittee determines it is not feasible to track the precise number of educational
materials distributed, permittees may document an estimate. However, this is an existing requirement from the
2013 MS4 General Permit and it is the Agency’s position that these materials be tracked as accurately as
possible. Therefore, the Agency has not revised the language as suggested by the commenter.
Comment:

One commenter states this requirement should require permittees to track the outcomes of educational activities and
report that information to the Agency. It is the commenter’s position that if permittees had this information, they would
also be better suited to report the effectiveness of their program and perform the assessment required in item 16.9.
(39-4, 39-5)
Response:
The Agency does not require permittees to track outcomes at the individual level, but at a larger local
government unit (city, township, county, etc.) level with relatively broad documentation requirements. It is the
Agency’s position that tracking distribution of educational material is an important component to determine the
effectiveness of a local education program. It is also the Agency’s position that it is important to strike a balance
between requiring documentation of education efforts and avoiding administrative burdens where possible.
The Agency encourages permittees to choose educational materials and outreach activities that they find
effective to promote behavior change, but it is the Agency’s position that the current documentation
requirements are sufficient for all of the different municipalities regulated under the MS4 general permit.
Therefore, the Agency has not revised the language as suggested by the commenter.

MCM 2: Public Participation/Involvement
General Comments
Comment:
One commenter asks how commercial contractors are going to be regulated. (30-1, 30-2)
Response:
The MS4 general permit does not regulate private businesses, it only regulates municipalities (e.g., cities,
townships, counties, etc.) that meet criteria described in Minn. Rule 7090.1010.
Draft Permit Language

17.6 Each calendar year, the permittee must provide a minimum of one (1) public involvement activity that includes a pollution
prevention or water quality theme (e.g., rain barrel distribution event, rain garden workshop, cleanup event, storm drain
stenciling, volunteer water quality monitoring, adopt a storm drain program, household hazardous waste collection day, etc.).
[Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter suggests that this requirement be changed so that it only applies to cities and townships (17-3).
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that this requirement remains applicable to all permittees. The language is flexible and
allows permittees to choose their public involvement activity based on their audience and program needs. The
Agency would accept programs like Adopt a Highway as a method to meet this permit requirement. Permittees
may also utilize partnerships as another means to help meet this permit requirement. Therefore, the Agency has
not revised the language as suggested by the commenter.
Comment:
One commenter would like the event “theme” to be broadened. (7-5)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that the requirement is broad enough to allow permittees to provide almost any event
of their choosing as long as they can describe the connection to water quality or pollution prevention. Please
note, the list provided within permit item 17.6 is not an extensive list, only some examples. Therefore, the
Agency has not revised the permit language.

MCM 3: Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE)
General Comments
Comment:
Multiple commenters express support for the requirements contained within this section, specifically the new
requirements related to salt management and storage. (31-2, 32-2, 34-2, 37-2)
Response:
Thank you for your comment.
Comment:
One commenter expresses concern that trash should be addressed within this section as an illicit discharge. The
commenter also believes that the over application of salt should be addressed within this section as an illicit discharge.
(43-1, 43-2)
Response:
The Agency does consider trash to be an illicit discharge which must be addressed within the permit
requirements of this section. The Agency has provided a model illicit discharge ordinance to permittee’s
(https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-12/documents/modelillicit.pdf) to address the permit
requirement within this section. Language within this model illicit discharge ordinance identifies refuse, rubbish,
garbage and litter within the definition of a pollutant which must be addressed. The Agency’s position is that the
most effective way to address trash as an illicit discharge is through MCM 1 public education and outreach and
MCM 2 public participation/involvement. If trash is identified by a permittee as a specific area of concern the
requirements of MCM 1 would require educational resources to be focused on this issue to educate the public
and change behavior. The public participation/involvement requirements of MCM 2 could also focus these
activities to address specific problem areas related to trash.
As with addressing littering, the Agency’s position is that the most effective way to address the over application
of salt is through public education/outreach and training concerning the proper application of salt. MCM 1 of
the draft permit requires all permittees to provide educational materials to the public concerning the impacts of
deicing salt use on receiving waters and methods to reduce deicing salt use. Permittees must also develop and
implement and education and outreach program for businesses, commercial facilities, and institutions within
their jurisdiction which focuses on communicating appropriate deicing salt use. This program must include
information which is focused on (1) impacts of deicing salt use on receiving waters, (2) methods to reduce
deicing salt use; and (3) proper storage of salt or other deicing materials. MCM 6 requires all permittees to
ensure training for all of their staff that perform winter maintenance activities. The training must include (1) the
importance of protecting water quality, (2) BMPs to minimize the use of deicers, and (3) tools and to assist staff
in winter maintenance.
Draft Permit Language
18.5 For cities, townships, and counties, the permittee's regulatory mechanism(s) must require owners or custodians of pets to
remove and properly dispose of feces on permittee owned/operated land areas. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
Multiple commenters express concerns with this permit requirement being applicable to both permittee owned and
operated lands. (3-4, 10-4, 11-4, 16-13, 22-7, 23-9, 27-1).
Response:

The Agency has modified this requirement to only apply to permittee owned land areas.
Comment:
One commenter believes “For cities, townships, and counties” should be deleted from this item. (22-7)
Response:
It remains the Agency’s position that this requirement is only applicable to cities, townships, and counties as
these regulated entities are most likely to own land areas where pets congregate.
Comment:
A couple commenters indicate that this permit requirement should apply to cities and townships but not counties where
there is an overlapping jurisdiction (5-2, 6-2).
Response:
The Agency’s position is that a County would be in the best position to develop and implement this regulatory
mechanism for county owned lands; for example, a county-owned park.
Comment:
A couple commenters state that an ordinance to address this item would not be enforceable because they do not have
any staff. (10-4, 11-4)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that all relevant entities identified in this requirement develop a regulatory
mechanism to address pet waste. As with other regulatory mechanisms, the Agency expects permittees to
develop, implement, and enforce a regulatory mechanism to address pet waste to the extent allowable under
state and local law. Please note, there is not an associated inspection requirements associated with this
requirement.
Comment:
One commenter asks whether the Agency was developing a model pet waste ordinance. (24-2)
Response:
Yes, the Agency is in the process of developing a model pet waste ordinance for use by MS4 permittees.
Comment:
One commenter recommends that counties be excluded from this permit requirement (52-1).
Response:
Based on submitted comments the Agency has broadened the list of examples for a “regulatory mechanism” in
this permit. This will provide additional flexibility for MS4 permittees to meet this permit requirement given
their individual circumstances.
Draft Permit Language

18.6 For cities and townships, the permittee's regulatory mechanism(s) must require proper salt storage at commercial,
institutional, and non-NPDES permitted industrial facilities. At a minimum, the regulatory mechanism(s) must require the
following:
a. designated salt storage areas must be covered or indoors;
b. designated salt storage areas must be located on an impervious surface; and

c. implementation of practices to reduce exposure when transferring material in designated salt storage areas (e.g.,
sweeping, diversions, and/or containment). [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter expresses concern that this requirement requires permittees to track salt usage and to regulate the
application of salt and snow removal by private entities. (3-5)
Response:
This permit requirement requires permittees to develop a regulatory mechanism to require proper salt storage
at commercial, institutional, and non-NPDES permitted industrial facilities. The draft permit does not require
permittees to track salt usage by private parties on private property. The draft permit also does not require
permittees to directly regulate salt application rates or snow removal activities on private properties. Instead,
MCM 1 requirements of draft permit require permittees to distribute educational materials or equivalent
outreach to residents, businesses, commercial facilities, and institutions, focused on (1) impacts of deicing salt
use on receiving waters, (2) methods to reduce deicing salt use; and (3) proper storage of salt or other deicing
materials.
Comment:
One commenter expresses concern that non-traditional MS4 permittees are not required to develop standards for
management and storage of salt. (12-8)
Response:
As permittees covered by the MS4 general permit, non-traditional MS4 permittees are required to comply with
item 21.5 which includes requirements for permittee owned/operated salt storage areas.
Comment:
One commenter supports this permit requirement. (4-2)
Response:
Thank you for your comment.
Comment:
One commenter questions whether private salt storage areas are common. (18-3)
Response:
Although the Agency does not track the location or number of private salt storage areas in Minnesota, hundreds
of private salt applicators have been trained through the Agency’s Smart Salting training. The majority of these
private salt applicators use their own salt storage areas.
Comment:
One commenter indicates that many townships do not have land use authority and that the regulation of salt storage
may be better addressed through the Agency Industrial Stormwater Permit. (24-3)
Response:
Based on other comments provided on the draft MS4 Permit the Agency has expanded the list of examples for a
regulatory mechanism which will provide additional flexibility for townships to meet this permit requirement.
Regarding the Industrial Stormwater Permit; during the latest permit reissuance of that permit requirements
were added concerning salt storage standards. The salt storage standards added to the Industrial Stormwater
Permit, however, only apply to the facilities covered by that permit. This MS4 general permit requirement will
require similar salt storage requirements for many more private salt storage areas.

Comment:
Two commenters express concerns that this permit requirement is burdensome, overreaching, not appropriate for this
permit and that this requirement should be included in a statewide effort. (27-2, 45-1)
Response:
The Agency’s position is that this requirement will provide an important regulatory tool for permittees to help
minimize chloride discharges to their MS4. To address the increasing trends of chlorides within Minnesota’s
receiving waters the Agency has developed a Statewide Chloride Management Plan
(https://www.pca.state.mn.us/sites/default/files/wq-s1-94.pdf) which includes specific activities by MS4
permittees to achieve chloride reductions. To assist permittees with this specific permit requirement the Agency
has developed Chloride Reduction Model Ordinance Language
(https://www.pca.state.mn.us/sites/default/files/p-tr1-54.pdf) which includes specific language regarding salt
storage standards. While this draft permit requirement requires permittees to develop a regulatory mechanism
for private salt storage areas, it does not require a specific schedule for permittees to inspect these salt storage
areas. The schedule for inspecting these storage areas is left up to each permittee. A concern was also expressed
that this permit requirement may set up an adversarial relationship with business owners with no funding. The
basic salt storage area requirements outlined in the model ordinance language includes (1) the salt storage area
must be covered or indoors, (2) the salt must be stored on an impervious surface, and (3) BMPs like sweeping,
diversions, and/or containment must be used to reduce spillage and exposure when transferring material. The
Agency provides loans (https://www.pca.state.mn.us/regulations/small-business-environmental-improvementloans) if a small business would have financial difficulty meeting the MS4 permittee’s storage requirements.
Draft Permit Language
18.7 The permittee must incorporate illicit discharge detection into all inspection and maintenance activities conducted in items
21.9, 21.10, and 21.11. Where feasible, the permittee must conduct illicit discharge inspections during dry-weather
conditions (e.g., periods of 72 or more hours of no precipitation). [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the removal of the portion of the requirement to conduct dry-weather inspections where
feasible. (22-8)
Response:
This is an existing requirement contained within the 2013 MS4 general permit. The Agency’s position is that dryweather inspections is an important tool which should be utilized by permittees when and where possible. This
permit requirement has been written to provide flexibility for permittees concerning the use of dry-weather
inspections.
Draft Permit Language

18.8 The permittee must implement a training program that includes the following:
a. training all field staff in illicit discharge recognition (including conditions which could cause illicit discharges), and reporting
illicit discharges for further investigation. Field staff includes, but is not limited to, police, fire department, public works, and
parks staff. Each calendar year following the initial training, the permittee must provide a refresher-training to all field staff
on illicit discharge recognition and reporting. Training for this specific requirement may include, but is not limited to, videos,
in-person presentations, webinars, and/or training documents; and
b. ensure that individuals receive training commensurate with their responsibilities as they relate to the permittee's IDDE
program. Individuals includes, but is not limited to, individuals responsible for investigating, locating, eliminating illicit
discharges, and/or enforcement. The permittee must ensure that previously trained individuals attend a refresher-training
every three (3) calendar years following the initial training. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
Two commenters believe that the term “field staff” is too broad. (9-4, 12-9)
Response:
The training of all field staff is an existing permit requirement contained within the 2013 MS4 general permit.
The Agency’s position is that it is important for all permittee staff that work outdoors within the community
have an understanding to recognize an illicit discharge and know how to report a potential illicit discharge for
further investigation. The permit requirement provides flexibility concerning how this training may be delivered
to their field staff.
Comment:
Multiple commenters indicate that the timelines outlined for these training requirements are unclear and the training
schedules outlined in items 18.8a and 18.8b should be combined. (3-6, 4-3, 22-9, 24-4, 40-1)
Response:
To clarify the timelines for these training events this requirement has been rewritten and separated into two
separate permit requirements. The Agency reviews the general training of all field staff as a focused training
event which could solely address the recognition and reporting of an illicit discharge. Presenting this training in
early spring as a reminder for field staff to be on the lookout for illicit discharges as they do their job would be
an effective way for permittees to meet this requirement.
Draft Permit Language

18.9 The permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of priority areas the permittee identifies as having a higher
likelihood for illicit discharges. At a minimum, the inventory must include the following:
a. non-NPDES permitted business/industrial activities with storage of large quantities of significant materials that could result
in an illicit discharge; and
b. areas where illicit discharges have been identified in the past and continues to pose a risk. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the language “written or mapped” be removed from this requirement. (5-3)
Response:
The intent of this requirement is to identify business/industrial activities which would need to be periodically
inspected. The Agency’s position is that the location of these activities needs to be recorded (written or
mapped) to develop and implement an effective inspection program. Therefore, the Agency has not revised the
permit language as requested.
Comment:
Multiple commenters have concerns with the language “large quantities of significant materials” and request this
language to be further defined or clarified. (5-4, 16-14, 23-4, 44-1)
Response:
The Agency has removed the words “large quantities of” from the draft permit language. The term “significant
materials” is contained within the 2013 MS4 general permit and is also defined in item 27.33 of the draft permit.
It is the Agency’s position that the quantity of material present is only one issue for consideration when
determining whether there is a risk for an illicit discharge. The potential for the “significant material” to
discharge pollutants must also be evaluated. The permit language has been modified to clarify that the
permittee determines whether a significant material at any business/industrial activity poses the risk of an illicit
discharge.

Comment:
Multiple commenters express concerns that this permit requirement is ambiguous and too broad and request it be
removed or revised. (9-5, 8-9, 12-10, 15-4, 16-14, 22-10, 23-4, 24-5, 25-1, 27-3, 29-5, 45-2, 44-1)
Response:
The Agency has revised this permit language to clarify its scope and the responsibility of permittees. The revised
language requires permittees to evaluate certain land uses and areas for potential inclusion in the inventory and
more closely resembles the wording used in the 2013 MS4 general permit. The Agency also removed “large
quantities of” before “significant materials” because it is undefined and it is the Agency’s position that the
quantity should not be the only consideration for possible inclusion in the permittee’s inventory. In some cases,
a relatively small quantity of a material, such as a hazardous waste, could have a significant negative impact on
water quality if not managed and stored properly. The wording “potential inclusion in the inventory” was added
to provide each permittee the flexibility to make a final determination on which areas to include in their
inventory. The Agency requires each permittee to “maintain” this inventory, as the Agency anticipates that
permittees may discover more priority areas over time (e.g., due to complaints, referrals, or inspections). Please
note, “significant materials” is a defined term (item 27.33 in the draft permit language) that originates from 40
CFR 122.26(b)(12).
Comment:
Several commenters express concern with this permit requirement related to overlapping jurisdictions and state that
this requirement should only apply to cities and townships. (8-9, 15-4, 17-4)
Response:
The Agency has modified this permit language to clarify that each permittee is only responsible for the
evaluation and inventory of the priority areas identified in part 18.9a which discharge to their MS4.
Comment:
One commenter requests that the word “continues” be changed to “continue” within the permit language. (18-4)
Response:
The Agency has revised the draft permit language as requested.
Draft permit language
18.10 The permittee must conduct illicit discharge inspections at least once each calendar year in areas identified in item 18.9.
[Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
Multiple commenters express concern regarding their legal authority to access priority areas (e.g., private property) for
inspections. Many of the commenters request that “To the extent allowable under state or local law” be added to the
beginning of the draft permit language for this item. (12-11, 12-12, 15-5, 16-15, 22-11, 25-2, 27-4, 40-2)
Response:
The Agency has revised the draft permit language as requested by many of the commenters and changed the
inspection frequency to more closely align with the language used in the 2013 MS4 general permit, to provide
more flexibility to permittees on how often they must inspect areas included in their inventory.
Comment:
Two commenters express concern that the inspections required by this requirement would be duplicative and should
only apply to cities and townships. (15-5, 40-2)

Response:
The inspections required by this permit requirement apply to the priority areas identified through the inventory
required in the previous permit item. Each permittee is only required to inventory, and therefore inspect, those
priority areas which discharge to their own MS4.
Comment:
One commenter expresses concern with the access of private property to conduct inspections and asks whether
inspections from the public right of way adjacent to the private property would be acceptable. The commenter also asks
what is needed for documentation concerning these inspections. (24-6)
Response:
To the extent allowable under state or local law, permittees must develop a regulatory mechanism to provide
them access to private property for conducting inspections. It is the Agency’s position that the access of private
property must be sufficient to clearly observe how significant materials are being stored and determine whether
an illicit discharge is or could occur. It is understood that in some circumstances an adequate inspection could be
done from the public right of way without accessing the private property.
The documentation requirements for these inspections may be found in item 18.14 of the draft permit. For
inspections where an illicit discharge is not observed or where the storage of the significant material is proper
and would not result in an illicit discharge only the documentation of the date and location of the inspection is
necessary. Further documentation as described in item 18.14 would be necessary if the permittee identified an
active illicit discharge or storage conditions which could cause an illicit discharge where corrective actions are
needed.
Comment:
One commenter expresses concern with the MS4 general permit requiring inspections of private property and state that
inspections should be limited to city-owned land. (29-6)
Response:
A principal requirement of the MS4 general permit is that permittees must implement programs and take
actions necessary to limit pollutants from entering their MS4 to protect receiving waters. Requiring permittees
to ensure that the private storage of significant materials will not cause an illicit discharge to their MS4 is
consistent with the overarching intent of the MS4 general permit.
Draft Permit Language
18.15 For each training in item 18.8, the permittee must document:
a. general subject matter covered;
b. names and departments of individuals in attendance; and
c. date of each event. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter has concerns with this specific documentation requirement. The commenter states it requires a
significant amount of staff time and is an ineffective educational assessment tool. (24-7)
Response:
Please see the response to comments 10-5, 11-5, 16-3, 23-1, 25-11, 29-2, 29-7, 46-5, 47-5.

MCM 4: Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control

General Comments
Comment:
One commenter asks the Agency to verify that an electronic database qualifies as written documentation. (6-3)
Response:
Yes, an electronic database qualifies as written documentation.
Comment:
One commenter asks why it is necessary to have a duplication of the construction stormwater permit within the MS4
general permit and requests this item be revised to remove redundant sections. (24-8)
Response:
40 CFR 122.34b(4) requires operators of small MS4s to develop, implement, and enforce a program under this
minimum control measure. Federal law also requires construction stormwater permits to be issued by delegated
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) states. The Agency has held this delegation since 1974
and is prohibited from delegating this responsibility to local governments. Therefore, both state and permitted
MS4 communities must provide regulatory oversight of construction activity. Therefore, the Agency is not
removing MCM 4 requirements as a whole. Comments related to changing federal law are beyond the scope of
the draft permit in question.
The phrase “at least as stringent as” sets a minimum bar and develops statewide consistency for local programs
and developers and contractors. It is not the Agency’s intent to prevent a regulated MS4 from developing a
program that is more stringent than the state program. In fact, many regulated MS4s have already done so,
thereby, already meeting this proposed permit requirement. This language will continue to compel those
regulated MS4s that have weaker programs to strengthen those programs to a level common with other
regulated MS4s.
Draft Permit Language
19.5 The permittee's regulatory mechanism(s) must require that owners and operators of construction activity develop site plans
that must be submitted to the permittee for review and approval, prior to the start of construction activity. The regulatory
mechanism(s) must require the owners and operators of construction activity to keep site plans up-to-date with regard to
stormwater runoff controls. The regulatory mechanism(s) must require that site plans incorporate the following erosion,
sediment, and waste controls that are at least as stringent as described in the CSW Permit:
a. erosion prevention practices;
b. sediment control practices;
c. dewatering and basin draining;
d. inspection and maintenance;
e. pollution prevention management measures;
f. temporary sediment basins; and
g. termination conditions. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the item be changed to require owners “or” operators of construction activity submit site
plans to the permittee. (12-13)
Response:
The Agency’s position is that the owner may delegate submittal of the site plans to the operator, and that the
owner and operator are both ultimately responsible for submitting the site plans. Therefore, the Agency has not
revised the language as suggested by the commenter.

Comment:
One commenter requests the review and approval standards be separated. Another commenter requests to replace the
word “approval” with the phrase “confirmation that local stormwater design standards have been met” in this item and
item 20.4. (12-13, 16-16)
Response:
The Agency has revised the permit language from “approval” to “confirmation that regulatory mechanism(s)
requirements have been met” in items 19.5 and 20.4.
Draft Permit Language

19.6 The permittee must implement written procedures for site plan reviews conducted by the permittee prior to the start of all
construction activity, to ensure compliance with requirements of the regulatory mechanism(s). At a minimum, the
procedures must include:
a. written notification to owners and operators proposing construction activity, including projects less than one acre that are
part of a larger common plan of development or sale, of the need to apply for and obtain coverage under the CSW Permit;
and
b. use of a written checklist, consistent with the requirements of the regulatory mechanism(s), to document the adequacy of
each site plan required in item 19.5. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter suggests the word “written” be removed. (5-5)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that “written” is appropriate and allows the Agency to verify this requirement is being
fulfilled.
Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency clarify the timing and frequency of written notification and asks if this item can
this be covered by publishing of ordinance language? (6-4)
Response:
The intent of this requirement is that the permittee notify the project proposer, on a per project basis that, a
CSW permit is required. That said, publishing of ordinance language periodically would not satisfy this
requirement.
Comment:
One commenter asks if 19.6a can be fulfilled by a line item in the permit application, or does it have to be addressed in
the document awarding the permit? (20-3)
Response:
Yes, 19.6a can be fulfilled by a line item in a local permit application.
Draft Permit Language
19.7 The permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of active construction activity within the permittee's jurisdiction
and that discharge to the permittee's MS4. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
Several commenters request to remove this item, remove the words “written or mapped”, and to clarify if the item only
applies to active construction activities subject to a CSW permit. (3-7, 5-6, 18-5, 24-9)
Response:

The Agency has revised the draft permit language to remove this item entirely.
Draft Permit Language

19.9 The permittee must maintain written procedures for identifying high-priority and low-priority sites for inspection. At a
minimum, the written procedures must include:
a. a detailed explanation describing how sites will be categorized as either high-priority or low-priority;
b. a frequency at which the permittee will conduct inspections for high-priority sites;
c. a frequency at which the permittee will conduct inspections for low-priority sites; and
d. the name(s) of individual(s) or position title(s) responsible for conducting site inspections. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter suggests to make one designation and follow the construction stormwater permit for inspection
frequency. (46-2)
Response:
The Agency’s position is that permittees should be inspecting all projects. However, multiple factors (e.g., staff
resources, number of projects, project characteristics), are considered when determining priorities for
conducting site inspections. Therefore, the permittee needs to establish an inspection frequency for projects not
categorized as “high-priority” by the permittee (i.e. low-priority sites). The Agency asserts this language provides
the flexibility desired by permittees in prioritizing inspections and should remain in the permit. This concept also
meets the “clear, specific, and measurable” emphasis of the Remand Rule. Permittees are welcome to make a
single designation if they determine they will provide adequate inspection coverage of construction projects
within their jurisdiction.
Draft Permit Language

19.10 The permittee must implement a written checklist to document each site inspection when determining compliance with the
permittee's regulatory mechanism(s). At a minimum, the checklist must include the permittee's inspection findings on the
following areas, as applicable to each site:
a. stabilization of exposed soils (including stockpiles);
b. stabilization of ditch and swale bottoms;
c. sediment control BMPs on all downgradient perimeters of the project and upgradient of buffer zones;
d. storm drain inlet protection;
e. energy dissipation at pipe outlets;
f. vehicle tracking BMPs;
g. preservation of a 50 foot natural buffer or redundant sediment controls where stormwater flows to a surface water
within 50 feet of disturbed soils;
h. owner/operator of construction activity self-inspection records;
i. containment for all liquid and solid wastes generated by washout operations (e.g., concrete, stucco, paint, form release
oils, curing compounds, and other construction materials); and
j. BMPs maintained and functional. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests that the word “checklist” be replaced with “documentation”. A few commenters requests to
remove the subsections in this item. (5-7, 27-5, 29-8)
Response:
Over the past permit cycle the Agency found widespread inconsistencies in items documented for construction
site inspections. This requirement creates consistency among all permittees and sets a minimum bar and
establishes clear, specific, and measurable expectations (see the response to comments 10-5, 11-5, 16-3, 23-1,
25-11, 29-2, 29-7, 46-5, 47-5 for further elaboration). Therefore, the Agency has not revised the language as
suggested by the commenters. The Agency plans to provide a checklist that can be used by permittees.
Comment:

A couple commenters request to revise or remove 19.10h and asks if the permittee is required to read through and
confirm the accuracy and completeness of the records. (16-17, 22-12)
Response:
The Agency’s position is that permittees have the flexibility to conduct a detailed review or simply verify the
existence of inspection records. Therefore, the Agency has not revised the language as suggested by the
commenter.
Draft Permit Language
19.14 For each site plan review conducted by the permittee, the permittee must document the following:
a. project name;
b. location;
c. total acreage to be disturbed;
d. owner and operator of the proposed construction activity;
e. proof of notification to obtain coverage under the CSW Permit, as required in item 19.6, or proof of coverage under the
CSW Permit; and
f. any stormwater related comments and supporting completed checklist, as required in item 19.6, used by the permittee to
determine project approval or denial. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter asks if 19.14e can be fulfilled by a line item in the permit application. (20-4)
Response:
Yes, 19.14e can be fulfilled by a line item in a local permit application.
Draft Permit Language
19.16 The permittee must document any enforcement conducted pursuant to the ERPs in item 19.13, including verbal warnings.
At a minimum, the permittee must document the following:
a. name of the person responsible for violating the terms and conditions of the permittee's regulatory mechanism(s);
b. date(s) and location(s) of the observed violation(s);
c. description of the violation(s);
d. corrective action(s) (including completion schedule) issued by the permittee;
e. referrals to other regulatory organizations (if any); and
f. date(s) violation(s) resolved. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
Several commenters request documentation of verbal warnings be removed. (20-5, 23-3, 25-3)
Response:
The Agency’s position is that verbal warnings constitute an enforcement action. The ability to escalate an
enforcement action beyond a verbal warning if necessary is legally compromised without proper
documentation. If the permittee identifies a violation, it is enforcement and must be documented to include the
information required in item 19.16. It is not a verbal warning until the discussion involves a violation. Reminders
and education discussions where violations are not identified do not need to be documented. The Agency
encourages permittees to use enforcement tools besides verbal warnings to document violations (e.g., an
inspection report and associated corrective actions). It is the Agency’s position that this level of documentation
will aid permittees should they need to elevate enforcement to achieve compliance. Therefore, the Agency has
not revised the language as suggested.

MCM 5: Post-Construction Stormwater Management
General Comments

Comment:
A couple commenters ask whether or not they may make they their own distinctions not described in the draft permit
language and whether or not they may grant variances. One of the commenter states: “This is less a matter of MCM 5
content requirements, and more a matter of the approach that the MPCA will bring to program audits, and the
documentation that will satisfy the MPCA that an MS4’s exercise of judgment is preserving equivalency in water
resource protection outcomes.” (15-1, 15-2, 50-2, 50-5)
Response:
The standards required in MCM 5 are specific however, it is the Agency’s position that there is flexibility built
into the language throughout Section 20. As far as audits, it is the Agency’s expectation that permittees
implement and enforce a regulatory mechanism(s) that meets or exceeds the requirements established in MCM
5. There may be unique circumstances that a permittee may have to consider when meeting the requirements,
which is why the draft permit language incorporates different concepts to allow for flexibility (e.g., maximize
treatment for linear projects when the requirement cannot be met, off-site treatment, payment in-lieu). The
draft permit establishes documentation requirements for permittees to demonstrate why onsite volume
reduction practices may not have been utilized for a project (i.e., infiltration is prohibited and/or the permittee
determines that onsite treatment is not cost-effective). Each permittee may exercise their best professional
judgement to fit their unique local circumstances, provided the permittee can demonstrate their compliance
with the permit requirements through the required documentation. The commenter does not specifically
address what kind of variances they would like to consider which makes responding to this item challenging for
the Agency. As far as variances, the Agency is not aware of any state statute or rules that grants permittees
regulated under the MS4 general permit the authority to grant variances from meeting the minimum
requirements set forth in MCM 5. If a scenario arises where the permittee believes it cannot meet the applicable
MCM 5 requirements, Agency stormwater staff are available to help find a solution. Variances that still meet the
minimum requirements of MCM 5 would be allowed. However, variances that allow development or
redevelopment projects to occur without meeting minimum treatment standards may be considered noncompliant by the Agency.
The ultimate goal of the Agency’s audit process is to determine whether or not the permittee is complying with
permit requirements. The Agency may exercise enforcement discretion for permittees that are largely meeting
the environmental protection goals of the permit.
Comment:
A couple commenters have concerns that MCM 5 does not allow enough flexibility for the use of regional treatment
practices. (15-3, 29-12)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that a treatment train approach and innovation in stormwater management can
happen at any scale including the individual site scale. The Agency has many examples of single projects that
have outstanding innovative treatment trains that meet permit requirements and are constructed on the site of
the construction or reconstruction activity. The Agency concurs with many of the commenters concerns
regarding failure of infiltration practices due to lack of maintenance. By encouraging smaller more distributed
systems the chance for a BMP failure that effects a large area is reduced while more closely mimicking native
hydrology.
Treatment trains found to be the most effective are those that maintain runoff onsite while allowing sufficient
time for hydraulic, physical, biological, and chemical processes to take place. On a larger catchment area or
watershed scale the pollution reduction of treatment train BMPs is effective, but less so than on an on-site basis.
Generally, the highest level of pollutant reduction is achieved in the first BMP, with each successive BMP
becoming less effective. In addition to water quality benefits, on-site treatment maintains local hydrology (e.g.
groundwater recharge, baseflow), maintains benefits of vegetation (e.g. cleaner air, improved hydrology, habitat

maintenance and establishment, increased energy efficiency and temperature regulation), helps mitigate effects
of climate change, and reduces peak flows, duration, and cumulative runoff volumes.
In MCM 5, item 20.8, the permit clearly states that preference must be given to volume reduction practices on
site and it is the belief of the Agency that this the most effective approach for stormwater management.
However, there is flexibility built into the language throughout section 20. It is important to note, item 20.11
allows both new development and re-development projects to utilize off-site treatment if the cost of the onsite
treatment is prohibitive or the site is not conducive to infiltration. In general, medium to large greenfield
developments will find on-site stormwater management to be most cost effective. For small sites, sites with
limited space, or redevelopment sites, it may be more cost effective to utilize an off-site system. MCM 5 as a
whole preserves the desire for distributed stormwater management that mimics natural hydrology while
maintaining flexibility for situations where project proposers can create partnerships that lead to creative, more
cost-effective treatment systems.
Comment:
Several commenters ask the Agency to consider whether the provisions in Section 20, especially for linear projects, will
result in the construction and implementation of a large number of failing underground infiltration vaults. Please also
consider that these underground vaults may be significant sources of bacteria in stormwater, as was found in the
Minneapolis bacteria study. Another commenter raises concerns about underground systems fostering anaerobic
conditions and creating unsafe conditions for entry. (16-19, 23-5, 27-6)
Response:
The Minnesota Cities Stormwater Coalition previously requested that the Agency contact numerous and specific
MS4 permittees to discuss concerns with failing underground infiltration systems. The Agency conducted an
outreach effort where 12 MS4 permittees, including the suggested permittees, were contacted to investigate
their experiences with underground infiltration systems. The permittees contacted represent a cross section of
both metro and greater Minnesota MS4 permittees. The Agency found that of the approximately 150 systems
reported by MS4 permittees, only nine were reported to have decreased function or failure. All of the
permittees with systems not operating as designed were able to identify one or more reasons for the decreased
performance or failure. The main reasons cited were improper design or site conditions, lack of maintenance,
and lack of oversight during construction. Many of the MS4 permittees mentioned that their failing underground
infiltration systems were among the first to be designed and implemented within their jurisdiction. They said
they have learned from the existing system inefficiencies and are now able to better construct and maintain
underground infiltration systems.
The Agency recognizes underground infiltration systems can be challenging to construct and maintain if not
designed correctly. The draft permit allows sufficient flexibility on this matter. For any site where physical or
financial limitations exist for underground infiltration systems, other treatment options are authorized by the
permit. Items 20.7 and 20.10 of the draft permit include excessive cost as a reason to proceed with selecting a
non-volume reduction system which could be built on or off site. While underground systems might be the best
option in some cases, the Agency does not anticipate many situations where a permittee’s regulatory
mechanism must require a developer to provide an underground system.
The commenter specifically identifies failing underground infiltration vaults as a potential significant source of
bacteria loading. The MS4 general permit requires permittees to maintain structural stormwater BMPs to ensure
proper function (item 21.11). Furthermore, it is imperative under Minn. R. 7001.0150, subp. 3(F) that permittees
must “…at all times properly operate and maintain the facilities and systems of treatment and control…”. In an
instance where the permittee is unable to maintain a permittee owned/operated structural stormwater BMP
(e.g., improper design, lack of access), the permittee would be expected to replace the BMP with a more
effective one (item 24.4). The Agency finds that properly designed and operating infiltration practices would not
be expected to be a source of bacteria. An extensive literature review conducted by the Agency in conjunction
with University of Minnesota researchers found that infiltration practices were generally effective at attenuating

bacteria in stormwater infiltrating through the practices, with removal rates typically being greater than 90
percent. While underground systems constructed in native coarse-textured soils are likely to be less effective
than systems that utilize engineered media, removal rates remain high. The literature review also concluded
that die-off of most microorganisms in ground water is rapid, with three-order magnitude decreases in
population within 100 days. Studies of individual sewage treatment systems (ISTS), conducted by the Agency in
the late 1990s, support these conclusions, with bacteria populations in groundwater decreasing rapidly downgradient of ISTS.
Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency make changes to the flowchart for MCM 5 that was provided during the public
comment period. Specifically the commenter would like permit item numbers be included in the flowchart. Another
commenter recommends adding the MCM 5 flowchart as an appendix to the permit. (16-29, 22-15)
Response:
The Agency agrees to make changes to the flowchart to include item numbers and has amended the flowchart
accordingly. It is the Agency’s position that the flowchart is better left as a standalone guidance document for
ease of any future updates necessary to add clarity. Therefore, the Agency has not included the flowchart in the
permit as requested.
Draft Permit Language
20.2 New permittees must develop, implement, and enforce, and existing permittees must revise their current program, as
necessary, and continue to implement and enforce, a Post-Construction Stormwater Management program that prevents or
reduces water pollution after construction activity is completed. The program must address construction activity with land
disturbance of greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan
of development or sale, within the permittee's jurisdiction and that discharge to the permittee's MS4. The permittee must
incorporate Section 20 requirements into their program. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to exempt MS4 permittees that do not have zoning authority from requirements in
20.2, 20.3, and 20.4 related to creating and enforcing a regulatory mechanism regarding post-construction stormwater
treatment. The commenter requests a new requirement specific to non-traditional MS4 permittees requiring that the
permittee meet the post-construction stormwater treatment requirements for their own projects. (52-2)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that no changes are necessary because existing language in item 20.3 (“To the extent
allowable under state or local law”) provides for circumstances where a permittee may have limited authority to
implement and enforce a regulatory mechanism. Please note, a regulatory mechanism may consist of contract
language, as identified in item 20.3.
Draft Permit Language
20.3 To the extent allowable under state or local law, the permittee must develop, implement, and enforce a regulatory
mechanism(s) that incorporates items 20.4 through 20.15. A regulatory mechanism(s) for the purposes of the General Permit
may consist of contract language, an ordinance, permits, standards, or any other mechanism, that will be enforced by the
permittee. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests that the MS4 general permit updates could coincide with the required Surface Watershed
Management Plan updates to avoid a constantly moving target. (45-3)
Response:

The two processes are led by different state agencies, with different applicable state requirements. However,
the Agency is open to suggestions and recommendations on how future MS4 general permit reissuances could
coincide with Surface Watershed Management Plan updates where feasible.
Draft Permit Language
20.5 The permittee's regulatory mechanism(s) must require owners of construction activity to treat the water quality volume on
any project where the sum of the new impervious surface and the fully reconstructed impervious surface equals one or more
acres. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
Several commenters believe that a the proposed redevelopment standard should be written into the construction
stormwater permit (CSW permit) which would apply to the entire state as opposed to including it into the MS4 permit
where it would apply to reconstruction in the regulated MS4 communities. Another commenter supports including the
redevelopment standard in the MS4 permit as opposed to including it in the CSW permit. Several commenters stated
that including the proposed redevelopment standard which is a more stringent regulatory standard than the CSW permit
will create hardships, economic inequity, and confusion and will likely have impacts on redevelopment in their
community. Commenters also state that developers may seek opportunities outside the MS4 area, thus taking away
potential tax base from the City. Several commenters request that all requirements for redevelopment be removed and
go back to language used in the current MS4 permit. Another commenter requests this item be deleted because
extending water quality treatment without providing the funding is inappropriate. Several commenters strongly support
a numeric standard for linear and nonlinear redevelopment projects because such numeric volume control standards
are effective and feasible and offer a tremendous opportunity to set a long-term course for improving water quality in
the state. Another commenter questions the need for requiring treatment on redevelopment projects in watersheds
where lake and river quality are meeting state standards. (3-8, 7-6, 9-1, 9-2, 9-3, 12-14, 13-1, 14-5, 16-18, 19-4, 22-13,
23-5, 24-10, 24-12, 25-4, 25-5, 27-6, 28-2, 29-9, 42-1, 44-2, 45-4, 47-1, 49-1, 49-2, 49-3, 49-4, 52-3)
Response:
The Agency chose not to include a redevelopment standard in the CSW permit as that permit applies to all
construction activity across the State and may not be appropriate or necessary in some areas. There are many
undeveloped areas where water quality issues are due to agriculture, or areas where water quality remains high
due to the watershed being mostly undeveloped. Watersheds with a low percentage of impervious surfaces
generally do not exhibit surface water degradation due to development. For these areas, a redevelopment
requirement is not necessary to improve water quality. Since the MS4 general permit regulates construction
activity in the urbanized areas of the state where intense development has occurred for many years without
stormwater treatment requirements, a redevelopment standard is paramount to reversing water quality
degradation due to development.
In the natural, undisturbed environment precipitation is intercepted by trees and other vegetation, stored in
natural depressions or absorbed by soils and humic matter on the surface of the ground where it is used by
plants, becomes baseflow (shallow groundwater for streams, lakes, and wetlands), infiltrates more deeply to
recharge aquifers or becomes surface runoff. In short, natural systems are characterized as having efficient
recycling mechanisms that retain nutrients, sediments, and water. During most storms very little rainfall
becomes stormwater runoff where the landscape is naturally vegetated or where there are permeable soils.
Runoff generally occurs with snowpack melt and larger precipitation events (which constitute a very small
proportion of the storms that occur in Minnesota). In contrast to natural settings, traditional development
practices can cover substantial percentages of urban areas with impervious surfaces such as roads, driveways,
sidewalks, and buildings. Remaining soils under turf/vegetated areas are often heavily compacted during
development and can become relatively impervious. Hence rainfall can be quickly converted to stormwater
runoff that is carried away by curb and gutter systems even during small precipitation events. The collective
force of the increased stormwater flows entering the MS4 and discharged through outfalls can scour
streambeds, erode stream banks, and cause shock-loading or large pulses of sediment and other entrained
pollutants, such as metals, nutrients and trash, to downstream receiving waters. Stormwater research generally

shows a high correlation between the level of imperviousness in a watershed and the degree of overall
degradation of downstream water quality and aquatic habitats1.
Therefore, one of the main stormwater treatment strategies is to replicate pre-development hydrology as much
as is feasible. The fundamental principle is to encourage treatment systems and practices that use or mimic
natural processes to: 1) infiltrate and recharge, 2) evapotranspire, and/or 3) harvest and use precipitation near
to where it falls to earth. Volume reduction of approximately the first one inch of impervious surface runoff
represents a volume that appears to reasonably represent the volume that is fully infiltrated in a modern-day
natural condition and thus should be managed onsite to restore and maintain this pre-development hydrology
for the duration, rate, and volume of stormwater flows.
Requiring volume reduction and stormwater treatment for redevelopment projects can help to mimic natural
hydrology of rivers and lakes by reducing volumes of runoff and pollutant levels. Even in an area where a river or
lake is meeting water quality standards, reducing volumes of runoff can help the water body by reducing bank
erosion in both rivers and lakes and lessen impacts such as head cutting in streams. Volume reduction can assist
in keeping small streams below bankfull flow more often and, because bankfull flow is the most erosive flow for
streams, will assist in reducing streambank erosion. Reducing volumes of flow to these waters can provide a
level of climate resiliency by partially mitigating the effects of higher intensity storm events that are becoming
more numerous and are common in current precipitation patterns.
Several commenters have stated the redevelopment standard for stormwater treatment will create
inconsistencies between the construction permit and the permittees regulatory mechanism - the commenter
described the two permits as “in conflict” with each other. The treatment standard for new impervious surface
is the same in both permits. The requirements for redevelopment projects are only found in the MS4 general
permit and there are no requirements for redevelopment in the CSW permit. There will not be a situation where
the two permits conflict.
Some commenters believe that developers may seek opportunities outside the MS4 area thus taking away
potential tax base from the city. Many of the metro area MS4s are already subject to redevelopment standards
through watershed district rules and permitting requirements while other metro MS4s are not subject to those
requirements. Thus, those differences already exist. Additionally, the Agency has been provided no evidence to
suggest that developers are changing the location of their projects simply to avoid stormwater management
requirements. This assertion is speculative in nature. Please note that development which occurs outside of
urbanized areas and MS4 requirements is still subject to stormwater management requirements for new
development. Much of the development outside of MS4s will be subject to those requirements so developers
will need to provide the same level of stormwater management under both scenarios.
When selecting the permit conditions for post-construction stormwater management on redevelopment
projects, including the emphasis on volume reduction, the Agency evaluated what has been demonstrated to be
feasible in the Midwest region as well as in other parts of the country. Because similar approaches have been
successfully implemented by various water management organizations in the Twin Cities Metro Area, in many
locations around the nation as requirements of stormwater permits, state regulations, and local standards, and
under a wide variety of climates and conditions, the Agency considers this approach to be supported, reasonably
effective and ‘practicable’ with due consideration of exclusions for infiltration in some locations. The Agency
believes that application of this permit condition will result in reduced quantities of stormwater runoff resulting
in improvement to urban stormwater quality and quantifiable water quality benefits.
State permitting authorities are required by 40 CFR 122.34(b)(5) to include post-construction stormwater
management requirements for redevelopment in MS4 permits. Additionally, since MS4 permittees are subject
to TMDL requirements, in many instances stormwater runoff conditions must improve as opposed to remaining
the same. In the urbanized area of the state, many of our surface waters are listed as impaired with one of the
main causes being a high percentage of impervious surfaces. Redevelopment offers an opportunity to treat
runoff from properties that have historically been discharging untreated stormwater.

It is the Agency’s position that MS4 permittees are better positioned to implement a redevelopment standard at
a local level than the Agency at the state level. Designing stormwater treatment practices for redevelopment
projects on smaller properties can be technically challenging. The permittees regulatory mechanism, as allowed
by the draft MS4 general permit, can offer flexibility to accommodate these types of sites. Offsite treatment or
payment in lieu of treatment is allowed as described in item 20.11 through 20.15 in the draft permit. In addition
to physical limitations, item 20.11 allows flexibility with regard to cost. Implementing a redevelopment standard
may require some municipalities to use the off-site treatment and payment in lieu of treatment options. The
Agency is not in a position to identify local stormwater treatment opportunities, nor would the Agency be able
to manage a statewide monetary banking program.
Regulated MS4 communities are required to have a plan review process in place where the design details are
worked out with this flexibility in mind. If MS4 permittees are unsure about a particular proposal when
performing a plan review, the Agency has resources to help. In addition to the guidance found in the Minnesota
Stormwater Manual, stormwater technical staff is available to provide assistance at any time.
Several commenters raised the issue of costs associated with implementation of permit conditions for postconstruction stormwater management. The Agency has responded by noting that there are many locations
where this stormwater management framework has already been implemented, and where costs have been
well documented to be competitive or instances where infrastructure costs were less expensive because of
avoided costs (e.g., reduced infrastructure, narrower roads and otherwise fewer impervious surfaces, reduced
or eliminated curbs and gutters, no or fewer buried storm sewers). In addition, where cost-benefit analyses have
been conducted, green infrastructure practices are even more cost effective because of the wide array of
additional benefits that do not accrue when traditional stormwater management practices are
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11

The costs to the public associated with degraded waters and rehabilitation of impaired waters
used.
are being examined and should also be included in future cost-benefit considerations.
1. Chesapeakstormwater.net - Impact of Urbanization on Stream Quality: http://chesapeakestormwater.net/wpcontent/uploads/dlm_uploads/2018/01/I-2-Urbanization-and-Stream-Quality-Fact-Sheet_final.pdf
2. EPA, Green Infrastructure Cost Benefit Resources website:
https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure/green-infrastructure-cost-benefit-resources
3. Report to Natural Resources Defense Council and Waterkeeper Alliance, Economic Costs, Benefits and
Achievability of Stormwater Regulations for Construction and Development Activities (2008)
4. Meliora Environmental Design LLC, Comparison of Environmental Site Design for Stormwater Management for
Three Redevelopment Sites in Maryland (2008)
5. City of Portland Environmental Services, Cost-Benefit Evaluation of Ecoroofs (2008)
http://www.portlandonline.com/bes/index.cfm?a=261053&c=50818
6. Natural Resources Defense Council, Rooftops to Rivers, Green Strategies for Controlling Stormwater and
Combined Sewer Overflows (2006) https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/rooftops.pdf
7. Riverkeeper, Sustainable Raindrops (2006) http://www.riverkeeper.org/wpcontent/uploads/2009/06/Sustainable-Raindrops-Report-1-8-08.pdf
8. City of Philadelphia Water Department, A Triple Bottom Line Assessment of Traditional and Green
Infrastructure Options for Controlling CSO Events in Philadelphia’s Watersheds (2009)
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-10/documents/gi_philadelphia_bottomline.pdf

9. Richard R. Horner, Investigation of the Feasibility and Benefits of Low-Impact Site Design Practices for Ventura
County, and Initial Investigation of the Feasibility and Benefits of Low-Impact Site Development Practices for the
San Francisco Bay Area, and Supplementary Investigation of the Feasibility and Benefits of Low-Impact Site
Development Practices for the San Francisco Bay Area, (2007)
https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/wat_09081001b.pdf
10. Center for Neighborhood Technology and American Rivers, The Value of Green Infrastructure A Guide to
Recognizing Its Economic, Environmental and Social Benefits (2010) http://www.cnt.org/repository/gi-valuesguide.pdf
11. J. Gunderson, R. Roseen, T. Janeski, J. Houle, M. Simpson. Cost-Effective LID in Commercial and Residential
Development (2011) Stormwater https://www.foresternetwork.com/home/article/13006100/costeffective-lidin-commercial-and-residential-development
Comment:
One commenter requests that this item be expanded to include requirements from the current MS4 General permit
related to nondegradation with respect to TSS, TP, and stormwater volume for impervious surface additions less than
one acre. The commenter states that there are many projects that disturb more than one acre but add less than one
acre of new impervious area and under the proposed requirements these situations will increase, TP, TSS and volume
loading which are currently mitigated under the current requirements. Maintaining the current requirements for
impervious surface additions less than one acre for projects with disturbances over one acre will capture a wider range
of projects and provide additional water quality benefits. (21-4)
Response:
The Agency notes that the current MS4 general permit is silent on the trigger for when treatment is required for
the construction of new impervious surfaces. The intent of the language was to require stormwater treatment
when one or more acres of new impervious surface was created by a project. The proposed permit language has
been modified to clearly state this threshold. Many permittees are currently using the creation of one or more
acres of new impervious as a threshold, however any permittee can be more restrictive than the minimum
requirements set forth in this permit.
Comment:
One commenter is concerned that water quality improvement projects associated with road reconstruction projects will
no longer be eligible for Clean Water Funds. The commenter states that this could lead to delays for water quality
improvement projects in impaired watersheds while sufficient funding is sought. (22-13)
Response:
The Agency has engaged the Board of Water Resources (BWSR) regarding this issue as the Clean Water Fund
competitive grants program is administered by BWSR. At this time, BWSR is in the initial stages of reviewing the
new permit language to see what impacts this may have on future policy.
Comment:
One commenter states the proposed change does not give any credit to potential reconstruction projects that would
result in a net decrease in impervious surface area. (24-12)
Response:
Projects that reduce impervious surface during reconstruction will only need to provide permanent stormwater
treatment to the reconstructed impervious surfaces – so no treatment is required for areas returned to a
pervious condition.

Comment:
One commenter requests that MIDS and MIDS-equivalent sequencing be mentioned within the permit to allow projects
to occur on difficult redevelopment sites. (29-9)
Response:
The Agency believes that the permit language is flexible enough so that projects will be able to occur on difficult
development sites. If a project cannot meet volume reduction requirements on site, other structural stormwater
practices such as wet sedimentation basins or filtration practices can be used to meet the requirement.
Furthermore, if treatment cannot be cost effectively achieved on the site of the original construction activity,
off-site treatment is allowed. The Agency firmly believes that this permit is as flexible as MIDS. The Agency
would consider a permittee who has adopted the entire MIDS package to be in compliance with the MCM 5
treatment requirements of the MS4 general permit. Please note, the infiltration prohibitions in the original MIDS
design sequence flowchart need to be modified to reflect the new permit requirements.
Comment:
One commenter requests the permit to reference the 2010 Census Urbanized Area for which this permit is based. The
commenter states they scope budgets for its projects five years in advance and knowing where this limit/boundary is
will help to determine which projects will have quantitative treatment requirements and assist in trying to reestablish
budgets as best as possible. (17-5)
Response:
The Agency encourages permittees to incorporate the new 2020 urbanized area, as determined by the United
States Census Bureau, into their SWPPP as soon as possible after the new boundary layers are made available.
However, the Agency understands the challenges in program planning and implementation since the 2020
urbanized area is not yet available and may not be for some time following the issuance of this permit.
Therefore, the Agency has added a sentence in Section 13 to make it clear that existing permittees that are
regulated within the urbanized area may apply their SWPPP to the 2010 urbanized area for the duration of the
permit.
Draft Permit Language
20.6 For construction activity (excluding linear projects), the water quality volume must be calculated as one (1) inch times the
sum of the new and the fully reconstructed impervious surface. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests permit language to clarify or distinguish between water quality volume and volume retention.
(6-5)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that the permit as written is clear when discussing how to calculate the water quality
volume and when it must be retained on site where possible. The Agency has also developed a flow chart to
assist in determining the permanent stormwater treatment requirements of the permit.
Draft Permit Language
20.7 For linear projects, the water quality volume must be calculated as the larger of one (1) inch times the new impervious
surface or one-half (0.5) inch times the sum of the new and the fully reconstructed impervious surface. Where the entire
water quality volume cannot be treated within the existing right-of-way, a reasonable attempt to obtain additional right-ofway, easement, or other permission to treat the stormwater during the project planning process must be made. Volume
reduction practices must be considered first, as described in item 20.8. Volume reduction practices are not required if the
practices cannot be provided cost effectively. If additional right-of-way, easements, or other permission cannot be obtained,
owners of construction activity must maximize the treatment of the water quality volume prior to discharge from the MS4.
[Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter expresses concern regarding projects that are currently planned and budgeted for and they will have a
difficult time meeting proposed redevelopment requirements. The commenter asks for leniency or a grandfather clause
within the proposed permit that accounts for projects budgeted into an existing Capital Improvement Plan. The
commenter is also concerned that for the next several years they will be constrained to private property takings in lieu
of public right-of-way for most required solutions. Several commenters state that there have been several cases where
there has been a demonstrated difficulty complying with MIDS requirements for linear projects due to lack of availability
of right of way and poor soils and a large number of variances were requested. One commenter has concerns these
requirements will tend to require underground infiltration within street corridors. One commenter requests this item be
left as is with no changes required. (1-1, 7-7, 9-3, 19-5, 23-5, 24-11, 27-6, 45-4, 52-3)
Response:
The draft permit requires project proposers of linear redevelopment projects to consider volume reduction
within the right-of-way (ROW) for stormwater treatment first. If the project proposers (in concert with the
permittee) determine the requirement cannot be met (not enough space, infiltration prohibitions found in item
20.10, etc.), the linear corridor must be analyzed to find potential treatment locations adjacent to the project
where additional ROW might be purchased. If the project proposers (in concert with the permittee) determine
that the adjacent areas are not conducive for stormwater management, the draft permit states stormwater
treatment should be maximized to the extent practicable. In these situations no additional offsite treatment,
mitigation, or payment in lieu is required even if the full water quality volume is not treated. Upon issuance of
the permit there may be projects that are in the planning and budgeting phase that do not have time to acquire
additional right of way for stormwater treatment. It is the Agency’s position that by allowing permittees to
determine how to maximize treatment in these instances, great flexibility to meet requirements is provided in
the draft permit language. It is important to note that the requirement found in 20.7 is more flexible than the
MIDS requirements for linear projects and less variances should be needed.
The Agency has reviewed many projects where a linear redevelopment standard was met by acquiring
additional ROW specifically for stormwater treatment. There are many other examples where a linear
redevelopment standard was in place but the full standard was not achieved due to site limitations such as lack
of space or some other reason. In these types of cases where the full standard was not achieved, no further
treatment is required. The only requirement for these projects is to document the site limitations and the
attempts to find additional ROW for treatment. The Agency believes that the proposed language in this item is
more flexible and easier to achieve than MIDS requirements adopted by cities.
The draft permit requires a reasonable attempt to acquire ROW for stormwater management. The Agency does
not expect land to be acquired through eminent domain. If the adjacent land is urban or otherwise in use, no
further analysis of availability is needed. Other reasons for determining the land is unavailable include safety or
land owners who are unwilling to sell. The spirit of the requirement is to drive permittees and project proposers
to explore any opportunities that might be available.
The Agency does not want to prescribe the level to which the attempt for right-of-way acquisition is made
during the project planning process. The draft permit language simply requires the permittees to make the
determination to the best of their ability. The Agency would not expect all permittees to come up with same
solution for stormwater treatment on a particular project. For example, many county highway redevelopment
projects have occurred where stormwater was routed to an offsite pond where it was then used by the
municipality for irrigation. These types of innovative partnerships would not likely happen if not pushed by
regulation. However, the Agency would not want to mandate this type of project as they require all partners to
be active, willing participants in order to be successful. The draft redevelopment standard for linear projects sets

a goal that can be achieved in many cases but has enough flexibility to accommodate any technical, physical, or
financial hardships.
Comment:
Multiple commenters request the permit be revised to accommodate sidewalk and trail projects by exempting them
from permanent stormwater management requirements. (3-9, 12-16, 23-8, 25-9, 29-17, 45-9, 47-4)
Response:
For sidewalks within a larger development, the amount of impervious surfaces associated with the project is
nominal compared to the entire impervious area being created. Also, since the sidewalks will typically be in the
drainage area of the treatment system and portions of sidewalks will drain to driveways and then to streets, the
Agency believes they should be included in the water quality volume calculation and are not considered to be
linear projects. For trails through forests or prairies where large vegetated buffers exist, the Agency agrees that
water quality issues are minimal. The Agency still considers these impervious surfaces but has always taken a
creative approach for stormwater management. In the past, project proposers would focus treatment areas at
waterway crossings or provide treatment around parking areas and trail heads. Utilizing natural depressions is
also an acceptable form of stormwater infiltration. Using these types of solutions, the Agency has typically not
required constructed stormwater management throughout the length of any trail if surrounded by vegetation.
Please contact Agency staff if you have a project that needs technical assistance. Please see the response to
comments for item 20.7 for further explanation of treatment options for linear projects.
Comment:
One commenter states that the construction stormwater permit (CSW permit) currently requires that the water quality
volume be provided for all new impervious surface, which includes fully reconstructed impervious surface and that there
is no exemption for linear projects. (4-4)
Response:
The CSW permit does not consider fully reconstructed impervious surface to be new impervious surface and
only requires treatment be provided for net increase of impervious surface created by the project. Also, item
15.9 of the CSW permit does allow linear projects some exception from providing permanent stormwater
management for the entire water quality volume.
Comment:
One commenter requests that the Agency remove the sentence “Volume reduction practices are not required if the
practices cannot be provided cost effectively” because there is no definition of “cost effective”. Another commenter
suggests defining cost effective as the ratio of the cost of the intervention to a relevant measure of its effect. (4-5, 6-6,
6-7, 6-11, 8-4, 12-15)
Response:
Many other commenters have stated that providing treatment on linear projects can be cost prohibitive in some
cases and the Agency agrees some regulated MS4 communities may need flexibility for linear projects in some
cases. The intent of the permit language is to offer flexibility as needed and as determined by the permittee, not
the developer. Permittees may choose to further define what “cost-effective” means within their regulatory
mechanism or they may choose not to have an exception at all for linear projects.
Comment:
One commenter requests that linear projects be required to calculate the water quality volume as (1) inch times the
new impervious surface and the fully reconstructed impervious surface as opposed to the stated requirement of ½ inch.

The commenter states that this is necessary because linear projects are one of the biggest drivers of impervious surfaces
across the state. (4-6, 5-8)
Response:
The Agency recognizes the challenges involved in redeveloping roads in urbanized areas. Many commenters
believe that there should be no redevelopment standard for road projects at all and have even pointed to places
that have attempted to implement a linear redevelopment standard only to remove the standard at a later date.
Linear projects make up a large portion of the impervious surfaces in urbanized areas which makes it vital to
attempt to provide stormwater treatment during redevelopment of these areas. Due to the challenges noted
above, the Agency tried to strike a balance and settle on a reasonable requirement to make progress on
improving water quality while not being overly burdensome on these linear redevelopment projects. The
requirements set forth in this permit for linear redevelopment projects are the minimum state requirements in
urbanized areas and permittees are always allowed to use a higher standard in their jurisdiction.
Comment:
One commenter requested further clarification on what is a reasonable attempt to obtain right of way. Another
commenter supports the approach in the permit with regard to ROW acquisition. Specifically the commenter is
comfortable with the response (included in the response below) to this issue in the “Response to Comments Summary
on the Early Draft MS4 Permit” document on the Agency’s MS4 website. (6-6, 52-3)
Response:
The draft permit requires a reasonable attempt to acquire ROW for stormwater management. The Agency does
not expect land to be acquired through eminent domain. If the adjacent land is urban or otherwise in use, no
further analysis of availability is needed. Other reasons for determining the land is unavailable include safety or
land owners who are unwilling to sell. The spirit of the requirement is to drive permittees and project proposers
to explore any opportunities that might be available.
The Agency does not want to prescribe the level to which the attempt for right-of-way acquisition is made
during the project planning process. The proposed permit language simply requires the permittees to make the
determination to the best of their ability. The Agency would not expect all permittees to come up with same
solution for stormwater treatment on a particular project. For example, many county highway redevelopment
projects have occurred where stormwater was routed to an offsite pond where it was then used by the
municipality for irrigation. These types of innovative partnerships would not likely happen if not pushed by
regulation. However, the Agency would not want to mandate this type of project as they require all partners to
be active, willing participants in order to be successful. The proposed redevelopment standard for linear projects
sets a goal that can be achieved in many cases but has enough flexibility to accommodate any technical,
physical, or financial hardships.
It is the Agency’s intention to remain flexible with this requirement in determining what a reasonable attempt to
obtain ROW is. However, the Agency will no longer accept projects in which no effort was made to meet the
stormwater treatment requirements.
Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to clarify the term “maximize the treatment”. (6-6)
Response:
It is the Agency’s intention to remain flexible with this requirement in determining what “maximize the
treatment” means to any particular linear redevelopment project. The Agency has intentionally not provided a
definition of “maximize” to allow flexibility in MS4 permitting. The level of treatment representing “maximize”

may be different for each permittee, given the unique local hydrologic and geologic concerns that may exist and
the differing possible pollutant control strategies. Therefore, each permittee will determine appropriate BMPs
to satisfy through an evaluative process. The Agency envisions the interpretation of “maximize” to include an
iterative process between developers and the permittees.
Comment:
One commenter suggested editing this item to read “Volume reduction practices must be considered along with water
quality first, as described in item 20.8.” (6-7)
Response:
It is the Agency position that the language, as written, is clear and does not need to change.
Comment:
One commenter requests clarification regarding pollutant removal requirements of this rule provision. The commenter
asks whether there are requirements applicable to TSS, TP, or any other pollutants beyond the volume control
standards. (15-6)
Response:
This item requires the treatment of the water quality volume where possible but allows for instances where lack
of right-of-way or other site constraints result in projects maximizing treatment within the corridor. There is no
specific requirement for TSS or TP removal in these instances.
Draft Permit Language

20.8 Volume reduction practices (e.g., infiltration or other) to retain the water quality volume on-site must be considered first
when designing the permanent stormwater treatment system. The General Permit does not consider wet sedimentation
basins and filtration systems to be volume reduction practices. If the General Permit prohibits infiltration as described in item
20.9, other volume reduction practices, a wet sedimentation basin, or filtration basin may be considered. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests that this item be revised to allow for the use of regional volume reduction. (18-6)
Response:
Stormwater treatment approaches found to be the most effective are those that maintain runoff onsite while
allowing sufficient time for hydraulic, physical, biological, and chemical processes to take place. On a larger
catchment area or watershed scale the pollution reduction of treatment train BMPs is effective, but less so than
on an on-site basis. Generally, the highest level of pollutant reduction is achieved in the first BMP, with each
successive BMP becoming less effective. In addition to water quality benefits, on-site treatment maintains local
hydrology (e.g., groundwater recharge, baseflow), maintains benefits of vegetation (e.g. cleaner air, improved
hydrology, habitat maintenance and establishment, increased energy efficiency and temperature regulation),
helps mitigate effects of climate change, and reduces peak flows, duration, and cumulative runoff volumes.
Infiltration practices can fail due to lack of maintenance. By encouraging smaller more distributed systems the
chance for a BMP failure that effects a large area is reduced while more closely mimicking native hydrology.
In MCM 5, item 20.8, the draft permit clearly states that preference must be given to volume reduction practices
onsite and it is the belief of the Agency that this the most effective approach for stormwater management.
However, there is flexibility built into the language throughout section 20. It is important to note, item 20.11
allows both new development and redevelopment projects to utilize off-site treatment if the cost of the onsite
treatment is prohibitive or the site is not conducive to infiltration. In general, medium to large greenfield
developments will find onsite stormwater management to be most cost effective. For small sites, sites with

limited space, or redevelopment sites, it may be more cost effective to utilize an off-site system. MCM 5 as a
whole preserves the desire for distributed stormwater management that mimics natural hydrology while
maintaining flexibility for situations where project proposers can create partnerships that lead to creative, more
cost-effective treatment systems.
Comment:
One commenter would like to revise this item and remove the sentence “The General Permit does not consider wet
sedimentation basins and filtration systems to be volume reduction practices”. The commenter believes wet sediment
basins can be designed with an infiltration bench or only partially lined in sandy soils so that the sides infiltrate. (22-14)
Response:
The Agency would not consider the addition of an infiltration bench to a wet sedimentation basin to be an
infiltration practice because of their proximity to the permanent pool of the basin. For an infiltration basin to be
effective at treatment of stormwater there needs to be separation from wet soils. This is reflected in permit
requirement 20.9d which is a prohibition for infiltration if there is less than 3 feet of separation to seasonally
saturated soils. This allows the soils to dry out completely between storm events so the physical, chemical, and
biological treatment processes can occur when stormwater is infiltrated during the next event. A bench that is
located next to the permanent pool will be continually saturated and not allow all of these processes to occur.
There may be designs in sandy soils where the bottom of a wet sedimentation is only partially lined that could
meet permit requirements; please contact the Agency for review of the proposed practice to determine if it
meets requirements. The Agency would not consider this design to be a wet sedimentation basin but a dual
purpose practice that has many design variants – some of which may meet permit requirements while others
will not.
Draft Permit Language
20.9 Infiltration systems must be prohibited when the system would be constructed in areas:
a. that receive discharges from vehicle fueling and maintenance areas, regardless of the amount of new and fully
reconstructed impervious surface;
b. where high levels of contaminants in soil or groundwater may be mobilized by the infiltrating stormwater. To make this
determination, the owners and/or operators of construction activity must complete the Agency's site screening assessment
checklist, which is available in the Minnesota Stormwater Manual, or conduct their own assessment. The assessment must be
retained with the site plans;
c. where soil infiltration rates are more than 8.3 inches per hour unless soils are amended to slow the infiltration rate below
8.3 inches per hour;
d. with less than three (3) feet of separation distance from the bottom of the infiltration system to the elevation of the
seasonally saturated soils or the top of bedrock;
e. of predominately Hydrologic Soil Group D (clay) soils;
f. in an Emergency Response Area (ERA) within a Drinking Water Supply Management Area (DWSMA) as defined in Minn. R.
4720.5100, Subp. 13, classified as high or very high vulnerability as defined by the Minnesota Department of Health;
g. in an ERA within a DWSMA classified as moderate vulnerability unless the permittee performs or approves a higher level of
engineering review sufficient to provide a functioning treatment system and to prevent adverse impacts to groundwater;
h. outside of an ERA within a DWSMA classified as high or very high vulnerability unless the permittee performs or approves a
higher level of engineering review sufficient to provide a functioning treatment system and to prevent adverse impacts to
groundwater;
i. within 1,000 feet up-gradient or 100 feet down gradient of active karst features; or
j. that receive stormwater runoff from these types of entities regulated under NPDES for industrial stormwater: automobile
salvage yards; scrap recycling and waste recycling facilities; hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities; or air
transportation facilities that conduct deicing activities.
See "higher level of engineering review" in the Minnesota Stormwater Manual for more information. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:

One commenter requests the Agency to define “infiltration systems” to not include filtration systems. (6-9)
Response:
The Agency believes that item 20.8 along with information included throughout the Minnesota Stormwater
Manual make it clear that an infiltration system is not the same as a filtration system. An infiltration system
discharges into the ground and a filtration system has an underdrain and discharges to the surface.
Comment:
Several commenters expressed concern regarding infiltration over sanitary sewer pipes/facilities because infiltration
near these areas can cause inflow and infiltration into sanitary sewer pipes. One commenter suggested adding this
scenario to the prohibitions in item 20.9. Another commenter requests that infiltration be prohibited over utility lines
because infiltration into utility corridors could potentially damage the utility lines and lead to costly repairs. Another
commenter suggests using the MIDS Flexible treatment option approach to recognize other site restrictions as attested
and documented by the applicant. One commenter requests the Agency include an exemption to infiltration for
proximity to infrastructure. One commenter requests additional exemptions for adjacent underground structures such
as basements and underground utility tunnels. (7-8, 9-3, 12-17, 14-1, 16-20, 17-6, 50-1, 50-2, 50-4, 50-5)
Response:
The existing prohibitions on infiltration are water quality based or to ensure proper function of these systems.
There may be other physical site limitations or restrictions where infiltration may be inappropriate and the
Agency allows some latitude when determining the location of treatment practices. For example, the Agency
would allow permittees to choose to not locate infiltration facilities over sanitary sewer pipes, especially in areas
where MS4s have been attempting to reduce infiltration and inflow into their system. It is also the Agency’s
position that many utility lines are already exposed to stormwater through natural infiltration and a prohibition
for locating constructed infiltration areas over all utility lines is unnecessary. Another example of physical site
limitation would be the existence of adjacent underground structures or utility tunnels located such that
infiltration near them could be harmful. If a permittee would like to discuss a particular project with the Agency,
stormwater engineering staff can provide technical assistance specifically in determining when a project can
move from infiltration to another type of treatment practice.
Comment:
One commenter requests that the Agency define how “predominantly” should be determined. (6-10)
Response:
The Minnesota Stormwater Manual has a section that provides guidance in determining infiltration rates and
includes recommended numbers of borings per practice based on size, infiltration tests that can be used and
other useful information on this topic. Please see:
https://stormwater.pca.state.mn.us/index.php?title=Design_criteria_for_infiltration
Comment:
One commenter requests inclusion of landscape irrigation as an option for stormwater volume control and that the
practice is not prohibited in locations where infiltration is prohibited. (29-10)
Response:
The Agency does not consider a landscape irrigation system to be an “infiltration” system as used in this permit.
The list of prohibitions in item 20.9 are only for infiltration systems. Other volume reduction methods such as
irrigation systems are not prohibited in these areas.
Comment:

One commenter asks if all permit applicants are required to complete a contamination site screening assessment
checklist, or only if there is a known concern for soil contaminants onsite. The commenter requests clarifying language
to specify the conditions that require the completion of this checklist. (40-3)
Response:
The Agency expects all permittees proposing infiltration to follow the MPCA site screening assessment checklist
or conduct their own assessment. The Agency included the option of providing a permittee’s own assessment to
address a greenfield site or a site with no reasonable potential for contamination. An alternate assessment could
be complicated and detailed if warranted or could be a simple analysis such as the greenfield site described
above. For more information and to access the MPCA's screening assessment tool, see the Minnesota
Stormwater Manual.
Comment:
One commenter cites general concerns with infiltration, especially when in-line with linear projects. The commenter
states that not much is known about chlorides (and other common road pollutants) and mobility to groundwater when
infiltrating. The commenter also questions the feasibility/limits in area regarding infiltration in and around
DWSMA/WHPA. (46-6)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that the infiltration prohibitions are appropriate in this permit, as the prohibitions are
consistent with the Agency’s 2018 construction stormwater permit. The Agency addresses chloride through
requirements in other Sections of this permit (Sections 18, 21, and 22).
Draft Permit Language
20.10 For non-linear projects, where the water quality volume cannot cost effectively be treated on the site of the original
construction activity, the permittee must identify, or may require owners of the construction activity to identify, locations
where off-site treatment projects can be completed. If the entire water quality volume is not addressed on the site of the
original construction activity, the remaining water quality volume must be addressed through off-site treatment and, at a
minimum, ensure the requirements of items 20.11 through 20.14 are met. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests that this item be changed by striking “For non-linear projects” to allow all projects to take
advantage of this option. (4-7, 6-8)
Response:
Item 20.7 requires linear redevelopment projects to attempt to provide stormwater treatment within the
existing or newly acquired right-of-way. If full treatment cannot be achieved, the developer is allowed to
maximize the treatment within the right-of-way. In this case, the developer, working with the permittee, may
choose to go off-site if the project is able to achieve a higher level of treatment than what could occur within the
existing right-of-way. So the developer is allowed to use an offsite treatment in this linear redevelopment
scenario, but is not required to do so.
Comment:
One commenter would like to see some additional flexibility for small nontraditional MS4 permittees similar to what was
given for linear projects where additional land for infiltration practices is limited. The commenter states that some small
nontraditional MS4 permittees are land locked and often do not have the land area available to do “off-site” treatment
similar to MS4s like the Department of Transportation. (50-4, 50-7)
Response:

It is the Agency’s position that additional flexibility for nontraditional MS4 permittees is not needed because of
the numerous options available for stormwater retrofit project types. Redevelopment opportunities such as
retrofitting parking areas where no treatment exists can be provided to offset development in another area of
the facility. The Agency asserts that tree trenches, rain gardens or filtration systems, stormwater harvest and
reuse or other stormwater management practices can be installed in most nontraditional MS4 permittee
settings. Nontraditional MS4 permittees may also partner with their surrounding local units of government to
find treatment opportunities that would offset any development or redevelopment projects. Finally, if
permittees believe there is no option to provide treatment within their jurisdiction, Agency stormwater staff is
available for technical assistance to find a solution.
Draft Permit Language

20.11 The permittee must ensure off-site treatment project areas are selected in the following order of preference:
a. locations that yield benefits to the same receiving water that receives runoff from the original construction activity;
b. locations within the same Department of Natural Resource (DNR) catchment area as the original construction activity;
c. locations in the next adjacent DNR catchment area up-stream; or
d. locations anywhere within the permittee's jurisdiction. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter asks the Agency to revise this item to allow for the situation where a permittee cannot find a site for an
off-site treatment project within the defined areas listed. (16-21)
Response:
The Agency is not aware of (and no examples were provided) any instances where a permittee could not find a
site for on offsite treatment project within their jurisdiction. Due to the numerous options available for
stormwater retrofit project types, it is the Agency’s position that any municipality can find options for
stormwater treatment. Additionally, item 20.13 has been modified to extend the deadline for constructing
mitigation projects providing additional flexibility. Finally, if permittees believe there is no option to provide
treatment within their jurisdiction, Agency stormwater staff is available for technical assistance to find a
solution.
Draft Permit Language
20.12 Off-site treatment projects must involve the creation of new structural stormwater BMPs or the retrofit of existing structural
stormwater BMPs, or the use of a properly designed regional structural stormwater BMP. Routine maintenance of structural
stormwater BMPs already required by the General Permit cannot be used to meet this requirement. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the first sentence of this item be deleted because they believe it is redundant and could limit
project types. (22-16)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that the first sentence adds clarity as to what is acceptable for off-site treatment. This
clarifies that non-structural practices such as street sweeping cannot be used to meet the permanent treatment
requirements of this permit. The term "properly designed” was included to ensure BMPs are designed for all of
the impervious surfaces routed to them.
Comment:
One commenter requests provisions for regional treatment to be included in this item. (46-4)
Response:
Offsite treatment can be regional treatment if properly designed and is already included in this item.

Draft Permit Language
20.13 Off-site treatment projects must be completed within 24 months after the start of the original construction activity. [Minn.
R. 7090]

Comment:
Several commenters state the amount of time required for identifying, purchasing and developing property or
easements is very time-consuming and can take well over 24 months. Flexibility for the timing of this construction
should be added to the permit language. Another commenter requests this item be amended to provide the opportunity
to establish a project completion schedule based on project size, complexity, and funding. (12-18, 14-3, 14-7, 16-22, 215, 22-17, 23-7, 25-6, 29-12, 40-4, 46-3, 47-2)
Response:
The Agency has revised the language to allow for additional flexibility to complete off-site treatment projects
provided that justification and schedules are included in the annual report.
Comment:
One commenter requests this item be revised to allow for the completion of off-site treatment projects in advance of
the original construction activity by replacing the word “within” with “no later than”. The commenter states that it is not
uncommon for an off-site treatment project to be built before the start of an original construction activity. This is
especially true for regional facilities that provide off-site treatment for multiple construction projects. (16-23, 47-2)
Response:
For a project where it is determined that onsite treatment cannot be provided cost effectively, item 20.12 allows
the use of properly designed (sized for all impervious surfaces directed to the facility) regional structural
stormwater BMPs which could have been constructed in advance of the original construction activity. The
Agency agrees the words “no later than” is more clear than “within” and has changed the permit language
accordingly.
Draft Permit Language

20.14 If the permittee receives payment from the owner of a construction activity for off-site treatment, the permittee must apply
any such payment received to a public stormwater project, and all projects must comply with the requirements in items
20.11 through 20.13. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests this item be revised to accommodate previously constructed regional facilities already payed
for by the Permittee. In this case the commenter states that the permittee should not be required to apply payment
from the developer for a new and different public stormwater project in a different location. (3-10, 11-17, 14-4)
Response:
For a project where it is determined that onsite treatment cannot be provided cost effectively, item 20.12 allows
the use of properly designed (sized for all impervious surfaces directed to the facility) regional structural
stormwater BMPs. In this scenario, no payment in lieu of treatment is made.
Draft Permit Language
20.15 The permittee's regulatory mechanism(s) must include the establishment of legal mechanism(s) between the permittee and
owners of structural stormwater BMPs not owned or operated by the permittee, that have been constructed to meet the
requirements in Section 20. The legal mechanism(s) must include provisions that, at a minimum:
a. allow the permittee to conduct inspections of structural stormwater BMPs not owned or operated by the permittee,

perform necessary maintenance, and assess costs for those structural stormwater BMPs when the permittee determines
the owner of that structural stormwater BMP has not ensured proper function;
b. are designed to preserve the permittee's right to ensure maintenance responsibility, for structural stormwater BMPs not
owned or operated by the permittee, when those responsibilities are legally transferred to another party; and
c. are designed to protect/preserve structural stormwater BMPs. If structural stormwater BMPs change, causing decreased
effectiveness, new or improved structural stormwater BMPs must be implemented to provide equivalent
treatment to the original BMP. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter would like this item to be revised to require the owner/operator to perform annual inspections of
permanent stormwater management practices to determine if the practice is functioning as designed. Additionally, the
commenter recommends that the permit require in a case where inspections lapse for three years, the Permittee will do
the inspection and bill the cost of the inspection to the owner. (4-8)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that this may be a good idea for permittees to incorporate into their local regulatory
mechanism(s) where they have the capability to manage such a requirement. However, not all permittees may
have the staff and resources available to oversee such a requirement.
Comment:
One commenter requests that this item be changed to allow replacement of structural BMPs with non-structural BMPs.
(12-19)
Response:
The Agency requires structural BMPs to be replaced by structural BMPs because they are permanent practices
that will provide long term pollutant reductions. The commenter provides no examples of the non-structural
BMPs that would be appropriate to replace structural BMPs.
Comment:
Several commenters suggest the language in this item should be modified to allow repairs or reconstructed BMPs and
not just “new” BMPs if decreased effectiveness is identified. (12-20, 16-24).
Response:
The Agency has revised the draft permit language to include “repaired”, instead of only “new or improved” in
item c.
Draft Permit Language
20.16 The permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of structural stormwater BMPs not owned or operated by the
permittee that meet all of the following criteria:
a. the structural stormwater BMP includes an executed legal mechanism(s) between the permittee and owners responsible
for the long-term maintenance, as required in item 20.15; and
b. the structural stormwater BMP was implemented on or after August 1, 2013. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests additional language in part a. after “for the long-term maintenance” which requires the
permittee to follow through and maintain if the owner fails to maintain. (17-7)
Response:
The intent of this requirement is to have the permittee map those stormwater BMPs where they have a legal
mechanism in place (per item 20.15) that allows them to access the property if they need to for inspections and

perform maintenance if determined necessary. Not all of these agreements will specifically require the
permittee to follow through and maintain if the owner fails to maintain. The Agency does not want to narrow
the scope of the mapping requirement as suggested and it is the Agency’s position that no changes are needed.
Draft Permit Language
20.18 The permittee must ensure that individuals receive training commensurate with their responsibilities as they relate to the
permittee's Post-Construction Stormwater Management program. Individuals includes, but is not limited to, individuals
responsible for conducting site plan reviews and/or enforcement. The permittee must ensure that previously trained
individuals attend a refresher-training every three (3) calendar years following the initial training. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter would like to see training requirements for geotechnical engineers for the development of soils reports
used to design volume reduction practices. The commenter requests that the Agency sponsor a certification course that
a permittee could require as proof of certification for geotechnical design. The commenter states the certification course
would be similar to the certification required for civil engineers to design SWPPPs. (50-3, 50-6)
Response:
The MS4 general permit is not the appropriate mechanism for this concept. However, the Agency has also been
concerned with some of the geotechnical investigation performed by project proposers and has created
guidance in the Minnesota Stormwater Manual in an attempt to receive higher quality geotechnical
investigation. The guidance includes discussion of topics that the commenter raised including evaluation of
redoximorphic features and how to properly order a soil boring for determining infiltration rates. It is important
to note that the Agency does not require certification for SWPPP design, only that the SWPPP designer has been
trained commensurate with their job duties under the CSW permit.
Draft Permit Language

20.19 The permittee must maintain written enforcement response procedures (ERPs) to compel compliance with the permittee's
regulatory mechanism(s) required in Section 20. At a minimum, the written ERPs must include:
a. a description of enforcement tools available to the permittee and guidelines for the use of each tool; and
b. name or position title of responsible person(s) for conducting enforcement. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter suggests the word “written” be replaced with “documented” as this could be electronic. (5-9)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that the word “written” includes both handwritten and electronic formats.

MCM 6: Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping For Municipal Operations
General Comments
Comment:
Several commenters indicate support for the permit requirements included in MCM 6. (31-3, 32-3, 34-3, 37-3)
Response:
Thank you for your comment.
Comment:
One commenter expresses support for the requirements in items 21.5, 21.6, and 21.7. Another commenter supports
requiring more specific training and policies for proper salt storage and maintenance activities. (4-9, 28-3)

Response:
Thank you for your comment.
Draft Permit Language:
21.3 The permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of permittee owned/operated facilities that contribute
pollutants to stormwater discharges. The permittee must implement BMPs that prevent or reduce pollutants in stormwater
discharges from all inventoried facilities. Facilities to be inventoried may include, but is not limited to:
a. composting;
b. equipment storage and maintenance;
c. hazardous waste disposal;
d. hazardous waste handling and transfer;
e. landfills;
f. solid waste handling and transfer;
g. parks;
h. pesticide storage;
i. public parking lots;
j. public golf courses;
k. public swimming pools;
l. public works yards;
m. recycling;
n. salt storage;
o. snow storage;
p. vehicle storage and maintenance (e.g., fueling and washing) yards; and
q. materials storage yards. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to delete the permit language “written or mapped” and add “may” to “facilities
that may contribute”. (5-10)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that it is important for permittees to have a written record of inventoried facilities for
the tracking of inspection and maintenance activities for implemented BMPs. During the development of the
inventory this requirement is intended to necessitate permittees to evaluate and implement BMPs for those
facilities that contribute pollutants to stormwater discharges.
Comment:
One commenters states that an inventory of all permittee owned/operated snow storage areas is not reasonable as
these may move or change based on factors such as snowfall volume, access needs, etc. Another couple commenters
believe “snow storage” should be limited to large snow pile areas or where snow is hauled to a specific location. (12-21,
18-7, 45-5)
Response:
The Agency generally agrees with the commenters as incidental snow piles are not expected to be included in
the permittee’s inventory. Snow storage as described within items 21.3 and 21.4 is intended to address locations
developed by the permittee for the hauling and seasonal storage of snow. It is the Agency’s position that the
current draft permit language is appropriate and no changes are necessary.
Draft Permit Language:

21.4 The permittee must implement BMPs that prevent or reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges from the following
municipal operations that may contribute pollutants to stormwater discharges, where applicable:

a. waste disposal and storage, including dumpsters;
b. management of temporary and permanent stockpiles of materials such as street sweepings, snow, sand and sediment
removal piles (e.g., effective sediment controls at the base of stockpiles on the downgradient perimeter);
c. vehicle fueling, washing, and maintenance;
d. routine street and parking lot sweeping;
e. emergency response, including spill prevention plans;
f. cleaning of maintenance equipment, building exteriors, dumpsters, and the disposal of associated waste and wastewater;
g. use, storage, and disposal of significant materials;
h. landscaping, park, and lawn maintenance;
i. road maintenance, including pothole repair, road shoulder maintenance, pavement marking, sealing, and repaving;
j. right-of-way maintenance, including mowing; and
k. application of herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter states that the permit language “including spill prevention plans” should be removed from part 21.4.e;
indicating that spill prevention plans do not contribute pollutants to stormwater discharges and that a spill response
plan is covered in item 18.12. (22-18)
Response:
The Agency agrees with this comment and has removed the requested draft permit language.
Draft Permit Language:

21.7 Each calendar year, the permittee must ensure all individuals that perform winter maintenance activities for the permittee
receive training that includes:
a. the importance of protecting water quality;
b. BMPs to minimize the use of deicers (e.g., proper calibration of equipment and benefits of pretreatment, pre-wetting, and
anti-icing); and
c. tools and resources to assist in winter maintenance (e.g., deicing application rate guidelines, calibration charts, Smart
Salting Assessment Tool).
The permittee may use training materials from the Agency's Smart Salting training or other organizations to meet this
requirement. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests that this training follow the certification schedule of Smart Salt training, every five years. (2913)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that it is important for the permittee to provide annual training for staff performing
winter maintenance activities. This training should be specific to the winter maintenance procedures used by
the permittee. Although this training must cover the areas identified in items 21.7 a, b, and c, permittees are
given flexibility regarding how this training is presented to their staff. As outlined in this requirement “The
permittee may use training materials from the Agency's Smart Salting training or other organizations to meet
this requirement.”
Draft Permit Language:
21.8 The permittee must maintain written procedures for the purpose of determining the TSS and TP treatment effectiveness of
all permittee owned/operated ponds constructed and used for the collection and treatment of stormwater. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:

One commenter requests this requirement to be revised to focus on the depth of stormwater ponds, stating that it is
not reasonable to require the broad issues related to the phosphorus treatment effectiveness of stormwater ponds be
addressed before these issues are sufficiently understood. (23-6)
Response:
As stated by the commenter this is an existing requirement from the 2013 MS4 general permit and permittees
should have previously developed these procedures to be in compliance with that permit. The Agency
understands that the science surrounding the effectiveness of stormwater pond treatment is evolving, however,
this requirement has not been expanded to require permittees to take additional action.
Draft Permit Language:

21.9 The permittee must inspect structural stormwater BMPs (excluding stormwater ponds, which are under a separate schedule
below) each calendar year to determine structural integrity, proper function, and maintenance needs unless the permittee
determines either of the following conditions apply:
a. complaints received or patterns of maintenance indicate a greater frequency is necessary; or
b. maintenance or sediment removal is not required after completion of the first two calendar year inspections; in which case
the permittee may reduce the frequency of inspections to once every two (2) calendar years. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests flexibility to set their own schedule. (5-11)
Response:
The frequency for conducting inspections and the conditions for changing the frequency follows the language in
the 2013 MS4 general permit. If the conditions as outlined in this requirement are met, permittees are allowed
to extend the inspection interval for specific structural stormwater BMPs up to two years. It is the Agency’s
position that all structural stormwater BMPs need to be inspected a minimum of once every two years to ensure
their structural integrity, proper function, and maintenance needs.
Draft Permit Language:

21.10 The permittee must inspect, at a minimum, 20 percent of all ponds and outfalls (excluding underground outfalls) each
calendar year on a rotating basis in order to determine structural integrity, proper function, and maintenance needs. [Minn.
R. 7090]

Comment:
Multiple commenters express concerns with this requirement and request the language be changed to requiring these
inspections either once every five years or once during the permit term. (3-11, 5-12, 12-22, 16-25, 18-8, 22-19, 25-7, 277, 29-14, 45-6)
Response:
The Agency has revised the draft permit language so that all ponds and outfalls must inspected prior to the
expiration date of the permit.
Draft Permit Language:

21.11 Based on inspection findings, the permittee must determine if repair, replacement, or maintenance measures are necessary
in order to ensure the structural integrity and proper function of structural stormwater BMPs and outfalls. The permittee
must complete necessary maintenance as soon as possible. If the permittee determines necessary maintenance cannot be
completed within one year of discovery, the permittee must document a schedule(s) for completing the maintenance.
[Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:

Several commenters express concerns that the permit language does not provide the permittee with flexibility
concerning the completion of maintenance activities. Another commenter states the last the sentence in this item does
not seem necessary. (5-13, 12-23, 22-20)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that the language as written provides the permittee with the necessary flexibility for
completing maintenance activities, as it is the permittee making the determination. The language states that
maintenance be completed as soon as possible, but if the permittee determines necessary maintenance cannot
be completed within one year, an alternative timeframe for completing the maintenance can be established by
the permittee. The schedule which will be used to complete the maintenance must be documented.
Draft Permit Language:
21.14 The permittee must document pond sediment excavation and removal activities, including:
a.
b.
c.
d.

a unique ID number and geographic coordinates of each stormwater pond from which sediment is removed;
the volume (e.g., cubic yards) of sediment removed from each stormwater pond;
results from any testing of sediment from each removal activity; and
location(s) of final disposal of sediment from each stormwater pond. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to establish a minimum volume for reporting of removal/excavation of pond
sediment. The commenter recommends providing a reasonable reporting threshold for routine maintenance other than
pond dredging or exempting routine maintenance from the reporting requirement entirely. (12-24)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that any time sediment is removed from a stormwater pond, the volume must be
documented. This is an existing requirement in the 2013 MS4 general permit. Please see the Agency’s
“Managing Stormwater Sediment Best Management Practices Guidance” for guidance
(https://www.pca.state.mn.us/sites/default/files/wq-strm4-16.pdf), including how to determine the volume of
sediment removed. It is the Agency’s position that no changes are necessary to the draft permit language.

Discharges to Impaired Waters with a USEPA-Approved TMDL that Includes an Applicable
WLA
General Comments
Comment:
One commenter supports the new performance-based approach for chloride, bacteria, and temperature TMDLs. (8-12)
Response:
Thank you for your comment.
Comment:
One commenter suggests that acronyms such as WLA and TMDL be defined in the body of the document. (36-1)
Response:
The Agency defines terms one time near the end of the permit for efficiency purposes. The Agency plans to
incorporate the final permit into the Minnesota Stormwater Manual, where all terms will be defined frequently
and internal links to other sections of the permit will be provided.
Draft Permit Language:

22.2 If the permittee has an applicable WLA for dissolved oxygen or oxygen demand, nitrate, TSS, and TP, the permittee must
provide a summary of the permittee's progress toward achieving applicable WLAs for dissolved oxygen or oxygen demand,
nitrate, TSS, and TP with the annual report required in item 25.3. The summary must include the following information:
a. a list of all BMPs applied towards achieving applicable WLAs for dissolved oxygen or oxygen demand, nitrate, TSS, and TP;
b. the implementation status of BMPs included in the compliance schedule at the time of final application submittal; and
c. an updated estimate of cumulative TSS and TP load reductions. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to add that for dissolved oxygen, oxygen demand, and nitrate, the permittee does
not have to show quantitative estimated load reductions, but supply qualitative progress. The MPCA simple estimator
tool does not account for dissolved oxygen, oxygen demand and nitrate load reductions. (17-8)
Response:
Permittees do not need to provide quantitative estimated load reductions for those pollutants. Item 22.2c states
that quantitative estimates are only required for TP and TSS. Therefore, the Agency has not revised the draft
permit language.
Draft Permit Language:

22.3 If the permittee has an applicable WLA for bacteria, the permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of potential
areas and sources of bacteria (e.g., dense populations of waterfowl or other bird, dog parks). [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests this requirement to be removed because if a permittee has an applicable WLA for bacteria,
the inventory of potential areas and sources of bacteria should be defined in the TMDL itself. (3-12)
Response:
If the TMDL contains this information, it is appropriate to use the TMDL language to meet this requirement.
Typically, TMDLs do not provide detailed information about specific areas of concern within MS4s.
Comment:
One commenter states tracking or mapping every "potential" source of fecal bacteria within a permittee’s jurisdiction is
not feasible, practical, or realistic. The commenter states that bacteria are a very widespread nonpoint source pollutant
and are ubiquitous throughout our jurisdiction. The commenter also states that populations of wildlife move, migrate, or
change in size frequently, making an inventory onerous or impractical to maintain. (12-25)
Response:
The Agency decided to implement a performance-based approach because there is insufficient information to
identify specific sources of bacteria within an MS4. The inventory should consist of identifying obvious sources
of bacteria, or planned actions that are likely to reduce bacteria loading (e.g., enhanced street sweeping). The
Agency does not expect individual permittees to identify every potential source of bacteria.
Draft Permit Language:

22.4 If the permittee has an applicable WLA for bacteria, the permittee must maintain a written plan to prioritize reduction
activities to address the areas and sources identified in the inventory in item 22.3. The written plan must include BMPs the
permittee will implement over the permit term, which may include, but is not limited to:
a. water quality monitoring to determine areas of high bacteria loading;
b. installation of pet waste pick-up bags in parks and open spaces;
c. elimination of over-spray irrigation that may occur at permittee owned/operated areas;
d. removal of organic matter via street sweeping;
e. implementation of infiltration structural stormwater BMPs; or

f. management of areas that attract dense populations of waterfowl (e.g., riparian plantings). [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
In regards to items 22.3 and 22.4, one commenter asks if the CCWD TMDL/WRAPS for E. coli is sufficient or if there
needs to be a standalone written plan specifically for bacteria. The commenter also asks, “If so, what does this look
like?” (8-10)
Response:
The CCWD WRAPS provides a good starting point for a plan to address bacteria impairments. Similarly, the
Minnesota Stormwater Manual also includes language that can be incorporated into a plan. Examples of specific
actions include management of pet waste, ensuring adequate riparian buffers, addressing ISTS, and habitat
restoration. If there are specific areas where these are known to be problematic, that information could be
included in the plan. The Agency understands that new and emerging technologies, such as biochar, are
unproven, but the Agency is encouraged to see they are being considered. The plan could simply state this. The
one action item that appears to need additional detail is improving stormwater management. If there are
specific action items, such as enhanced street sweeping or IDDE, those should be included in the plan.
The permittee must identify any high-priority areas and should align with the permittee’s plans for
implementing actions. For example, in the case of Coon Creek Watershed District, if the Watershed District is
currently focused on establishing buffers, that should be stated in response to this permit requirement (item
22.4).
Comment:
One commenter requests the Agency to acknowledge and provide language clarifying that bacteria BMPs might not be
implemented during the term of the permit and that action plans for non-traditional MS4s may rely on other entities
that would be more suitable to address bacteria concerns. (17-9)
Response:
The Agency understands that implementing specific BMPs to reduce bacteria loads may be challenging for nontraditional MS4s, particularly for road authorities such as MnDOT. It is the Agency’s position the language is
sufficiently flexible, however, to accommodate all permittees. Item 22.3 of the draft permit requires permittees
to develop a written or mapped inventory of likely bacteria sources. In the case of a road authority, this could be
generalized to include, for example, pet exercise areas at rest stops or discharges into your storm sewer system
from external sources. Item 22.4 of the draft permit requires permittees to maintain a plan for reducing bacteria
loads, including listing BMPs implemented during the current permit cycle. BMPs may include a variety of nonstructural practices, such as cooperating with entities that discharge into your system or developing signage for
pet waste owners.
Draft Permit Language:

22.7 If the permittee has an applicable WLA for temperature that includes a reduction greater than zero percent (i.e., City of
Duluth, City of Hermantown, City of Rice Lake, City of Stillwater, MnDOT Outstate, St. Louis County, University of Minnesota Duluth, and Lake Superior College), the permittee must maintain a written plan that identifies specific activities the permittee
will implement to reduce thermal loading during the permit term. The written plan may include, but is not limited to:
a. implementation of infiltration BMPs such as bioinfiltration practices;
b. disconnection and/or reduction of impervious surfaces;
c. retrofitting existing structural stormwater BMPs; or
d. improvement of riparian vegetation. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:

One commenter requests the Agency to acknowledge and provide language clarifying that BMP might not be
implemented during the term of the permit. (17-10)
Response:
If no activities are implemented during the permit cycle, then a compliance schedule is needed. The Agency
prefers to not require a compliance schedule for temperature WLAs. It is the Agency’s position that developing a
strategy containing specific BMPs and implementation triggers (e.g., a date, availability of funds) constitutes a
BMP. If MnDOT stated during this permit cycle they would identify areas within the watershed where riparian
vegetation could be improved, or identified specific areas where road reconstruction would occur, or something
similar, and included specific actions and triggers for these activities, it would constitute an acceptable BMP. For
example, a MnDOT response might look like this:
MnDOT reviewed project plans for road construction and reconstruction projects in the watershed and identified
XXX. At the time of this construction or reconstruction MnDOT will do YYY.

Definitions

Draft Permit Language:
27.12 "Fully reconstructed" means areas where impervious surfaces have been removed down to the underlying soils. Activities
such as structure renovation, mill and overlay projects, and other pavement rehabilitation projects that do not expose the
underlying soils beneath the structure, pavement, or activity are not considered fully reconstructed. Maintenance activities
such as catch basin and pipe repair/replacement, lighting, and pedestrian ramp improvements are not considered fully
reconstructed. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
Several commenters request further clarification of the definition of underlying soils. One commenter states “The
constructed pavement section of a roadway typically contains three layers. The top layer is the pavement surface layer
(typically bituminous or concrete). The next layer is the base layer, which consists of engineered, graded soils. The third
layer, commonly referred to as the subbase layer, consists of graded or processed granular soils. These three layers are
constructed above the underlying soils. Another commenter requests the Agency consider using commonly accepted
terms such as subbase or the point where sand silt and/or clay or organic material become the predominant material.
The same commenter also suggests that the Agency use the diagram from the 12/11/19 public notice webinar. (2-1, 8-2,
8-3, 12-28, 16-26, 17-11, 29-11, 29-15, 49-5)
Response:
The Agency agrees with the several of the commenters descriptions of underlying soils - which is that they are
located under the pavement, base, and subbase layer on road projects. The Agency has revised the graphic
provided during the 12/11/19 public notice webinar to better illustrate the location of underlying soils on
common road projects (see Figure 1 below). The intent of using the term underlying soils is to provide
consistency between the MS4 general permit and the definition of construction activity in the CSW and MS4
general permit.

Linear Redevelopment
Concrete or Bituminous

Base and Subbase
Underlying Soils
Base and Subbase - A manufactured material, usually a granular material. These layers may also
be crushed rock, recycled material or TDA (tire shreds).
Underlying soils - In-situ soils or fill soils (natural, not a man made gradation).
"Fully reconstructed" means areas where impervious surfaces have been removed down to the underlying soils. Activities such as structure renovation,
mill and overlay projects, and other pavement rehabilitation projects that do not expose the underlying soils beneath the structure, pavement, or activity
are not considered fully reconstructed. Maintenance activities such as catch basin repair/replacement, utility repair/replacement, pipe
repair/replacement, lighting, and pedestrian ramp improvements are not considered fully reconstructed.
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Figure 1

Comment:
One commenter suggests using the term “underlying materials” in place of “underlying soils” because it is unclear if
underlying soils are undisturbed/native soils or if fill constitutes underlying soil. Changing to the term underlying
materials will clarify that both native and fill soils are included in the definition. (4-10)
Response:
For the purposes of this permit, the Agency considers underlying soils to be located beneath base and subbase
layers of a road reconstruction project. Material located beneath the subbase could be native soils or fill
material.
Comment:
Multiple commenters request that the last sentence of this item be revised to include utility repair/replacement because
it is some of the most common work associated with mill and overlay projects and other road work that does not
otherwise expose the underlying soils. (16-27, 17-11, 24-13, 25-8, 29-16)
Response:
The Agency agrees and has revised the draft permit language accordingly.
Comment:
One commenter is concerned that the definition of fully reconstructed uses the term “expose the underlying soils” and
the definition of construction activity uses the term “disturb the underlying soils”. The commenter goes on to state that
definition of construction activity is based on disturbance and not exposure and the WQ requirements of 20.6/20.7 are
based on the area of construction activity, therefore it is questionable whether exposure meets the definition of
construction activity and, if not, then the area merely exposed would not be required to meet the WQ treatment
requirement. (17-11)
Response:

It is the Agency’s position that the definition of fully reconstructed and the definition of construction activity do
not conflict with each other in any way. The Agency asserts that structure renovation, mill and overlay or other
pavement rehabilitation projects cannot expose the underlying soils without disturbing the underlying soils. To
put it another way, if a pavement rehabilitation project exposes the underlying soils – it is also considered to
have disturbed the underlying soils, and would be a considered construction activity and also meets the
definition of fully reconstructed.
Draft Permit Language:
27.18 "Linear project" means construction of new or fully reconstructed roads, trails, sidewalks, or rail lines that are not part of a
common plan of development or sale. For example, roads being constructed concurrently with a new residential
development are not considered linear projects because they are part of a common plan of development or sale. [Minn. R.
7090]

Comment:
Multiple commenters expressed concerns that they lack jurisdictional authority over rail lines. One commenter requests
the term “rail lines” be removed from the definition because railroad projects are managed by the respective railroad
authority and the City has very limited authority to enforce standards in these corridors. (12-26, 16-5, 22-21)
Response:
Items 18.4, 19.3, and 20.3 acknowledge that the permittee’s authority may be limited under state and local laws
in some instances. The Agency does not expect a permittee to enforce standards where they do not have the
authority to do so. It is important to note that some rail lines are private or owned by municipalities (e.g.
abandoned rail lines awaiting future development as trails) and the regulated MS4 likely does have jurisdictional
authority under these scenarios. Therefore, the Agency has not revised the draft permit language as requested.
Draft Permit Language:
27.20 "Municipal separate storm sewer system" or "MS4" means a conveyance or system of conveyances including roads with
drainage systems, municipal streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, man-made channels, or storm drains:
a. owned or operated by a state, city, town, county, district, association, or other public body, created by or pursuant to
state law, having jurisdiction over disposal of sewage, industrial wastes, stormwater, or other wastes, including special
districts under state law such as a sewer district, flood control district, or drainage district or similar entity, or an Indian tribe
or an authorized Indian tribe organization, or a designated and approved management Agency under section 208 of the
federal Clean Water Act, United States Code, title 33, section 1288, that discharges into waters of the state;
b. designed or used for collecting or conveying stormwater;
c. that is not a combined sewer; and
d. that is not part of a publicly owned treatment works as defined in 40 CFR 122.2.
Municipal separate storm sewer systems do not include separate storm sewers in very discrete areas, such as individual
buildings. [Minn. R. 7090.0080, Subp. 8]

Comment:
One commenter requests clarification on the definitions of “MS4” and “Outfall”, particularly how these terms apply to
public drainage systems. The commenter states that public drainage systems should be either: 1) a water of the state,
subject to standards assessment and impairment, or 2) a public conveyance, operated by the drainage authority and
subject to MS4 permitting. The commenter states that if it is determined that public ditches should be subject to
standards assessment and impairments, then watershed districts with public drainage systems should no longer by
required to obtain MS4 permits. (48-1, 48-2)
Response:
The concerns raised by this commenter are not directly related to specific permit requirements, but rather
NPDES eligibility. The Agency will address this comment via discussions with the commenter.

Draft Permit Language:
27.29 "Receiving Water" means any lake, river, stream or wetland that receives stormwater discharges from an MS4. [Minn. R.
7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the definition be revised to read: “Receiving Water” means any natural lake, river,
stream, or wetland that receives stormwater discharges from an MS4. Ponds and wetlands constructed and operated to
receive, store, and treat stormwater are not Receiving Waters. (16-28)
Response:
It is the Agency’s position that no changes are needed as the existing definition of “Structural Stormwater BMP”
in item 27.38 sufficiently addresses the commenter’s concern. Any “stationary and permanent BMP” that was
“designed, constructed, and operated to prevent or reduce the discharge of pollutants in stormwater” (e.g., a
constructed pond or wetland--or any other feature that meets this criteria) meets the definition of “Structural
Stormwater BMP” and would not be considered a “Receiving Water” under this permit.
Draft Permit Language:
27.33 "Significant Materials" includes, but is not limited to: raw materials, fuels, materials such as solvents, detergents, and plastic
pellets; finished materials such as metallic products; raw materials used in food processing or production; hazardous
substances designated under Section 101(14) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA); any chemical the facility is required to report pursuant to Section 313 of the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA); fertilizers, pesticides, and waste products such as ashes, slag, and sludge that have
the potential to be released with stormwater discharges. When determining whether a material is significant, the physical
and chemical characteristics of the material should be considered (e.g. the material's solubility, transportability, and toxicity
characteristics) to determine the material's pollution potential. [40 CFR 122.26(b)(12)]

Comment:
One commenter requests that salt be included in the list of materials in the definition of “Significant Materials”. (3-13)
Response:
The Agency interprets the definition of significant materials to include any material that when managed
improperly can result in the discharge of pollutants. This includes salts, which would fall under “raw materials”.
The Agency prefers to leave the definition as close as possible to the federal definition in 40 CFR 122.26(b)(12)
and therefore has not revised the definition.
Draft Permit Language:
27.37 "Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program" or "SWPPP" means a comprehensive program developed by the permittee to
manage and reduce the discharge of pollutants in stormwater to and from the small MS4. [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests to make clear that a SWPPP can be made up of a combination of various documents,
ordinances, electronic files, GIS-based maps and inspection and maintenance tracking programs etc. in addition to the
SWPPP Document submitted and approved by Agency. (52-4)
Response:
The Agency will continue to educate the regulated community and other interested parties about what a
pollution prevention “plan” consists of. Thank you for your recommendation, but the Agency prefers to not
change the definition at this time.

Draft Permit Language:
27.43 "Water Quality Volume" means either:
a. for construction activity (excluding linear projects), one (1) inch of runoff from the sum of the new and fully reconstructed
impervious surfaces created by the project (calculated as an instantaneous volume); or
b. for linear projects, the greater of one (1) inch of runoff from the new impervious surface or one-half (0.5) inch of runoff
from the sum of the new and fully reconstructed impervious surfaces created by the project (calculated as an instantaneous
volume). [Minn. R. 7090]

Comment:
One commenter requests the definition be changed for linear projects to read “one (1) inch time the new impervious
surface and the fully reconstructed impervious surface” (4-11)
Response:
See the response to comment (4-6).

Appendix B. Schedules
Draft Permit Language:
Table 2:
Existing Permittees - Schedule of permit requirements

Section 12. Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program
(SWPPP) Document
Submit the SWPPP document completed in accordance with
Section 12.

ction 13. Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP)
Complete revisions to incorporate the new requirements of
Sections 14 - 23 into current SWPPP.

Within 150 days after General Permit issuance
date.

Within 12 months of the date General Permit
coverage is extended, unless other timelines have
been specifically established in the General Permit
and identified below.

Section 19. Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control
Complete revisions to Construction Site Stormwater Runoff
Control program, including revisions to regulatory mechanism(s),
if necessary.
When the CSW Permit is reissued, revise regulatory
mechanism(s), if necessary, to be at least as stringent as the
requirements for erosion, sediment, and waste controls
described in the CSW Permit.

Within 12 months of the date General Permit
coverage is extended.
Within 12 months of the issuance date of the CSW
Permit (expected issuance date of the CSW Permit
is August 1, 2023).

Section 21. Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for
Municipal Operations
Conduct inspections.

Section 22. Discharges to Impaired Waters with a USEPA-

Each calendar year (items 21.9 and 21.10).

Approved TMDL that includes an Applicable WLA
Submit all information required in item 22.2.
Meet requirements for applicable WLAs for bacteria, chloride,
and temperature in Section 22.

With each annual report.
Within 12 months of the date General Permit
coverage is extended.

Section 25. Annual Assessment, Annual Reporting, and
Recordkeeping
Conduct assessment of the SWPPP.
On a form provided by the Agency, submit an annual report.

Prior to completion of each annual report.
By June 30th of each calendar year.

Comment:
One commenter asks how long existing permittees would have to meet the new post-construction stormwater
management requirements (MCM 5). The commenter also recommends the timeframe be listed in the table and
reference to the 2010 Census Urbanized Area. (17-12)
Response:
The Agency encourages permittees to incorporate the new 2020 urbanized area, as determined by the United
States Census Bureau, into their SWPPP as soon as possible after the new boundary layers are made available.
However, the Agency understands the challenges in program planning and implementation related to the
expansion of urbanized area that will likely occur. Therefore, The Agency has added a sentence in Section 13 to
make it clear that existing permittees that are regulated within the urbanized area may apply their SWPPP to the
2010 urbanized area for the duration of the permit.

Public Comments Received on the Draft MS4 General Permit
(MNR040000)
From November 12, 2019 through January 11, 2020, the draft MS4
general permit (MNR040000) was available for formal public comment.
This document contains all of the comments provided by each
individual/organization. Comment letters and emails are listed first,
followed by comments received through the online survey form.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Joe J. MacPherson <Joe.MacPherson@co.anoka.mn.us>
Saturday, January 11, 2020 5:38 PM
Landgraf, Cole (MPCA)
Jason Orcutt; Nicholas Dobda; Jack Forslund; Meghan Litsey; Mark Hansen; THimmer@coonrapidsmn.gov; Kosluchar, Jim; Dave Berkowitz; Rebecca Haug (rhaug@ci.blaine.mn.us); Tim Kelly
Comments on Draft NPDES Rule MN R 100001

Cole,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed MS4 permit revisions. Anoka County works closely with the Coon Creek Watershed District (CCWD) and our Local
Partners on the implementation of our MS4 program. Over the past few months, our group has discussed several of the proposed revisions at length and several agencies have
provided comments to you.
We appreciate the MPCA’s efforts to clarify several of the definitions and terms used in the existing MS4 permit. One item that we feel needs further clarficiation is the definition of
underlying soils. Below you will find our comments regarding Item 27.12:

2-1 R-27.12
Item 27.12
“Fully reconstructed” means areas where impervious surfaces have been removed down to the underlying soils. Activities such as structure renovation, mill and overlay projects, and
other pavement rehabilitation projects that do not expose the underlying soils beneath the structure, pavement, or activity are not considered fully reconstructed.
Anoka County requests clarification and consideration for defining the location of the “underlying soils”.
Pavement sections are designed to “bridge” the underlying soils within a proposed roadway segment. Prior to designing a roadway pavement section, a geotechnical engineer will
determine the resistance value (R-value) for the underlying, non-constructed or engineered soils. The R-value represents the ability of a soil medium to resist lateral spreading due
to an applied vertical load, such as vehicle tire loads. This value is based on the in-place soils throughout the project area.
The constructed pavement section of a roadway typically contains three layers. The top layer is the pavement surface layer (typically bituminous or concrete). The next layer is the
base layer, which consists of engineered, graded soils. The third layer, commonly referred to as the subbase layer, consists of graded or processed granular soils. These three
layers are constructed above the “underlying soils”.
For this reason, the interface between the constructed section and the underlying, preconstructed soils should be defined as the boundary between the sub-grade as discussed
above and the in-place/ pre-constructed condition soils used to determine the R-Value of the roadway segment. Under this situation, “fully reconstructed” would only apply to new
impervious pavement, or impervious pavement that requires work that exposes the soils beneath the subbase.
Under this definition, impervious pavement that lies within the existing roadway core would not be considered as a reconstructed impervious surface unless the replacement of the
roadway core breaches the interface between the in-place subbase and underlying soils.

Location of “Underlying Soils”

Note 2 – In place/ undisturbed soil that defined the R-Value see http://www.dot.state.mn.us/materials/pvmtdesign/docs/2007manual/Chapter_5-3.pdf
I apologize that this email is being submitted slightly after the submittal deadline; however, I wanted to provide you with additional information for your consideration as you read through
comments from other agencies and parties.
Feel free to call me at any time to discuss this item in more detail.
Sincerely,
Joe MacPherson, P.E.
County Engineer
Anoka County Transportation Division
Highway-Transit-Surveyor-GIS-Fleet
1440 Bunker Lake Boulevard NW
Andover, MN 55304
www.anokacounty.us
Direct: 763-324-3199
Fax:
763-324-3020
Our passion is your safe way home!
NOTICE: Unless restricted by law, email correspondence to and from Anoka County government offices may be public data subject to the Minnesota Data Practices Act and/or may be disclosed to
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January 10, 2020
Mr. Cole Landgraf
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
520 Layfayette Road N
St. Paul, MN 55155
RE:

Draft MS4 General Permit

Dear Mr. Landgraf,
On behalf of our MS4 client communities as listed below:
Albertville
Deephaven
Greenwood
Louisville Township
Orono
Woodland

Carver
Elko New Market
Forest Lake
Mound
St. Bonifacius

Deer River
Empire Township
Jackson Township
North Mankato
Waconia

We have completed review of the draft General Stormwater Permit (MNR040000) for Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s). We offer the following comments for the MPCA’s
consideration:

1. Section 12.2: All applicants must submit a SWPPP document (i.e., Part 2 of the permit
application) when seeking coverage under the General Permit. The SWPPP document will
become an enforceable part of the General Permit upon approval by the Agency. Modifications to
R-12.2
the SWPPP document that are required or allowed by the General Permit (see Section 24) will
also become enforceable provisions. The applicant must submit the SWPPP document on a form
provided by the Agency. The applicant's SWPPP document must include items 12.3 through
12.11, as applicable. [Minn. R. 7090].

3-1

Requested Action: Include the Commissioner approved form for review as part of the Public
Draft Notice.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: This form is an integral part of the MS4 Program
and Permit application. Therefore, it should be included for review and comment with the
Permit itself.

3-2
R-12.8

2. Section 12.8: The applicant must submit a compliance schedule for each applicable Waste Load
Allocation (WLA) not being met for dissolved oxygen or oxygen demand, nitrate, total suspended
solids (TSS), and total phosphorus (TP). The applicant may develop a compliance schedule to
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include multiple WLAs. The applicant's compliance schedule must include the following
information:
a. proposed BMPs or progress toward implementation of BMPs to be achieved during the
permit term;
b. the year each BMP is expected to be implemented;
c. a target year the applicable WLA(s) will be achieved; and
d. if the applicant has an applicable WLA for TSS or TP, a cumulative estimate of TSS and
TP load reductions (in pounds) to be achieved during the permit term and the Agencyapproved method used to determine the estimate.
Requested Action: Remove “subpart c”.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: Determining a target date for compliance is
extremely difficult, and any date provided would be purely hypothetical. Some municipalities
may need to rely on private development for installation of some BMPs, and they would not
have much control over a schedule for implementation. Also, since public stormwater
management improvements are closely tied to overall infrastructure improvements for most
municipalities, determining long-term implementation schedules are highly variable.
Determination of budgets for infrastructure improvements are usually evaluated on an annual
basis and highly subject to change based on emergency repairs, unforeseen issues, and public
sentiment. If the compliance date needs to be pushed back in the future, there is concern that
the permittee would be susceptible to potential litigation for backsliding.

3-3
R-12.10

3. Section 12.10: For each applicable WLA for TSS and TP where the applicant is claiming to meet
an applicable WLA, the applicant must provide documentation that the applicable WLA is being
met. At a minimum, the applicant must provide the following information:
a. a list of all structural stormwater BMPs implemented to achieve the applicable WLA,
including the BMP type (e.g., constructed basin, infiltrator, filter, swale or strip, etc.),
location in geographic coordinates, owner, and year implemented; and
b. documentation using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the applicant's
existing load meets the WLA; or
c. documentation using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the estimated
reductions of TSS or TP from BMPs meet the estimated MS4 WLA reductions included in
the TMDL report, if that information is available (i.e., target loading rate, percent
reduction, or pounds reduced). [Minn. R. 7090]
Requested Action: Revise language from “a list of all structural stormwater BMPs” to “a list
of all BMPs”.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: Compliance should allow for measurable nonstructural BMPs, such as additional street sweeping and sump cleanings.

3-4
R-18.5

4. Section 18.5: For cities, townships, and counties, the permittee's regulatory mechanism(s) must
require owners or custodians of pets to remove and properly dispose of feces on permittee
owned/operated land areas. [Minn. R. 7090].
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Requested Action: Revise language “permittee owned/operated land areas) to “public rightof-way / permittee owned land areas”.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: Permittee operated land areas include Drainage and
Utility Easements, which are typically included along the lot lines of development under most
current City standards. The legality of this requirement is questionable, since municipalities
should only be operating within these easements for the purpose of drainage or utility work.
This would require the City to access private property for a purpose other than the designated
use of the easement.

3-5
R-18.6

5. Section 18.6: For Cities and townships, the permittee’s regulatory mechanism(s) must require
proper salt storage at commercial, institutional, and non-NPDES permitted industrial facilities. At
a minimum, the regulatory mechanism(s)must require the following:
a. designated salt storage areas must be covered or indoors;
b. designated salt storage areas must be located on an impervious surface; and
c. implementation of practices to reduce exposure when transferring material in designated
salt storage areas (e.g., sweeping, diversions, and/or containment). [Minn. R. 7090]
Requested Action: Remove this requirement.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: Private properties do not have to apply for a “Salting
Permit”, so it would be extremely difficult for a municipality to track salt use on these
properties. Businesses, commercial facilities, and institutions rely almost entirely on private
contractors for deicing of parking lots and private roadways. As such, snow removal and
salting operations are often performed at night when the presence of vehicles (and facility
management) is minimized. In addition, any requirements by municipalities for salt use on
private properties may make the City liable for harm caused due to lack of proper ice removal.
If the MPCA desires to better control deicing of these types of facilities, it should pursue a
certification program for private contractors instead. The program could include regulations,
education items, and reporting requirements regarding information of their road salt
application. However, MS4 Permittees should not be required to regulate, educate, and
manage private snow removal and deicing contractors.

3-6
R-18.8

6. Section 18.8: The permittee must implement a training program that includes the following:
a. training all field staff in illicit discharge recognition (including conditions which could
cause illicit discharges), and reporting illicit discharges for further investigation. Field
staff includes, but is not limited to, police, fire department, public works, and parks staff.
Each calendar year following the initial training, the permittee must provide a refreshertraining to all field staff on illicit discharge recognition and reporting. Training for this
specific requirement may include, but is not limited to, videos, in-person presentations,
webinars, and/or training documents; and
b. ensure that individuals receive training commensurate with their responsibilities as they
relate to the permittee's IDDE program. Individuals includes, but is not limited to,
individuals responsible for investigating, locating, eliminating illicit discharges, and/or
enforcement. The permittee must ensure that previously trained individuals attend a
refresher-training every three (3) calendar years following the initial training. [Minn. R.
7090]
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Requested Action: Revise training requirement under “subpart a” from each calendar year to
every three (3) calendar years.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: Training for illicit discharge detection is not so
difficult to remember that it is needed every year. To be consistent with “subpart b” and
SWPPP certifications for design and installation, the training should be required every three
years.

3-7

7. Section 19.7: The permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of active construction
activity within the permittee’s jurisdiction and that discharge to the permittee’s MS4.

R-19.7
Requested Action: Remove this requirement.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: The MPCA currently tracks construction sites
through the NPDES permitting program.

3-8
R-20.5

8. Section 20.5: The permittee’s regulatory mechanism(s) must require owners of construction
activity to treat the water quality volume on any project where the sum of the new impervious
surface and the fully reconstructed impervious surface equals one or more acres. [Minn. R.
7090].
Requested Action: Make this requirement consistent with the Construction Stormwater
Permit.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: This will require permittees to maintain a more
stringent regulatory mechanism than the Construction Stormwater Permit, creating economic
inequity and confusion. If more stringent requirements are present within permittee
boundaries, developers may seek opportunities outside the MS4 area, thus taking away
potential tax base from the City. If the MPCA desires to include fully reconstructed
impervious surfaces in permanent stormwater management requirements, this should be done
in conjunction with Construction Stormwater Permit updates to keep the NPDES program
aligned.

9. Section 20.7: For linear projects, the water quality volume must be calculated as the larger of one
(1) inch times the new impervious surface or one-half (0.5) inch times the sum of the new and the
fully reconstructed impervious surface. Where the entire water quality volume cannot be treated
R-20.7
within the existing right-of-way, a reasonable attempt to obtain additional right-of-way, easement,
or other permission to treat the stormwater during the project planning process must be made.
Volume reduction practices must be considered first, as described in item 20.8. Volume reduction
practices are not required if the practices cannot be provided cost effectively. If additional rightof-way, easements, or other permission cannot be obtained, owners of construction activity must
maximize the treatment of the water quality volume prior to discharge from the MS4. [Minn. R.
7090].

3-9

Requested Action: Revise requirement to accommodate sidewalk and trail projects.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: If sidewalks and trails are disconnected impervious
surfaces, some accommodation should be provided to exempt these types of projects from this
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requirement. Large trail projects may exceed 1 acre of new impervious surface but directing
any meaning volume of runoff to stormwater management facilities in this situation may be
impossible. In addition, since the impervious surface is disconnected, no reasonable increase
in runoff volume or pollutants should be expected.
10. Section 20.14: If the permittee receives payment from the owner of a construction activity for
off-site treatment, the permittee must apply any such payment received to a public stormwater
project, and all projects must comply with the requirements in items 20.11 through 20.13. [Minn.
R-20.14
R. 7090].

3-10

Requested Action: Revise this requirement to accommodate previously constructed regional
facilities already payed for by the Permittee.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: If a permittee has already paid for and constructed
regional facilities to accommodate the new construction, the permittee should not be required
to apply payment from the developer for a new and different public stormwater project in a
different location.

3-11
R-21.10

11. Section 21.10: The permittee must inspect, at a minimum, 20 percent of all ponds and outfalls
(excluding underground outfalls) each calendar year on a rotating basis in order to determine
structural integrity, proper function, and maintenance needs. [Minn. R. 7090].
Requested Action: Revise this requirement to allow inspection of all facilities once within
the permit term.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: If it is more cost effective for a permittee to inspect
facilities all in the same year, they should be allowed to do so. If facilities are inspected once
every five years, that should be sufficient to maintain their proper function. If an emergency
repair is needed, that can always be accommodated through additional inspection and
maintenance at that time.

3-12
R-22.3

12. Section 22.3: If the permittee has an applicable Waste Load Allocation (WLA) for bacteria, the
permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of potential areas and sources of bacteria
(e.g., dense populations of waterfowl or other bird, dog parks). [Minn. R. 7090].
Requested Action: Remove this requirement.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: If a permittee has an applicable WLA for bacteria,
the inventory of potential areas and sources of bacteria should be defined in the TMDL itself.

13. Section 27.33: "Significant Materials" includes, but is not limited to: raw materials, fuels,
materials such as solvents, detergents, and plastic pellets; finished materials such as metallic
products; raw materials used in food processing or production; hazardous substances designated
R-27.33
under Section 101(14) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA); any chemical the facility is required to report pursuant to Section 313
of the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA); fertilizers, pesticides,
and waste products such as ashes, slag, and sludge that have the potential to be released with

3-13
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stormwater discharges. When determining whether a material is significant, the physical and
chemical characteristics of the material should be considered (e.g. the material's solubility,
transportability, and toxicity characteristics) to determine the material's pollution potential. [40
CFR 122.26(b)(12)]
Requested Action: Include salt in the list of materials.
Specific Reason for Requested Action: Since the MPCA has clearly determined that salt is a
significant issue for water quality based on the requirements included in this draft permit, it
should be specifically included in this list to remove any confusion.

Thank you for the opportunity to share our concerns and opinions on this document.
Sincerely,
Bolton & Menk, Inc.

Robert E. Bean, Jr, P.E.
Water Resources Project Manager
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4-1 R-Overall General Comments

4-2
R-18.6
4-3
R-18.8

4-4
R-20.7
4-5
R-20.7

4-6
R-20.7

4-7
R-20.10
4-8
R-20.15

4-9 R-MCM 6 General Comments
4-10
R-27.12

4-11
R-27.43

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Paul Moline <PMoline@co.carver.mn.us>
Friday, January 10, 2020 3:20 PM
MN_MPCA_MS4permit; Landgraf, Cole (MPCA)
Kristen Larson; Darin Mielke
Carver County Public Works comments on the draft MS4 General Permit

Cole,
The following comments on the draft MS4 General Permit are submitted on behalf of Carver County
Public Works. Primary contact for Public Works is Darin Mielke (copied).

5-1 R-16.4 16.4 – provide more guidance on the type of outreach and audiences required under this section.
5-2 R-18.5 18.5 – the County is not the appropriate jurisdictions to have an effective mechanism to enact and

enforce this type of regulation. City ordinances would be much more capable and effective in meeting
this requirement.
5-3 R-18.9 18.9 – delete “written or mapped”
5-4 R-18.9 18.9 – clarify the definition of “large quantities of significant materials”.
5-5 R-19.6 19.6 - delete “written”
5-6 R-19.7 19.7 - delete “written or mapped”
19.10 – replace “checklist” with “documentation” 5-7 R-19.10
5-8 R-20.7 20.7 - Why are linear projects treated differently with the 0.5 inch requirement when linear projects are
typically the most restricted in area to treat stormwater? Is there research to show that there is an issue
and this can be cost/benefit positive?
5-9 R-20.19 20.19 - suggest "documented" instead of "written" as this could be electronic.
5-10 R-21.3 21.3 - delete “written or mapped”. Insert “may” into “facilities that may contribute”
5-11 R-21.9 21.9 - It would be nice if we could set our own schedule on what works for us. We are currently working

5-13
R-21.11

towards a 5 year schedule for the storm sewer system.
21.10 – suggest change to say to inspect ponds and outfalls at a minimum every 5 years and not have an
annual set requirement as this currently states. 5-12 R-21.10
21.11 – Following sentence doesn't seem to be necessary as the prior sentence says to complete the work
as soon as possible. “If the permittee determines necessary maintenance cannot be completed within one year
of discovery, the permittee must document a schedule(s) for completing the maintenance.”

Paul Moline
Planning & Water Management
Carver County
952.361.1825

Disclaimer: Information in this message or an attachment may be government data and thereby
subject to the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, may be subject to attorney-client or
work product privilege, may be confidential, privileged, proprietary, or otherwise protected. The
unauthorized review, copying, retransmission, or other use or disclosure of the information is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please immediately
notify the sender of the transmission error and then promptly delete this message from your
computer system.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Paul Moline <PMoline@co.carver.mn.us>
Saturday, January 11, 2020 2:50 PM
MN_MPCA_MS4permit; Landgraf, Cole (MPCA)
Kristen Larson; Masha Hoy; Darin Mielke
CCWMO comments on the draft MS4 general permit

Cole,
The Carver County Water Management Organization (CCWMO) offer the following comments on the
draft MS4 General Permit. Thanks for the opportunity to review.

6-1 R-16.4 16.4 – provide more guidance on the type of outreach and audiences required under this section.
6-2 R-18.5 18.5 – the County is not the appropriate jurisdictions to have an effective mechanism to enact and

enforce this type of regulation. City ordinances would be much more capable and effective in meeting
this requirement. Recommend excluding counties when a duplicate, overlapping city or twp MS4 permit
exists.
19 – verify that an electronic database qualifies as written documentation? 6-3 R-MCM 4 General Comments
6-4 R-19.6 19.6 – clarify the timing and frequency of written notification. Can this be covered by publishing of
ordinance language?
6-5 R-20.6 20.6 – states 1 “water quality volume”. This can be interpreted differently than “volume”. The
summary of permit changes document reads “ 1” volume retention on site for fully reconstructed
impervious surface”. Permit language should clarify or distinguish between water quality volume and
volume retention (e.g ponds and filtration treatment could treat 1” of water quality volume, but would
not retain 1” on site.)
6-6 R-20.7 20.7 – define, clarify, or provide guidance for “reasonable attempt” and “maximize the treatment” and
“cost effectiveness”. This leaves too much room for interpretation by road authorities. Is the goal to
have local ordinances have flexibility in determining this?
6-7 R-20.7 20.7 - Suggested edit to not distinguish process for water quality and volume treatment
sequencing “Volume reduction practices must be considered along with water quality first, as described
in item 20.8. Volume reduction practices are not required if the practices cannot be provided cost
effectively.”
6-8 R-20.10 20.7 – include off-site language/options for linear projects similar to language in 20.10 thru 20.14
6-9 R-20.9 20.9 – define “infiltration systems” to not include “filtration systems”.
6-10 R-20.9 20.9e - define how “predominantly” should be determined. 50% or more, soils map, soil borings?
6-11 R-20.7 20.10 – define “cost effectively”

Paul Moline
Planning & Water Management
Carver County
952.361.1825
Disclaimer: Information in this message or an attachment may be government data and thereby subject to the
Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, may be subject to attorney-client or work product privilege, may be
confidential, privileged, proprietary, or otherwise protected. The unauthorized review, copying, retransmission, or
other use or disclosure of the information is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient of this message,
please immediately notify the sender of the transmission error and then promptly delete this message from your
computer system.

City of Columbia Heights | Public Works
th

637 38 Ave NE, Columbia Heights, MN 55421 ▪ Ph: 763-706-3700 ▪ Fax: 763-706-3701 ▪ www.columbiaheightsmn.gov

January 10, 2020
Cole Landgraf
Municipal Division
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
520 Lafayette Rd. N
St. Paul, MN 55155
Dear Mr. Landgraf
The City of Columbia Heights is a regulated MS4 under the NPDES program and is directly affected by
modifications proposed with the draft MS4. We have reviewed the draft document and request the
MPCA give consideration to the following comments and requested solutions.
Below are specific references to the draft permit and a comment with the action we wish to be
considered:
Item 12.8. The applicant must submit a compliance schedule for each applicable Waste Load
Allocation (WLA) not being met for dissolved oxygen or oxygen demand, nitrate, total suspended
solids (TSS), and total phosphorus (TP). The applicant may develop a compliance schedule to include
multiple WLAs. The applicant's compliance schedule must include the following information: a.
proposed BMPs or progress toward implementation of BMPs to be achieved during the permit term; b.
the year each BMP is expected to be implemented; c. a target year the applicable WLA(s) will be
achieved; and d. if the applicant has an applicable WLA for TSS or TP, a cumulative estimate of TSS
and TP load reductions (in pounds) to be achieved during the permit term and the Agency-approved
method used to determine the estimate. Agency-approved methods include "Program for Predicting
Polluting Particle Passage thru Pits, Puddles, and Ponds (P8) Urban Catchment Model", "Source
Loading and Management Model for Windows (WinSLAMM)", "Minimal Impact Design Standards
(MIDS) calculator", "Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) simple estimator tool", or any other
method that receives Agency-approval. [Minn. R. 7090]

7-1
R-12.8

COMMENT: This will be additional work for City staff. However, although vague, this was generally
required for the City to do to address TMDL requirements. There is a large variability in what they are
asking ranging from formal subwatershed assessment to a high-level process/plan.
Item 12.10. For each applicable WLA for TSS and TP where the applicant is claiming to meet an
applicable WLA, the applicant must provide documentation that the applicable WLA is being met. At a
minimum, the applicant must provide the following information: a. a list of all structural stormwater
BMPs implemented to achieve the applicable WLA, including the BMP type (e.g., constructed basin,
infiltrator, filter, swale or strip, etc.), location in geographic coordinates, owner, and year
implemented; and b. documentation using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the
applicant's existing load meets the WLA; or c. documentation using an Agency-approved method,
which demonstrates the estimated reductions of TSS or TP from BMPs meet the estimated MS4 WLA
reductions included in the TMDL report, if that information is available (i.e., target loading rate,
percent reduction, or pounds reduced). [Minn. R. 7090]
th
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7-2
R-12.10

7-3
R-12.10
7-4
R-12.10

7-5

COMMENT: This will be additional work for City staff and is an extension of what was required in the
last permit. The documentation is vague as it pertains to designed reduction vs current reduction.
Item 12.10. For each applicable WLA for TSS and TP where the applicant is claiming to meet an
applicable WLA, the applicant must provide documentation that the applicable WLA is being met. At a
minimum, the applicant must provide the following information: a. a list of all structural stormwater
BMPs implemented to achieve the applicable WLA, including the BMP type (e.g., constructed basin,
infiltrator, filter, swale or strip, etc.), location in geographic coordinates, owner, and year
implemented; and b. documentation using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the
applicant's existing load meets the WLA; or c. documentation using an Agency-approved method,
which demonstrates the estimated reductions of TSS or TP from BMPs meet the estimated MS4 WLA
reductions included in the TMDL report, if that information is available (i.e., target loading rate,
percent reduction, or pounds reduced). [Minn. R. 7090]
COMMENT: Please remove “structural” from a. “a list of all structural stormwater BMPs…” and consider
non-structural BMPs as measurable means to reduce TP and TSS. For example, street sweeping is a nonstructural BMP and is effective at reducing TSS and TP when implemented properly.
COMMENT: If the process of public notice has been completed and approved by the MPCA it is
unreasonable for the MPCA to require cities to complete this process.
Item 17.6. Each calendar year the permittee must provide a minimum of one (1) public involvement
activity that includes a pollution prevention or water quality theme (e.g. rain barrel distribution event,
rain garden workshop, cleanup event, storm drain stenciling, volunteer water quality monitoring,
adopt a storm drain program, household hazardous waste collection day, etc.)
COMMENT: Please allow the event “theme” to be broadened but to provide targeted
education/outreach on pollution prevention and water quality related topics.

R-17.6
Item 20.5. The permittee’s regulatory mechanism(s) must require owners of construction activity to
treat the water quality volume on any project where the sum of the new impervious surface and the
fully reconstructed impervious surface equals one or more acres.

7-6
R-20.5

COMMENT: The proposed threshold for requiring treatment of the water quality volume being placed at
“the sum of the new impervious surface and the fully reconstructed impervious surface equals one or
more acres” has the potential to create hardships for redevelopments and linear reconstruction projects
within the City. Implementation of this proposed policy change will likely have impacts on
redevelopment in our community. Additionally, the current threshold set by the 2018 NPDES
Construction Stormwater General Permit is creating a “net increase of one or more acres of cumulative
impervious surface.” The proposed MS4 language not only creates inconsistencies for future
construction activity on treatment requirements within the City, but it also places the burden of
implementing the new standards on City staff.
Item 20.7. For linear projects, the water quality volume must be calculated as the larger of one (1) inch
times the new impervious surface or one-half (0.5) inch times the sum of the new and the fully
reconstructed impervious surface. Where the entire water quality volume cannot be treated within the
existing right-of-way, a reasonable attempt to obtain additional right-of-way, easement, or other
permission to treat the stormwater during the project planning process must be made. Volume
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reduction practices must be considered first, as described in item 20.8. If additional right-of-way,
easements, or other permission cannot be obtained, owners of construction activity must maximize
the treatment of the water quality volume prior to discharge from the MS4.

7-7
R-20.7

COMMENT: There have been several cases where there has been a demonstrated difficulty complying
with MIDS requirements for linear projects due to lack of available ROW and poor soils. Bassett Creek
WMC, Rice Creek WD, and Nine Mile Creek WD adopted MIDS or similar linear standards and later
revoked the requirement for linear projects due to the large number of variances request they were
receiving. We request this policy be revised and maintain the current Non-degradation policy.
Item 20.9 Infiltration systems must be prohibited when the system would be constructed in areas:…….

7-8
R-20.9

COMMENT: We were hoping to see an additional infiltration prohibition regarding infiltration over
sanitary sewer pipes/facilities. Cities have been working on reducing inflow and infiltration in sanitary
sewer pipes for years, which are often located in the right of way. Infiltration near these areas could
have a detrimental effect on both infrastructure and water quality.

Sincerely,

Lauren Letsche (Storm Water Specialist)
City of Columbia Heights – Public Works

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Tim Kelly <tkelly@cooncreekwd.org>
Friday, January 10, 2020 12:07 PM
Landgraf, Cole (MPCA)
Jon Janke; Justine Dauphinais; Dawn Doering; Matthew Danzl; Rebecca Haug - (rhaug@ci.blaine.mn.us); Kameron
Kytonen (K.Kytonen@andovermn.gov); Kosluchar, Jim (Jim.Kosluchar@fridleymn.gov); Mark Hansen
(MHansen@coonrapidsmn.gov); TCollins@RFCengineering.com; Joe MacPherson
(joe.macpherson@co.anoka.mn.us); ematthiesen@wenck.com
Comments on Draft NPDES Rule MN R 100001

Subject:

Standing: The Coon Creek Watershed District is a special MS4 charged with the implementation and application of the permit. The District
contains all or parts of seven cities and Anoka County Highways, seven of which are also MS4s. Coon Creek drains the central portion of Anoka
County in one of the more rapidly developing areas in the State. The District contains four impaired waters and because of its generally flat
geomorphology, is highly prone to flooding. In a biannual survey of city planning and engineering staff, citizen advisory committees and the
general public, water quality protection is tied with flood control preceded only by protection and availability of drinking water as concerns and
priorities we all should be addressing.

8-1

Comments:
Citation
12.3

Suggested Action
Clarify, define the term “partnerships”

R-12.3

Reason
A central theme throughout the Draft rule and the
program is “partnerships with other MS4s”
The Coon Creek Watershed District has parts or all of
seven cities. The District is an operational, “working”
organization that owns and operates water management
facilities, administers its own as well as several state
regulations. The District’s principle strategy is ‘unified
action with our collaborators”. Vital to the day-to-day
effective implementation of this strategy are close
working relationships with the other MS4s in the
District.
Unified Action with our partners is best achieved
through informal partnerships. Informal relationships
are best in complex-dynamic operating environments
and have been shown to be more adaptive, more agile
and able to operate at the “speed of trust” (HBR, 19952018; Almost any Organizational Mgt or Management
Science Text). These would be difficult to document
the value, beyond a list of collaborators, would be zero
Formal partnerships are essential, appropriate and
standard practice if there is a fee for service or
essentially a contract.

27.12

a)

8-2
R-27.12
8-3

b)

Define “underlying soils” or change the term to the layer or grade
commonly used and accepted by transportation, other civil
engineers, such as subbase or the point where sand silt and/or clay
or organic material become the predominant material.
Consider including the “fully reconstructed impervious surface’
diagram used in your 12/11/19 workshop.

R-27.12

The term “underlying soils” is used in the definition of
“Fully reconstructed”. The term acts as a significant
criterion in the scope and applicability of the rules for
road and street reconstruction.
A definition of the term “underlying soils” cannot be
found in any soils or engineering text and is only
occasionally used in the literature as a term of art where
a specific definition is not warranted.
That is not the case in applying the rules, where defining
this threshold can radically alter the cost and
management of most public works projects.

27.1

8-4
R-20.7

Define Cost Effective as the ratio of the cost of the intervention to a
relevant measure of its effect. Cost refers to the resource expended for
the intervention (design and construction and maintenance over the
effective useful life of a BMP), usually measured in monetary terms
such as dollars. The measure of effects depends on the intervention or
BMP being considered.

Other Questions and Concerns

There are several places where cost effectiveness is, in
essence, the basis or criteria for determining the efficacy
of a proposal potentially adversely affecting the water
resource. It is a term too often mis used or abused due
to an absence of definition.

Citation
12.8

8-5
R-12.8

12.9
8-6
R-12.9
16.0

Question/Concern
if the applicant has an applicable WLA for TSS or TP, a cumulative estimate of TSS and TP load reductions (in pounds) to be
achieved during the permit term and the Agency-approved method used to determine the estimate”
•
We do not have implementation activities planned out 10 years in the level of detail required to quantify load
reductions using the approved methods (P8, WinSlamm, etc.) unless it can be very general estimates such as acre-ft
of storage created, LF of bank stabilization, etc.
Does this include non-structural (Education/Outreach/Engagement) BMPs, also, since bacteria and chlorides are also
referenced in 16.5 & 16.6 for MCM 1?
Can all of Item 16 requirements be satisfied by a WMO for its cities? If so, how does that need to be shown (example,
activities table by city)?

8-7 R-MCM 1 General Comments

8-8 R-Overall
General Comments

16.9
18.9-18.13

How do we need to show effectiveness for 16.9? so much more difficult for non-structural BMPs
“The permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of priority areas the permittee identifies as having a higher
likelihood for illicit discharges. At a minimum, the inventory must include the following: a. non-NPDES permitted
business/industrial activities with storage of large quantities of significant materials that could result in an illicit discharge;
and b. areas where illicit discharges have been identified in the past and continues to pose a risk. [Minn. R. 7090]…”
•
These requirements will be repetitive for overlapping MS4s such as CCWD and the Cities located within CCWD.
Shared responsibility? Applicable to just municipalities? What type of enforcement tools available to District?

22.3-22.4

If the permittee has an applicable WLA for bacteria, the permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of potential
areas and sources of bacteria (e.g., dense populations of waterfowl or other bird, dog parks)… If the permittee has an
applicable WLA for bacteria, the permittee must maintain a written plan to prioritize reduction activities to address the areas
and sources identified in the inventory in item 22.3. The written plan must include BMPs the permittee will implement over
the permit term, which may include, but is not limited to: a. water quality monitoring to determine areas of high bacteria
loading; b. installation of pet waste pick-up bags in parks and open spaces; c. elimination of over-spray irrigation that may
occur at permittee owned/operated areas; d. removal of organic matter via street sweeping; e. implementation of infiltration
structural stormwater BMPs; or f. management of areas that attract dense populations of waterfowl (e.g., riparian plantings)”
•
Is the CCWD TMDL/WRAPS for E. coli sufficient or does there need to be a standalone written plan specifically
for bacteria? If so, what does this look like?

Reporting

Will permittees be given reporting templates for the different MCMs, including the Comm Plan? Will it be an online template
for easy download, updating, upload (and therefore easy evaluation by both permittee and MPCA)? 8-11 R-Overall

TMDLs

We agree and support the new performance-based approach for chloride, bacteria, and temp TMDLS

South Metro
Mississippi TSS

Spreadsheet of applicable TMDL WLAs includes South Metro Mississippi TSS impairment, but does not list any needed
reductions (0% across the board). Why is this included on the spreadsheet and how is it to be treated from a progress
tracking/reporting standpoint? 8-13 R-Overall General Comments

Receiving
Waters

8-14

In the early 1980’s the Metropolitan Water Management Act (M.S. 103B) encouraged cities to used wetlands and flood plains
as “natural infrastructure” for the storage and treatment of storm water. Both the Metropolitan Council and the MPCA
published guidance on how cities could save costs and protect water resources by not running storm sewer pipes directly into
lakes and streams. Many developing cities at that time did just that and now there remains natural features, often biologically
degraded, that are integral to the storm water system.

R-Overall
General
Comments

At the December 11, 2019 workshop this situation and the question of whether these features are receiving water was posed
but not answered.

8-9
R-18.9

8-10
R-22.4

General Comments
8-12 R-Overall General Comments

Recognizing this situation and clarifying their standing is essential.

Tim Kelly, District Administrator
Coon Creek Watershed District
13632 Van Buren St NE
Ham Lake, MN 55304
763-755-0975

9-1
R-20.5

9-2
R-20.5

9-3
R-20.9

9-4
R-18.8

9-5
R-18.9

Dear Sir/Madam,
The following comments are submitted by the Town of Duluth and reflect our concerns and questions
about changes in the proposed new MS4 permits. As you will see, our comments reflect our concerns as
a largely rural township with a small population and limited resources and administrative capacity.

Our interest in the draft permit:
Duluth Township is a regulated MS4. The Town Board of the Town of Duluth voted to approve and
submit these comments at out Board meeting of 1/9/20. We want to acknowledge the assistance of Dr.
Valerie Brady in formulating these comments.

10-1

Overarching question:
Pursuant to the passage by the Minnesota Legislature in April of this language: Sec. 109. APPLYING

R-Overall STORM WATER RULES TO TOWNSHIPS. Until the Pollution Control Agency amends rules for storm water,
General
Minnesota Rules, part 7090.1010, subpart 1, item B, subitem (1), applies only to the portions of a city, a
Comments town, and unorganized areas of counties that are designated as urbanized under Code of Federal
Regulations, title 40, section 122.26(2)(9)(i)(A), and other platted areas within that jurisdiction.
Only a tiny fraction of the 52 square mile land area of our township is classified as urbanized. We need
to know how the MPCA will be applying this statutory language to the MS4 General Permit and
townships that are considered MS4’s. The answer to this issue will have large implications for how we
amend our stormwater protection plan (SWPPP) and how costly it will be for us to comply with the new
permit requirements.
Specific

comments and questions:

10-2
R-12.8

12.8d: Cumulative estimate of total suspended solids waste load reductions to be achieved: Our
township now has four TMDLs for TSS, with accompanying WLAs. For us, keeping sediment out of these
streams means reducing road and ditch erosion and implementing ditch BMPs. We have been doing this
but we have no feasible way to estimate the sediment load reductions we are achieving, as will now be
required. It is our understanding that there are no agency-approved methods to estimate sediment load
reductions for work on linear features (e.g., roads and ditches) that are feasible to be implemented by

10-3

part-time staff who are not trained in running these models. Please provide options for sediment load
reduction estimation for linear features that could be done by non-specialists, or provide an exception if
all work is to be done on linear features.
The education and outreach requirements (16.3 – 16.9, 17.6) are increasing. Small MS4s with few staff

R-MCM 1 and tiny budgets will only be able to meet these education and outreach requirements as part of a larger
RSPT effort. Some specific acknowledgement of the ability to meet the requirements in this general
General
Comments section by partnering with a larger group would be appreciated.
10-4
R-18.5

18.5: Thank you for altering the language around the pet waste ordinance to reduce it only to township
owned and managed land. However, we still think it makes little sense for rural MS4’s with a deer
population much greater than our dog population (our township covers 52 square miles but only has a
population of about 1,900). We also do not believe such an ordinance would be enforceable because
there are no township staff on these properties much of the time.

10-5

Throughout this proposed permit we have noted yet another increase in documentation requirements
in addition to the new burden of annual assessments for each MCM. We understand that it is necessary
R-Overall
to be able to document compliance and show that our efforts are effective. However, our rural township
has just a couple of part-time staff, the town board is paid by the meeting, and much of our stormwater
General
Comments work and MS4 compliance is dependent on the efforts of volunteers. Thus, these documentation and
assessment requirements constitute a significant burden and are likely to be completed at the expense
of getting actual work done that would truly help keep stormwater clean (documentation, however well
done, does not in itself create cleaner stormwater). What relief will MPCA give to tiny MS4’s with small
budgets and almost no staff?

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns.

Best Regards,

Rolf Carlson
Chairman, Town Board, Town of Duluth
(signed copy available on request)

MS4 General Permit Comments
January 2, 2020
My interest in the draft permit:
Duluth Township is a regulated MS4. I, as a volunteer, assist Duluth Township in meeting its MS4
requirements and keeping stormwater clean. I am a PhD aquatic ecologist with 30 yrs experience
working on stream and wetland ecosystems.
Dr. Valerie Brady, Duluth Township resident and stormwater volunteer.

11-1

Primary question:
Pursuant to the passage by the Minnesota Legislature in April of this language: Sec. 109. APPLYING

R-Overall
STORM WATER RULES TO TOWNSHIPS. Until the Pollution Control Agency amends rules for storm water,
General
Minnesota Rules, part 7090.1010, subpart 1, item B, subitem (1), applies only to the portions of a city, a
Comments town, and unorganized areas of counties that are designated as urbanized under Code of Federal
Regulations, title 40, section 122.26(2)(9)(i)(A), and other platted areas within that jurisdiction.
Only a tiny fraction of the 52 square mile land area of Duluth Township is classified as urbanized;
probably less than 1 square mile. I seek to understand how the MPCA will be applying this statutory
language to the MS4 General Permit and townships that are considered MS4’s. The answer to this issue
will have large implications for how the township amends its stormwater protection plan (SWPPP) and
how costly it will be for the township to comply with the new permit requirements.
Specific comments and questions:

11-2
R-12.8

11-3

12.8d: Cumulative estimate of total suspended solids waste load reductions to be achieved: Duluth
Township now has four TMDLs for TSS, with accompanying WLAs. For the township, keeping sediment
out of these streams means reducing road and ditch erosion and implementing ditch BMPs. The
township has been doing this but does not have a feasible way to estimate the sediment load reductions
that are being achieved, as will now be required. It is my understanding that there are no agencyapproved methods to estimate sediment load reductions for work on linear features (e.g., roads and
ditches) that are feasible to be implemented by part-time staff who are not trained in running these
models. Please provide options for sediment load reduction estimation for linear features that could be
done by non-specialists, or provide an exception if all work is to be done on linear features.
The education and outreach requirements (16.3 – 16.9, 17.6) are increasing. Small MS4s with few staff
and tiny budgets will only be able to meet these education and outreach requirements as part of a
larger RSPT effort. Some specific acknowledgement of the ability to meet the requirements in this
general section by partnering with a larger group would be appreciated.

R-MCM 1
General
Comments
11-4
18.5: Thank you for altering the language around the pet waste ordinance to reduce it only to township
R-18.5

owned and managed land, rather than the entire land area of the township. However, it still makes little
sense for rural MS4’s with a deer population much greater than the dog population (Duluth Township
covers 52 square miles but only has a human population of about 1,900). It is unlikely that such an

ordinance would be enforceable because there are no township staff on these properties much of the
time.

11-5

Throughout this proposed permit I have noted yet another increase in documentation requirements in
addition to the new burden of annual assessments for each MCM. I understand that it is necessary to be
R-Overall able to document compliance and show that the township’s efforts are effective. However, my rural
General
township has just a couple of part-time staff, the town board is paid by the meeting, and much of the
Comments stormwater work and MS4 compliance is dependent on the efforts of volunteers (I am one of them).
Thus, these documentation and assessment requirements constitute a significant burden and are likely
to be completed at the expense of getting actual work done that would truly help keep stormwater
clean (documentation, however well done, does not in itself create cleaner stormwater). What relief will
MPCA give to tiny MS4’s with small budgets and almost no staff?

January 10, 2020

Cole Landgraf
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
520 Lafayette Road North
Saint Paul, MN 55155

OFC 952 949 8300
FAX 952 949 8390
TDD 952 949 8399

RE: Draft Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems General Permit

8080 Mitchell Rd
Eden Prairie, MN
55344-4485

edenparirie.org

Mr. Landgraf,
Please see the following comments from the City of Eden Prairie related to the MPCA’s Draft Small
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems General Permit.

12-1

Section

Comment

12.4

Best Management Practice (BMP) Documentation - The Draft states that the
SWPPP Document (Part 2 of the permit application) must provide a description of
each BMP implemented for each MCM at the time of application and the status
of each component. This statement could lead to a significant documentation
effort. A copy of the Application to assist in determining the amount of effort this
could lead to would be helpful.

12.8.d.

Agency-Approved Methods - The list of Agency-approved methods provided to
help determine TSS and TP load reductions of BMPs is too limited and does not
provide adequate flexibility in selecting and evaluating BMPs. Permittees might
employ BMPs where there may not be a direct corollary in these programs (e.g.
Proprietary BMPs, emerging technologies, research trials). This discourages
permittees from pursuing alternative BMPs to meet water quality goals when
there is no agency-approved model available.

12.10

Please provide language exempting the need to provide information for a WLA
that has already been documented, reviewed and approved under the previous
permit.

12.10 a.

Developing and maintaining a list of all structural stormwater BMPs implemented
to achieve a WLA could be onerous for permittees in instances where myriad
small structural BMPs are employed, such as a large number of smaller infiltration

R-12.4

12-2
R-12.8

12-3
R-12.10
12-4
R-12.10

swales or small rain gardens. This should be changed to allow a list of treatment
systems or maps that locate and identify treatment systems that contain a
number of these smaller BMPs.
12-5

12.10

Nonstructural BMPs (e.g. stream bank stabilization) can be beneficial and even
instrumental in achieving WLA goals. The ability to incorporate nonstructural
BMPs should be referenced in the permit.

12-6
R-12.10

12.10 b. &
c.

See 12.8.d. Limited availability of methods and flexibility for estimating load
reductions for TSS and TP are provided.

12-7

16.5 &
16.6

The Draft states that city and township permittees must distribute educational
materials on pet waste and deicing salt. It is unclear why cities and townships
were singled out, as these issues are not unique to cities and townships.
Nontraditional MS4s, such as colleges, hospitals, military bases, or correctional
facilities, could also encounter these types of issues.

18.6

Non-traditional MS4s are not required to develop standards for management and
storage of salt. These types of facilities would have salt storage for parking lots,
sidewalks and trails and they should be required to develop policies or standards
as well as an education program for staff, residents and visitors.

18.8

The term "field staff" is broad and ambiguous. Use of this without clarification
could lead to training requirements for anyone working outside whose job duties
do not include being in areas with potential IDDE. This could include temporary
employees such as summer camp instructors, individual class fitness instructors,
lifeguards, etc. By using this term without definition or guidance would lead to a
training requirement for a large number of staff that is not practical.

18.9

Identification of “non-NPDES permitted business/industrial activities with storage
of large quantities of significant materials that could result in an illicit discharge”
would be difficult and could lead to a list of hundreds to thousands of such
locations in any one point in time. While databases of regulated hazardous
materials locations may maintained by other organizations, many of the materials
included in the definition of significant materials would not be inventoried and
tracked in such a manner and would be difficult if not impossible for permittees
to determine. Additionally, significant effort would be required to maintain this
list as they may changeover frequently as businesses open, close, or change
operations. Finally, given it is impossible to eliminate the risk of an illicit
discharge, it would require a permittee to inventory virtually any holder of
significant material, even if proper safeguards are in place. This section should be
deleted or significantly revised in order to make it workable by permittees.

R-12.10

R-16.5

12-8
R-18.6
12-9
R-18.8

12-10
R-18.9

If this section is retained, it is likely that visual inspections would be required to
identify what and how much is stored onsite. The language "to the extent
allowable under state or local law" should be added.

12-11
R-18.10
12-12

18.10 and
18.11

Add language to exclude inspection requirements for facilities that do not allow
access to their grounds due to sensitive materials, security or safety reasons. For
example, facilities protected due to national security issues.

R-18.10
12-13

Add the term "to the extent allowable under state or local law" to the
requirement to conduct illicit discharge inspections.

19.5

R-19.5

Review and approval standards should be separated. The Draft requires that
owners and operators of construction activity develop site plans that must be
submitted to the permittee for review and approval. The word "approval" during
the review stage could be overly broad in this context. Cities typically have
multiple stages of review wherein the plans are given preliminary approval in
stages. This could lead to confusion for applicants thinking their plans were
approved when in fact the final approval has not been given.
In addition, the statement should read owner "or" operator, as the owner will
often delegate submittal to the contractor.

12-14

20

Redevelopment standards require permanent stormwater management for fully
reconstructed impervious for areas over one acre. Reconstructed impervious is
not included for stormwater management by the Construction Stormwater
Permit. Thus, this new standard creates a situation where MS4 communities are
held to a higher standard than non-MS4 communities in the State. This increases
the cost of public works and development projects in an inequitable manner
across the State.

20.7

Cost consideration is included in the flow chart provided with the Draft. Language
addressing the ability to use this consideration should be added to the Draft.

20.7

Although trails and sidewalks are rightfully included in the definition of linear
projects in 27.18, they have minimal stormwater impact compared to other linear
projects such as roads. Many watersheds exempt them from permanent
stormwater management and impervious calculations so long as they have a
sufficient downgradient vegetated buffer. We believe the Permit should exempt
trails and sidewalks from stormwater management standards so long as a BMP
such a buffer is provided.

20.9

Prohibit infiltration over utility lines. Infiltration into utility corridors could
potentially damage the utility lines and lead to costly repairs.

20.13

The amount of time required for identifying, purchasing and developing property
or easements is very time-consuming and can take well over 24 months.
Flexibility for the timing of this construction should be added to the Draft.

R-20.5

12-15
R-20.7
12-16
R-20.7

12-17
R-20.9
12-18
R-20.13

Add language-allowing mitigation through off-site treatment in advance of the
original construction activity. This could be achieved through regional treatment,
advance planning, etc.

12-19

20.15

Allow replacement of structural BMPs with non-structural BMPs. There may be
occasions where a structural BMP has failed and replacement with a nonstructural BMP will make more sense for managing stormwater going forward.
New techniques are constantly being explored and researched and the
incorporation of new techniques may be more practical in the future.

20.15.c.

The language should be modified to allow repairs and not just "new" BMPs if
decreased effectiveness is identified.

21.3

Inventory of all a Permittee’s owned/operated snow storage areas is not
reasonable as these may move or change based on factors such as snowfall
volume, access needs, etc.

21.10

Replace the requirement to inspect 20% of all ponds and outfalls every year with
more flexible language for each 5-year period. The 2003 Permit contained this
language and it led to an inflexible and difficult-to-manage inspection program.
For example, by leaving in flexibility, a permittee may choose to inspect all of the
ponds and outfalls within a 3-year period and then use the next two years to plan
for maintenance projects. Adding the "within a 5-year" period would then require
each MS4 to continue the inspection program if the permit reissuance process
goes over 5 years again.

R-20.15

12-20
R-20.15
12-21
R-21.3
12-22
R-21.10

Language should be added to exclude "underwater" as well as "underground"
outfalls.
12-23

21.11

Language stating that the performance for repair, replacement or maintenance
requirements should incorporate the flexibility to consider the overall stormwater
treatment system and not just individual BMPs and outfalls. As we work through
our inspection program we find many instances where repairs are needed at
individual ponds or outfalls, but their place in the overall treatment train is so
insignificant that they can be left as is.

21.14

Include a minimum volume for reporting of removal/excavation of pond
sediment. Removal or movement of small, insignificant amounts of pond
sediment during simple maintenance activities such as flared end section repairs
or tree removals is common. We recommend providing a reasonable reporting
threshold for routine maintenance other than pond dredging or exempting
routine maintenance from the reporting requirement entirely.

22.3

Tracking or mapping every "potential" source of fecal bacteria within a
permittee’s jurisdiction is not feasible, practical or realistic. Bacteria are a very
widespread nonpoint source pollutant and are ubiquitous throughout our
jurisdiction. Additionally, populations of wildlife move, migrate, or change in size
frequently, making an inventory onerous or impractical to maintain.

R-21.11

12-24
R-21.14

12-25
R-22.3

12-26

27.18

Remove the term "rail lines" from the definition of Linear Projects. Railroad
projects are managed by the respective railroad authority and the City has very
limited or no authority to enforce standards in these corridors.

Section 27

"Regulatory mechanism" should be included in the definition section to clarify the
goals and intent of the MPCA in utilizing this term throughout the Draft.

R-27.18
12-27
R-Overall
General
Comments

12-28

The definition could also include the terminology related to "to the extent
allowable by state or local law" and what that could mean for inspections when
they are not allowed due to regulatory requirements, national security, sensitive
materials, safety or other reasons where entry to a site is not allowed.
Section 27

"Underlying soils" should be defined in a way that provides consistency with the
Construction Stormwater Permit.

R-27.12
The City sees and appreciates the great deal of effort that was put forth into developing the draft
permit. Thank you again for the opportunity to provide input and official comments. Please let me
know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Patrick Sejkora, PE
City of Eden Prairie

January 10, 2020
Cole Landgraf
Municipal Division
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA)
520 Lafayette Road North
St. Paul, MN 55155.
Re: MS4 Permit - Minimum Control Measure 5
Dear Mr. Landgraf,
We, the undersigned organizations, are writing to express our strong support for numeric
stormwater volume control standards for redevelopment projects in the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency’s (MPCA) proposed update to the MS4 Permit.
Reissuing the MS4 Permit
Minnesota’s Municipal Stormwater General Permit (commonly called the Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer or “MS4” permit) must be reissued every five years by the MPCA. As the current
permit has expired, we are grateful to the efforts of the MPCA staff and leadership in drafting a
proposed new permit.
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
13-1
R-20.5

We strongly support the proposed revision to Minimum Control Measure (MCM) 5, which
establishes numeric standards for volume retention on both fully reconstructed impervious
surfaces (1.0”) and linear fully reconstructed impervious surfaces (0.5”).
Such numeric volume control standards on both traditional and linear fully reconstructed
impervious surfaces are effective and feasible, and offer a tremendous opportunity to set a
long-term course for improving water quality in the state.
Thank you for your hard work and strong leadership preparing a revised and improved MS4
permit for reissuance in 2020.
Sincerely,
Friends of the Mississippi River
Alliance for Sustainability
Minnesota Well Owners Organization
The Minnesota Native Plant Society
Friends of Minnesota Scientific and Natural Areas
League of Women Voters - Minnesota

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Chirpich, Drew
Landgraf, Cole (MPCA)
Eckman, Eric; Oliver, Jeff
MS4 Draft Permit Comment
Friday, January 10, 2020 2:35:08 PM

Hello Cole,
Please see below for the City of Golden Valley’s comments to the MS4 Draft Permit:

14-1
R-20.9

The City of Golden Valley is requesting that the MPCA update Section 20.9 of the Draft MS4 Permit
to include an additional infiltration prohibition that prevents infiltration within 25 feet of a sanitary
sewer pipe.
Golden Valley City Code Chapter 107-5 states that:
(g) Stormwater management limitations and exceptions.
(1) Limitations.
a. Infiltration Prohibited. The use of infiltration techniques are prohibited when the
infiltration structural stormwater BMP will receive discharges from, or be constructed in, the
following areas:
5. Within 25 feet of a sanitary sewer pipe due to the possibility of inflow and infiltration of
clear water into the sanitary sewer system
In many areas of the City there are aging sanitary sewer pipes that may allow clean water to
infiltrate into the pipe. Since 2005, the City's Engineering Department has worked to reduce inflow
and infiltration into its sanitary sewer pipes by lining or replacing pipes through infrastructure
projects, and by requiring lining or replacing private sanitary sewer pipes when selling or transferring
property.
Intentionally infiltrating near these pipes can unnecessarily increase the volume of water that
requires wastewater treatment, and can lead to wastewater overflows of MCES plants by
overwhelming treatment systems with additional clear water. These overflows negatively affect
surrounding surface waters.
https://metrocouncil.org/iandi
We ask that the MS4 Permit language recognize the above problems presented by infiltrating water
near these sanitary sewer pipes, and update its infiltration prohibitions to prohibit infiltration within
25 feet of sanitary sewer pipes.
Thank you.
Drew Chirpich | Environmental Specialist | City of Golden Valley

7800 Golden Valley Road | Golden Valley, MN 55427 | 763-593-8044 (Direct) | 763-593-3968 (TTY) |
dchirpich@goldenvalleymn.gov

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Chirpich, Drew
Landgraf, Cole (MPCA)
Eckman, Eric; Oliver, Jeff
MS4 Draft Permit Comments
Friday, January 10, 2020 3:10:13 PM

Hello Cole,
The City of Golden Valley is submitting additional comments on components of the MS4 draft
permit. Please see our comments below.
Thank you.

14-2

Comment 1 – General

R-Overall
General
Comments

Action
Revise MN Rule 7090.1040 to include provisions related to TMDLs and Waste Load Allocations within
the MS4 Minimum Requirements. Delete all MS4 Permit requirements related to TMDLs and WLAs
in the current draft Permit or delay the reissuance of the Permit until this Rule revision is complete.
Reasons
MN Rule 7090.1040 addresses the minimum requirements for the MS4 SWPPPs required under the
Permit. It is a short section, but provides some specifics. It is completely silent on the subjects of
TMDLs and associated WLAs. The entire Rule 7090 mentions TMDLs only once
(7090.1010 Subp.2.B.7.), just as one of the criteria for determining whether an entity should be
designated as a permitted MS4.
MN Rule 7090.1040 specifically lists the six Minimum Control Measures (MCMs), each of which is a
separate section in the Permit under the requirements for the SWPPP. The sections of the Permit
listing the requirements for the SWPPP are structured as follows:
Section 13. SWPPP
Section 14. Mapping
Section 15. MCMs
Section 16. MCM 1
Section 17. MCM 2
Section 18. MCM 3
Section 19. MCM 4
Section 20. MCM 5
Section 21. MCM 6
Section 22. Discharges to Impaired Waters with a TMDL
Section 23. Alum or Ferric Chloride Phosphorus Treatment Systems
Section 14 on mapping is short and very specific. Its impact and application is very limited. The
requirement for a system map is also included under MCM 3.
Section 23 addresses very specific requirements for a very small number of specific types of

treatment systems. Its impact and application is very limited.
Each MCM section in the Permit matches a listing in MN Rule 7090.1040, with the title language for
each section matching very closely with the wording in the Rule. These are major and significant
sections of the Permit and the requirements are extensive and impactful. It seems clear that the
MPCA felt that the Rule needed to reflect and provide explicit authorization for such significant and
impactful Permit sections and requirements.
Section 22 of the Permit is equally significant and impactful. The Permit requirements related to
TMDLs and WLAs, especially when Sections 12.8, 12.9, and 12.10 are included, are major, significant,
extensive, and impactful. If explicit Rule authority for the MCM sections and requirements was
deemed to be essential and appropriate, it is impossible to see how explicit Rule authority for the
TMDL and WLA is not also essential and appropriate. Such significant and numerous Permit
requirements, related to a specific topic, must be subject to the rulemaking administrative process.
40 CFR 122.34(b), referenced in MN Rule 7090.1040, is also silent on the topics of TMDLs and Waste
Load Allocations. There is no authority for the Permit provisions related to these topics to be found
in this section of the Clean Water Act.
There are other sections of the Clean Water Act that do address TMDLs and Waste Load Allocations,
but significant and impactful requirements in a Minnesota permit should be authorized by
Minnesota rule

14-3

Comment 2 – Section 20.13

R-20.13 Action
Make the 24 month time limit much longer or find an alternative method to assure meaningful
compliance with the intent of this section.
Reasons
24 months is far too short a time period for the completion of an off-site treatment projects.
Just land acquisition for a new project frequently takes longer than 24 months. Many factors
determining the time needed for land acquisition are beyond the control of a city.
Section 20.11 calls for the consideration of a sequence of options to follow in preferential order. The
24-month time limit does not allow enough time for this required process.
It appears that the MPCA is seeking some sort of assurance that an off-site treatment project be
completed within a reasonable timeframe. There may be a better way to accomplish this goal using
a method that does not depend on a project completion time limit. Unfortunately, MCSC is unable to
recommend such a method, at this time. We suggest that the MPCA staff work with us to explore
options after the end of this comment period.
Please consider the following text revision to be added to this section.: “unless the permittee
determines that completion within 24 months is not practicable. When the permittee determines
that a project cannot be completed within 24 months, the permittee must provide the reason(s) and
schedule(s) for completing the project in the annual report.”

14-4
A-20.13

Comment 3 – Section 20.13

Action
Revise this section to allow for the completion of off-site treatment projects in advance of the
original construction activity.
Reasons
As written, this section allows for the completion of off-site treatment projects within a very specific
and limited time period – from the start of the original construction activity to 24 months after that
start. This is far too restrictive.
The section should be revised as suggested above. We recommend that the MPCA staff work with
MCSC and others to explore appropriate revisions.
It is not uncommon for an off-site treatment project to be built before the start of an original
construction activity. This is especially true for regional facilities that provide off-site treatment for
multiple construction projects.

14-5

Comment 4 – Section 20

R-20.5

Action
Please delete all the standards and requirement related to redevelopment throughout Section 20,
especially items related to “fully reconstructed impervious surfaces”. Return to the redevelopment
standard and requirements in the current MS4 General Permit (2013).
Reasons
The redevelopment standards and requirements in the new draft Permit are complex and will be
expensive to implement. They must be incorporated into local design standards by permittees and
they will be applied to many redevelopment projects, especially road reconstruction projects, done
by permitted cities.
The new development standards and requirements in the draft Permit were written into the 2018
Construction Stormwater Permit. This means they are the standards for all significant construction
projects throughout the state.
The redevelopment standards and requirements in this draft Permit were not included in the 2018
construction Stormwater Permit. This fact contradicts statements made by MPCA staff to the MS4
permittees for the past few years about the importance of having the two permits matching and in
alignment.
More significantly, this omission in the 2018 Construction Stormwater Permit means that these
redevelopment standards and requirements will only be implemented in the jurisdictions of MS4
permittees, instead of the entire state. This will make road reconstruction projects in MS4 cities
significantly more expensive than similar projects in cities that are not permitted. This will make
private redevelopment projects in MS4 cities significantly more expensive than similar projects in
non-MS4 cities. This will put MS4 cities at a competitive disadvantage compared to non-MS4 cities.
This is obviously unfair and inequitable.
The MPCA could have written these redevelopment standards and requirements into the

construction Stormwater Permit. Federal statute, rule, and guidance did not require this, but there
was nothing obstructing the MPCA from doing so. The MPCA decided not to.
This is very puzzling to the MCSC member cities. If these redevelopment standards and
requirements are a good idea, why were they not included in the 2018 Construction Permit and
implemented statewide? The decision to omit these redevelopment standards and requirements in
the statewide Construction Permit and impose them only on the MS4 permittees is prejudicial
against the MS4 permittees and arbitrary and capricious on the part of the MPCA.
The way to rectify this unfair situation is for the MPCA to withdraw the redevelopment standards
and requirements in this draft Permit and return to the redevelopment standards and requirements
in the current MS4 General Permit. The MPCA can choose to either revise the Construction
Stormwater Permit now to include these redevelopment standards and requirements are write
these standards and requirements into the next Construction Stormwater Permit to be reissued in
2023. Either approach will promulgate these standards and requirement statewide, which is much
fairer to the MS4 cities. This course of action will fulfill the MPCA’s obligation to provide
redevelopment standards and requirements in the MS4 General Permit.
Drew Chirpich | Environmental Specialist | City of Golden Valley

7800 Golden Valley Road | Golden Valley, MN 55427 | 763-593-8044 (Direct) | 763-593-3968 (TTY) |
dchirpich@goldenvalleymn.gov

January 10, 2020
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
Attn: Duane Duncanson
520 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155
RE:

MS4 General Permit Reissuance – Comments on Proposed Revisions to General Permit

Dear Mr. Duncanson:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft MS4 General Permit.
Minnehaha Creek Watershed District (“District”) encompasses 178 square miles within Hennepin and
Carver Counties. Much of the watershed is highly developed urban area within the City of Minneapolis
and adjacent communities, while a large western portion of the watershed is agricultural or wooded
land developing according to the comprehensive planning of land use authorities.
Formed in 1967, the District under its regulatory authority has reviewed, issued permits for and
monitored thousands of development and infrastructure projects. The District’s rules for construction
site and post-construction stormwater management have evolved over time and reflect careful technical
and policy judgment about both water resource outcomes and how to allocate compliance burdens to
best achieve those outcomes.
Under the NPDES MS4 program, the MPCA is not (aside from MCM 6) prescribing requirements for a
regulated community, but setting standards for regulators including those, like the District, whose
specific mandate is water resource management. Those subject to the GP share the program resourceprotection commitment, and bring their own knowledge and experience as to how that is best achieved.
For this reason, the District welcomes and encourages the MPCA to engage the District and other MS4s
throughout the process and make use of our input in a collegial manner. It is our understanding that
federal rules leave the MPCA considerable discretion in setting the specific parameters of the general
permit and we encourage you to use that discretion.
MCM 5: Preserve Exercise of Judgment
Specifically as to MCM 5, the proposed GP standards generally reflect the state of technical consensus.
The District’s broader concern is that the GP, as written, may not allow for the considered judgments
(careful exemptions in the rules, variances) that allow the regulatory program to make gains efficiently
and avoid the imposition of requirements in circumstances that are not cost-effective, deflect program
resources and may undermine regulatory program support.

15-1
R-MCM 5
General
Comments
15-2

Specifically:


May an MS4’s stormwater rules make distinctions between activities in the same category
(linear, non-linear) where some are held to a higher standard, others to a lower, but the overall
level of water resource protection achieves MEP?



Does an MS4 retain its authority to grant a variance under variance criteria?

R-MCM 5 The District would urge the MPCA to affirm that in incorporating NPDES program requirements into
General
their regulatory programs, MS4s retain their existing flexibility as regulators to make these sorts of
Comments judgments. This is less a matter of MCM 5 content requirements, and more a matter of the approach
that the MPCA will bring to program audits, and the documentation that will satisfy the MPCA that an
MS4’s exercise of judgment is preserving equivalency in water resource protection outcomes.

15-3

MCM 5: Sequencing and Regional Stormwater Management

R-MCM 5 The District agrees that stormwater abstraction should be achieved where site conditions allow.
However, the Draft GP appears to require, for both non-linear and linear projects, that infiltration occur
General
on site to the extent cost effective, before any off-site treatment may be used.
Comments
This apparently rigid preference for on-site treatment is at odds with a trend toward regional treatment,
and would inhibit regional projects and partnerships that are a substantial, innovative element of the
District’s work. Absent localized flooding or volume-diversion impacts, the GP should not care whether
volume is managed on-site or regionally (within the same receiving watershed).
First, regional facilities often are more cost-effective to both construct and maintain. In addition,
maintenance is simply more reliable for fewer, larger facilities more typically owned and maintained by
municipalities and other public bodies, in comparison to many smaller, scattered practices neglected by
private property owners and unfunded homeowners’ associations. As well, monitoring, inspecting and
gaining maintenance of many small practices on private land is substantially more challenging, and the
agency cost is much greater.
Second, a regional feature is more easily designed as a treatment train approach. A regional element,
for practices designed and owned by public entities, allows for more innovation, a recent example being
the incorporation of iron enhanced sand filtration, which tends to be avoided by developers due to its
greater sophistication and irregular maintenance expense. In contrast, for example, the District
partnered with the City of Victoria on a project to retrofit an existing series of stormwater retention
basins with iron enhanced filtration benches, in order to manage stormwater volume and water quality
impacts associated with a downtown redevelopment area. The City is able to provide this utility service
to redeveloping properties and recover project cost through stormwater charges.
Third, regional stormwater management provides applicants and municipalities greater flexibility during
redevelopment, while also providing treatment beyond the minimum requirements. In high-density
urban areas of the District, managing stormwater to meet District rule criteria through onsite treatment

can be costly and compromise economic use of a limited footprint. Through private and public
partnerships, the District has achieved greater stormwater treatment and ecological benefit by
constructing or facilitating regional stormwater practices that can be used to meet development and
redevelopment needs.
Recently, the District partnered with the Cities of St. Louis Park and Hopkins and a private company in
creation of a regional stormwater infiltration/filtration facility. The regional facility, off-site but
upgradient from the receiving water, affords treatment capacity for the company’s expansion. In
addition to the local economic development benefits from the company’s ability to grow in place, the
company donated valuable land for riparian buffer and ecological preserve, and the regional facility
treats another 260 acres of previously untreated urban land and right-of-way. Overall, the facility will
keep some 180 pounds of phosphorus per year out of Minnehaha Creek, downstream lakes, and the
Mississippi River.
As another example, the District joined with the City of Hopkins to remove an aging riparian use and
replace it with community parkland. The District installed a subsurface infiltration practice in
partnership with the City of Hopkins and an upgradient redeveloper of affordable housing. The off-site
treatment opportunity allowed the developer to preserve a redevelopment footprint adequate for the
financial feasibility of the project. The remaining capacity is available for use by other redevelopment.
The District would like to continue to be able to build partnerships and seek greater water quality, water
quantity, and ecological benefits through regional stormwater management and permitting. We urge
the MPCA to be sure that the MS4 GP does not place obstacles in the way of these efforts by imposing
requirements or preferences for on-site treatment, or other sequencing terms, that are not essential.
We also urge the MPCA to recognize the expertise and experience that MS4s bring to their own
regulatory and capital programs in order to produce water resource outcomes that exceed those
resulting from a conventional site-by-site regulatory approach.
Additional Specific Comments
In addition to the general concerns raised above, the District would note a number of terms in the
proposed GP that bear further consideration or refinement. The more important of these are as
follows:

15-4
R-18.9

Permit Section
District Comment
MCM 3: Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
18.9
This paragraph is problematic in that it purports to require the District to
inventory and inspect the nature of activities at hundreds of commercial and
industrial sites where there is “storage of large quantities of significant
materials that could result in an illicit discharge”. First, this standard is not
well defined. Second, the scope of such an undertaking is well beyond the
District’s staff capacity. Third, it isn’t clear how “large quantities of significant
material” that might result in an illicit discharge” would be assessed, but it

15-5
R-18.10
15-6
R-20.7

would seem necessarily to involve examining site operations from a chemical
and industrial management perspective. This is a realm heavily regulated
under federal and state law. It is one in which watershed districts don’t
participate or have expertise. Requiring watershed districts to engage in this
realm would be duplicative and would raise concerns as to District staff
involvement in areas where they typically do not have training or knowledge.
This mandate raises significant safety and liability concerns for the District.
18.10
The District requests that the MPCA justify, on a cost-benefit basis, this level
of inspection attention to ‘sites where storage of large quantities of
significant materials that could result in’ illicit discharge.’
MCM 5: Post-Construction Stormwater Management
20.7
The prepublication text retained a treatment requirement for TSS and TP,
which appears to have been deleted. The District requests clarification
regarding the pollutant removal requirements of this rule provision. Are
there requirements applicable to TSS, TP or any other pollutants beyond the
volume control standards (beyond the general requirement of 13.2 that the
SWPPP reduce pollutant discharge to the MEP)?
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft MS4 GP. The District would like
to participate in a collaborative review of these terms to help ensure that the MS4 GP is both effective in
achieving our shared water resource goals, practicable, and a sound allocation of agency resources with
respect to all of the realms of our water resource work. We look forward to the next steps in your
process. Should you have any questions on the above comments, please do not hesitate to contact me
at (952) 473-2855 or tdietrich@minnehahacreek.org.
Yours truly,

Tom Dietrich
Permitting Program Manager
Minnehaha Creek Watershed District

Cc:

Becky Christopher, MCWD Policy Planning Manager
James Wisker, MCWD Administrator
MCWD Board of Managers
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January 11, 2020
Minnesota Cities Stormwater Coalition
Staff: Randy Neprash, PE
651-271-5535
randy.neprash@stantec.com
STATE OF MINNESOTA POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY
In Re: Public Notice of Intent to Reissue MS4 General Permit MNR040000
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCHARGE STORMWATER ASSOCIATED WITH SMALL MUNICIPAL
SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEMS UNDER THE NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE
ELIMINATION SYSTEM (NPDES)/STATE DISPOSAL SYSTEM (SDS) PROGRAM
MNR040000
PUBLIC COMMENTS FROM THE MINNESOTA CITIES STORMWATER COALITION AND
PETITION FOR CONTESTED CASE HEARING AND
PETITION TO THE MPCA TO HOLD A PUBLIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING
The Minnesota Cities Stormwater Coalition (MCSC) submits:
 Public Comments
 Petition for a Contested Case Hearing
 Petition for the MPCA to hold a Public Informational Meeting

STATEMENT OF INTEREST
The members of MCSC are approximately 130 cities and townships that currently have
coverage under the MS4 General Permit and MS4 individual permits. As MS4 permittees, these
MCSC members have a significant interest in the reissuance of the MS4 General Permit and
MCSC has a role representing their interests in providing public comments on their behalf.

PETITION FOR A CONTESTED CASE HEARING
MCSC petitions the MPCA to hold a Contested Case Hearing to address the issues in the
comments #1, #3, #4, #5, #11, #13, #14, #15, #18, and #19, herein. The Action listed in each
comment is the specific relief requested or resolution of the matter. The Reasons listed in each
comment include the disputed factual issues in need of resolution through a contested case
hearing, each one of which is a material issue capable of resolution by the Commissioner if
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additional evidence on these issues is allowed to be presented in a contested case hearing. If
requested or appropriate, MCSC will submit a list of prospective witnesses to be called at a
hearing, a proposed list of publications, references, or studies to be introduced at a hearing and
the approximate time required for MCSC to present the matter at a hearing.

PETITION FOR THE MPCA TO HOLD A PUBLIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING
MCSC petitions the MPCA to hold a Public Informational Meeting to present and answer
questions related to the MPCA’s Response to Comments developed for this Permit reissuance.
MCSC requests that:
 this meeting be held at a physical location, with Web access for remote viewing, with a
live audience of anyone who chooses to attend,
 the MPCA solicit and answer questions related to the Response to Comments from this
audience and the online viewers, with all questions visible and/or audible to the entire
audience,
 this meeting be held about two weeks after the release of the Response to Comments,
and
 this meeting be recorded and made available on the Web.
MCSC requests this meeting so that issues raised in the comments and the Agency’s Response
to Comments can be clarified for the permittees and the public and better resolved through
presentation and dialogue. This meeting will also help clarify or resolve issues regarding the
terms of the Permit.

COMMENTS
16-1

MCSC Comment 1 – General

R-Overall Action
General
Comments Revise MN Rule 7090.1040 to include provisions providing clear regulatory authority for the
MPCA to impose MS4 Permit conditions related to TMDLs and Waste Load Allocations and
giving notice of how the Agency will apply requirements related to TMDLs and WLAs to
individual MS4 permittees. Delete all MS4 Permit requirements related to TMDLs and WLAs in
the current draft Permit or delay the reissuance of the Permit until this rulemaking process is
complete.
Reasons
The Permit contains broad and impactful requirements for MS4 permittees to take specific, and
in some cases onerous, steps pertaining to TMDLs and Waste Load Allocations (WLAs). See, e.g.,
sections 22, 12.8, 12.9, and 12.10. Yet, there is no regulatory authority for these many
requirements in Chapter 7090, as there is for the other core requirements of the Permit, such
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as the MCMs. (See Minn. R. 7090.1040.) It is axiomatic that MPCA must have legal authority for
any permit conditions it imposes upon MS4 permittees and other NPDES/SDS permit holders.
Even if MPCA can trace general authority to require compliance with TMDLs and WLAs back to
the Clean Water Act, the lack of any specific guidelines in MPCA rules as to how MPCA is going
to require compliance for individual MS4 permittees leaves any such permit conditions without
sufficient rule support and vulnerable to challenge as arbitrary and capricious.
MCSC is aware that EPA has promulgated guidance in recent years urging state agencies, with
regard to TMDLs and WLAs, to include in MS4 permits “clear, specific, and measurable permit
requirements…”1. However, EPA’s guidance:
a. emphasizes that “[i]t is not a regulation and does not impose legally binding
requirements on EPA or States,” and
b. directs states to “make permitting and TMDL decisions on a case-by-case basis
considering the particular facts and circumstances and consistent with applicable
statutes, regulations, and case law.”2
In Minnesota, there are “no statutes, regulations, and case law” directing MPCA on how the
agency should apply TMDLs and WLAs in MS4 permits. EPA’s guidance makes clear that
states can take divergent approaches in implementing WLAs in MS4 permits3. It is therefore
critical that before MPCA seeks to implement the suggestions in EPA’s guidance and take other
measures regarding TMDLs and WLAs in MS4 permits, the public has notice of, and the
opportunity to comment upon, which approaches MPCA proposes to adopt. For this reason,
MCSC urges MPCA to refrain from imposing MS4 permit conditions relating to TMDLs and WLAs
until the Agency has undertaken formal rulemaking.
1

US EPA, Revisions to the November 22, 2002 Memorandum "Establishing Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
Wasteload Allocations (WLAs) for Storm Water Sources and NPDES Permit Requirements Based on Las” (Nov. 26,
2014).
2
Id. at 1 (emphasis added).
3
See id at 4–5 and 10 (noting that “NPDES authorities have significant flexibility in how they express WQBELs in
MS4 permits” and providing numerous examples of approaches that could be taken).

16-2

MCSC Comment 2 – General

R-Overall Action
General
Comments Please provide an explanation of why there are so many changes between the 2013 MS4
General Permit and this draft Permit, and why these numerous changes are so significant and
impactful.
Reasons
Early in the revision process for this new draft General Permit, MCSC was assured that there
would be relatively few changes made to the General Permit. In this new draft Permit language,
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we find the changes to be numerous, significant, and impactful. We would appreciate an
explanation of why this is the case.

16-3

MCSC Comment 3 – General

R-Overall Action
General
Comments Please reduce the amount of documentation required in this Permit. Please provide an
explanation of why there are so many new and additional requirements for documentation in
this draft Permit compared to earlier MS4 General Permits.
Reasons
This new MS4 General Permit has many more requirements for documentation that will be
relatively complex and time-consuming for the permittees. In the early days of this Permit, the
MPCA was proud of the fact that permittees did not have to spend a significant portion of their
time and effort with documentation, leaving more of their time, resources, and effort to focus
on work that actually resulted in water quality improvements and positive environmental
outcomes. This was appreciated by the permittees. It is distressing to see more of a focus on
documentation in this new draft Permit. The permittees are profoundly unhappy that
significantly more of their time and effort will have to go to documentation, with less available
for good work. An explanation of why the MPCA believes this is necessary would be
appreciated. A reduction in the amount of documentation would be appreciated even more.
16-4

MCSC Comment 4 – General

R-Overall Action
General
Comments Please provide a new Permit section with provisions clearly stating that permittees are:
 not responsible for flows and pollutants associated with those flows that enter their
conveyance systems (MS4s) from outside their jurisdictions, and
 only responsible, under this Permit, for their small MS4 and the portions of the storm
sewer system that are under their ownership and operational control.
We request that the MPCA consider language similar to this section of the Mississippi MS4
General Permit: “The SWPPP is not required to address discharges into the regulated MS4 that
occur outside the jurisdiction (or boundary) of the permittee.”
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Reasons
These are reasonable and important limits to the responsibilities of the permittees under this
Permit. It is important that these limits be clearly stated in this Permit.
Permittees cannot be held responsible for flows and pollutants associated with those flows that
enter their conveyance systems (MS4s) from outside their jurisdictions. These flows and
pollutants may be significant in scale. An example is a permitted city that is located near a river,
with a significant amount of agricultural land upstream from the city and outside of the city’s
political boundaries. The runoff from the agricultural land must pass through the city’s
conveyance system before it reaches the river. This may be a significant amount of stormwater
runoff and it may carry a significant amount of pollutants. The city cannot be held responsible
for this flow and the associated pollutants coming from land over which the city has no control,
ownership, or operational responsibilities.
Permittees have no regulatory authority to control the sources of these flows, and neither
federal nor state law requires or authorizes permittees to control such extra-jurisdictional
discharges. Indeed, in the analogous situation of determining which flows must be included
when calculating WLAs under a TMDL, MPCA specifically excludes “[d]ischarges originating
outside the jurisdiction of a municipality or township.” MPCA, Guidance on What Discharges
Should be Included in the TMDL Wasteload Allocation for MS4 Stormwater (November 2011), p.
6.
This Permit only regulates the MS4 owned and operated by a permittee. The permittee cannot
be held responsible, under this Permit, for an MS4, components of an MS4, or a storm sewer
system they do not own and operate.
The Permit provision at the end of Section 4.2 (“Only the permittee's small MS4 and the
portions of the storm sewer system that are under the permittee's operational control are
authorized by the General Permit.”) may provide part of this desired limit to responsibility. It is,
though, written in language that is difficult for the layperson to understand fully. We strongly
recommend that this sentence be revised to be clearer for citizens and stormwater
professionals and included in a separate section.
MCSC used to believe that this provision, “Discharges of stormwater to the small MS4 from any
other entity located in the drainage area or outside the drainage area.”, from Section I.B.3. of
the 2013 MS4 General Permit, provided the other appropriate and necessary limitation. Closer
review of this provision has found serious flaws. The term “other entity in the drainage area” is
far too broad. It could mean any property owned by any entity other than the permittee and
discharges from all those properties. The phrase “outside the drainage area” literally makes no
sense in the context of this sentence. The drainage area for a small MS4 is defined by lands that
discharge stormwater to the MS4. Therefore, there can be no discharges of stormwater to the
MS4 from outside the drainage area. The phrase should read “outside the permittee’s
jurisdiction”, similar to the Mississippi permit language.
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Another type of flaw was also found related to this provision. This provision described
discharges that were not authorized under the 2013 Permit. In the context of flows, the
concept of “not authorized” can be viewed as having two very different meanings.
The Permit creates responsibilities and obligations for the permittees. For an existing type of
flow, the term “not authorized” could be interpreted to mean that the permittee is not
responsible or obligated to address this type of flow under the provisions and conditions of the
Permit.
The NPDES program also includes another concept: that discharges from permitted entities
must be permitted to be allowed. Under this concept, an existing type of flow into a permitted
MS4 that is “not authorized” could be viewed as not allowed to be discharged from the MS4.
Compliance under this concept would, in most cases, be physically impossible. Significant flows
into an MS4 must be discharged.
Because of these flaws, this sentence needs to be significantly revised and rewritten. We note
that the MPCA decided to delete this sentence in the new draft Permit. MCSC strongly
recommends that the MPCA work with the stakeholders to develop the needed language. We
also strongly recommend that the new language be clear and understandable for citizens and
stormwater professionals. Finally, we also recommend that these two limitations be written
into their own separate Permit section.
16-5

MCSC Comment 5 – General

R-27.18

Action
Please revise the Permit to make it clear that MS4 permittees are not responsible, under this
Permit, for heavy rail projects.
Reasons
Cities do not have jurisdictional authority or control over heavy rail lines or
construction/reconstruction projects on heavy rail lines. For heavy rail projects, for example,
cities lack jurisdictional authority sufficient to require compliance with local post-construction
design standards.
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MCSC Comment 6 - General

R-Overall Action
General
Comments Please put all the defined terms (Items from Section 27) throughout the Permit in bold text and
Capitalized, as was done in the 2013 MS4 General Permit. If this can’t be done in the TEMPO
format, please find another way to delineate or highlight the text for these terms to make it
clear to the readers that the terms are defined terms. If this practice is, for some reason,
counter to existing MPCA practice for writing permits, please change the existing practice or
choose to not follow the existing practice in this Permit.
Reasons
This is a complex Permit and challenging to understand. The fact that the defined terms
scattered throughout the draft Permit are not in bold text or otherwise highlighted makes the
Permit significantly more difficult to understand. Many of the defined terms are combinations
of words used in common language or stormwater practice. The common definitions for these
terms do not always match with the definitions provided in the Permit. When the terms are not
highlighted, many readers default to the common definition, causing significant, consequential,
and entirely unnecessary confusion.
Bureaucratic hurdles impeding or obstructing this change are not sufficient reasons to not make
this change. If this is impossible to do in the TEMPO format, the MPCA should change the
TEMPO format. If existing Agency practice for writing permits does not allow for this change,
the existing practice should be changed. There simply is no acceptable excuse for not making
this change and making the Permit more understandable for the permittees and other readers.
There should be no higher priority goal in writing a permit than making it clear and
understandable for the permittees and the public. It is not an exaggeration to report that the
MPCA’s reluctance or inability to make this type of simple change to the Permit format has
made the Agency an object of ridicule among stormwater practitioners.

16-7

MCSC Comment 7 – General

R-Overall Action
General
Comments The new TEMPO format for the Permit can be described as a “table format”. Please find a way
within the TEMPO format to ensure an individual cell in the table does not break across a page.
If this can’t be done in the TEMPO format, please use a different format for this Permit. If this
practice is, for some reason, counter to existing MPCA practice for writing permits, please
change the existing practice or choose to not follow the existing practice in this Permit.
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Reasons
This is a complex Permit and challenging to understand. Having the text for individual Permit
sections break across multiple pages just increases the difficulty of understanding the Permit
well and effectively reading the Permit language.
Bureaucratic hurdles impeding or obstructing this change are not sufficient reasons to not make
this change. If this is impossible to do in the TEMPO format, the MPCA should change the
TEMPO format. If existing Agency practice for writing permits does not allow for this change,
the existing practice should be changed. There simply is no acceptable excuse for not making
this change and making the Permit more understandable for the permittees and other readers.
There should be no higher priority goal in writing a permit than making it clear and
understandable for the permittees and the public. It is not an exaggeration to report that the
MPCA’s reluctance or inability to make this type of simple change to the Permit format has
made the Agency an object of ridicule among stormwater practitioners.
16-8

MCSC Comment 8 – Multiple sections

R-Overall Action
General
Comments Please remove definitions for “regulatory mechanism” from items 18.4, 19.3, and 20.3 and add
“regulatory mechanism(s)” to the definitions section of the draft Permit (section 27). We
recommend a definition similar to the following for the term “regulatory mechanism”:
“Regulatory mechanism” means contract language, ordinance, permits, standards,
policies, operational plans, legal agreements, or any other mechanism that will be
enforced by the permittee.
Reasons
The term “regulatory mechanism” is used 38 times within the draft Permit and thus warrants
inclusion in the definitions section of the draft Permit. Some key common regulatory
mechanisms are missing from the lists included in items 18.4, 19.3, and 20.3 and have been
added to our suggested definition language.

16-9

MCSC Comment 9 – Sections 5.3 and 5.4

R-5.3

Action
Please revise these sections to correct the following language: “General Permit should be issued
or denied” (Section 5.3) and “issue the General Permit”.
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Reasons
The General Permit is being issued now (the current public notice & review, Response to
Comments, final issuance process). The General Permit covers all the small MS4 permittees.
These sections appear to be referring to the step of the MPCA extending Permit coverage or
notifying of Permit coverage to individual MS4 permittees. These sections should be revised to
reflect this.

16-10

MCSC Comment 10 – Section 12

R-12.2

Action
Throughout this section, please replace the term “SWPPP document” with the term “SWPPP
Document”.
Reasons
Capitalizing the word “Document”, in this context, is clearer and appropriate.

16-11

MCSC Comment 11 – Section 12.10

R-12.10

Action
Please revise this section to make it clear that it does not apply to WLAs for TSS and TP for
which an MS4 permittee submitted materials and received MPCA approval under Section
II.D.6.g. of the 2013 MS4 General Permit. Additionally, we request that the MPCA identify, on
the list of approved TMDLs and relevant MS4 permittees, which TMDLs are considered closed,
in the context of the MS4 Permit, because the permittees have previously submitted materials
asserting that the WLA has been met and those materials were reviewed and approved by the
MPCA
Reasons
The 2013 MS4 General permit required permittees to submit documentation “for each
applicable WLA the permittee is reasonably confident is being met at the time of application”.
This documentation was part of their SWPPP Documents and Permit applications. The MPCA
staff reviewed these submittals and determined preliminary approval of the submittals. That
determination and the documentation itself then went out for statewide public review and
comment. At the end of that review and comment process, the MPCA issued a formal approval
and extended Permit coverage.
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That elaborate and formal process has to mean something. The case on those WLAs, and the
related TMDLs, for the context of the MS4 General Permit, is completed and closed. Once an
MS4 permittee has submitted materials to support an assertion that a WLA is being met and
the MPCA has reviewed and approved those submittal materials, with statewide public notice
and comment, the MPCA cannot require every permittee to revisit and resubmit materials for
the same WLAs with each MS4 General Permit reissuance.
Additionally, and in the interest of clarification and information, the MPCA should identify, on
the list of approved TMDLs and relevant MS4 permittees, which TMDLs are considered closed,
in the context of the MS4 Permit, because the permittees have submitted materials asserting
that the WLA has been met and those materials were reviewed and approved by the MPCA.

16-12

MCSC Comment 12 – Section 12.10.c.

R-12.10

Action
Please correct the typographical error at the word “rate” in this section.
Reasons
Typographical errors should be corrected.

16-13

MCSC Comment 13 – Sections 18.5, 22.4, 22.5, and 22.6

R-Overall Action
general
comments In the sections listed above, please revise the term “owned/operated” to read “owned”.
& 18.5
Reasons
For many types of land areas, areas, and surfaces, cities frequently do not have access rights
that would allow for inspection and/or enforcement on many “city-operated” lands. Various
types of easements and other land use agreements may constrain the owner’s land use options
and allow for maintenance access by a city, but do not allow access for inspection and/or
enforcement by the city. Cities are prohibited from various types of searches by the US
Constitution.
For existing easements and other land use agreements, accessing privately-owned land to
control pet waste, for example, would be unworkable. For new easements and agreements, the
occasions and circumstances under which a city accesses the privately-owned land would be
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quite rare and unusual. Relatively frequent access to such lands to meet the multiple Permit
requirements would also be unworkable.
Easements are written and executed for very specific purposes. They do not allow or provide
operational control for a city of the land for other purposes. Existing easements have and new
easements will have this significant limitation.

16-14

MCSC Comment 14 -Section 18.9

R-18.9

Action
Delete section 18.9.a.. If this section is not deleted, please revise a portion to read as follows:
“At a minimum, the inventory should include the following: a. reasonably discoverable nonNPDES permitted business/industrial activities with storage of large quantities of significant
materials that could result in an illicit discharge;”.
Reasons
The requirements and decision parameters in this section are so broad that a permittee cannot
comply with them. It is reasonable to expect that the permittees have some idea of the
significant possible sources of potential IDDE problems, but this section, as written, is too
stringent and too broad.
The language just before this section is definitive and mandates compliance with the
requirement in the section – “…the inventory must include…”. If under some circumstance, no
matter how unlikely, the storage of an unknown large quantity of significant materials results in
an illicit discharge, the MS4 permittee will be out of compliance with the Permit, simply
because they did not identify and list it in their inventory
The phrase “non-NPDES permitted business/industrial activities” is far too broad. For almost
every city, this will be hundreds of sites. For many cities, this will be thousands of sites. This
requires that cities know every NPDES permitted business and industrial activity in their
jurisdiction. Cities have no method of identifying or knowing every business/industrial activity
in their jurisdiction.
The term “large quantities” is vague and undefined. The term “significant materials” is vague
and undefined. It is impossible for permittees to know and identify locations and situations
where these conditions exist and these terms apply.
There are numerous circumstances under which an illicit discharge could result. These
circumstances have varying probabilities of occurrence. The term “that could result in an illicit
discharge” is, therefore, vague and undefined. Permittees cannot reasonably determine
whether a storage arrangement will result in an illicit discharge.
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Finally, in most circumstances, cities do not have the right or legal authority to enter private
property, especially without a warrant, to find such storage situations and make the necessary
determinations.
This combination makes this section totally unworkable. Permittees are faced with an
unreasonable and impossible task and permit requirement. This section should be deleted or
significantly revised.

16-15

MCSC Comment 15 – Section 18.10

R-18.10

Action
We request that the following text be added at the beginning of this section: “To the extent
allowable under state or local law,”. In the alternative, please provide the legal authority the
MPCA believes MS4 General Permittees possess under state law to satisfy this requirement.
Reasons
Cities typically do not have the legal authority or access to search or inspect private property,
especially without a warrant. Cities are prohibited from many types of searches by the US
Constitution. Without this qualifying phrase (which the MPCA saw fit to include in other
sections of this Permit), this provision is too simplistic and will cause confusion and/or concern
for many permittees.

16-16

MCSC Comment 16 – Sections 19.5 and 20.4

R-19.5

Action
Please replace the word “approval” with the phrase “confirmation that local stormwater design
standards have been met”.
Reasons
Cities, in a manner similar to State agencies, avoid “approving” submittal plans and documents
except where necessary. Such approvals can create undesirable liabilities for the reviewing
entity. The suggested language above accomplishes the MPCA’s intent without creating such
potential liabilities for the permittees.
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MCSC Comment 17 – Section 19.10.h

R-19.10 Action
Please revise this section (“h. owner/operator of construction activity self-inspection records;) to
read as follows: “h. existence of owner/operator of construction activity self-inspection
records;”.
Reasons
Without this revision, this section is vague and confusing. Is the inspector required to read
through and confirm the accuracy and/or completeness of the self-inspection records? If yes,
this would be unreasonably time-consuming and beyond the practice of most State
construction site inspections. This requested revision clarifies this requirement and makes it
reasonable.

16-18

MCSC Comment 18 – Section 20

R-20.5

Action
Please delete all the standards and requirement related to redevelopment (20.5, 20.6, 20.7)
throughout Section 20, especially items related to “fully reconstructed impervious surfaces”.
Return to the redevelopment standard and requirements in the current MS4 General Permit
(2013). If these standards and requirements remain in the final MS4 General Permit, please
revise the Construction Stormwater Permit at the same time so that the standards and
requirements are implemented statewide in an equitable manner.
Reasons
The new development standards and requirements in the draft Permit are consistent with
those written into in the 2018 Construction Stormwater Permit. As a result, these stormwater
standards apply to all significant construction projects throughout the state, not just within the
boundaries of MS4s.
However, the new redevelopment standards and requirements in the draft Permit were not
included in the 2018 Construction Stormwater Permit. This outcome is inconsistent with
statements made by MPCA staff to the MS4 permittees for the past few years about the
importance of having the two permits be matching and in alignment.
More significantly, this divergence of redevelopment standards and requirements between the
draft MS4 Permit and the 2018 Construction Stormwater Permit means that the new, more
stringent redevelopment standards and requirements will apply only within the boundaries of
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MS4 permittees, instead of throughout the entire state. This will make road reconstruction
projects in MS4 cities significantly more expensive than similar projects in cities that are not
permitted. This will also make private redevelopment projects in MS4 cities significantly more
expensive than similar projects in non-permitted cities. There is no defensible basis for this
dichotomy; it is patently inequitable and will put MS4 cities at a competitive disadvantage
compared to non-MS4 cities.
The MPCA could have written these redevelopment standards and requirements into the
Construction Stormwater Permit. There was nothing obstructing the MPCA from doing so. The
MPCA decided not to.
MPCA’s actions and change of course on this issue is puzzling to the MCSC member cities. If
these redevelopment standards and requirements are a good idea, why were they not included
in the 2018 Construction Stormwater Permit and implemented statewide? The decision to omit
these redevelopment standards and requirements in the statewide Construction Permit and
impose them only on the MS4 permittees is prejudicial against the MS4 permittees and
arbitrary and capricious on the part of the MPCA.
The way to rectify this unfair situation is for the MPCA to withdraw the redevelopment
standards and requirements in this draft Permit and return to the redevelopment standards
and requirements in the current MS4 General Permit. Alternately, the MPCA could revise the
Construction Stormwater Permit to include the same redevelopment standards and
requirements the Agency proposes to include in the final MS4 General Permit. Either approach
will ensure consistent redevelopment stormwater requirements statewide.
Please note that the MCSC cities can and will, upon request or when appropriate, provide the
MPCA cost data about the impact of the proposed redevelopment standards and requirements.

16-19

MCSC Comment 19 – Section 20

R-MCM 5 Action
General
Comments Please consider whether the provisions in Section 20, especially for linear projects, will result in
the construction and implementation of a large number of failing underground infiltration
vaults. Please also consider that these underground vaults may be significant sources of
bacteria in stormwater, as was found in the Minneapolis bacteria study.
Reasons
It has been the experience of a number of cities that volume retention requirements result in
the installation of a significant number of underground infiltration vaults, especially in areas
that are already highly urbanized. Anecdotal information shows that some cities have found
this type of stormwater BMPs to have a relatively high rate of failure, specifically loss of
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infiltration function over time and standing water more than 48 hours after a rain event. This
seems reasonable. Surficial rain gardens rely on vegetation root growth and die-off to maintain
infiltration capacity over time. Underground vaults lack this vegetation and its functions. Thus,
there is reason to believe that the new volume retention requirements in this draft Permit have
a likelihood of leading to the installation of a large number of BMPs that will fail.
MCSC recommends that the MPCA investigate this issue before proceeding with these volume
retention requirements. Find out how many underground vaults have been built and how many
have failed (standing water after more than 48 hours after a rain event). Determine the causes
for these failures. Determine whether proceeding with volume retention requirements in this
Permit is wise and prudent. Please also consider that these underground vaults may be
significant sources of bacteria in stormwater, as was found in the Minneapolis bacteria study.
This comment was included in the MCSC comments for the pre-public-notice version of this
draft Permit. The MPCA discussed underground infiltration vaults with 19 cities, partly in
response to these comments. This is appreciated, but MCSC believes that further study and
consultation are needed and appropriate because MCSC staff continues to receive anecdotal
reports of failures of this type of BMPs. Also, the issue of bacteria was not addressed in the
MPCA’s discussions with cities. MCSC will assist in this study and consultation.

16-20

MCSC Comment 20 – Section 20

R-20.9

Action
Please revise Section 20 to allow the permittees more flexibility and permissible treatment
options if they determine there are unacceptable or dangerous conflicts between stormwater
components of new projects and existing infrastructure.
Reasons
The MIDS Flexible Treatment Options allow for additional options if the applicant is unable to
achieve the full Performance Goal due to site restrictions as attested and documented by the
applicant. The determination by the applicant is described in the MIDS FTO Flowchart as: “Are
there existing or proposed structures or infrastructure (e.g., rate control BMPs, utilities,
buildings, roadway, easements) that make the Performance Goal not feasible?”. If the answer if
“yes”, a wide range of options open up for the applicant.
Similar conflicts with existing infrastructure will present themselves to MS4 permittees. The
Permit should allow for options for permittees to address such conflicts in a safe and
responsible manner. We strongly recommend that the MPCA work with the stakeholders to
develop appropriate Permit language to accomplish this.
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MCSC Comment 21 – Section 20.11

R-20.11 Action
Please revise this section to allow for the situation where a permittee cannot find a site for an
off-site treatment project within the defined areas listed.
Reasons
The options provided in this section are extensive and may cover most cases. MCSC member
cities, though, are aware of multiple instances in which they have not been able to find a site
for off-site treatment within any of these types of defined areas. The Permit should provide for
this type of situation.

16-22

MCSC Comment 22 – Section 20.13

R-20.13

Action
Make the 24-month time limit much longer or find an alternative method to assure meaningful
compliance with the intent of this section. Please consider the following text revision to be
added to this section.: “unless the permittee determines that completion within 24 months is
not practicable. When the permittee determines that a project cannot be completed within 24
months, the permittee must provide the reason(s) and schedule(s) for completing the project in
the annual report.”
Reasons
24 months is far too short a time period for the completion of an off-site treatment projects.
Just land acquisition for a new project frequently takes longer than 24 months. Many factors
determining the time needed for land acquisition are beyond the control of a city.
Section 20.11 calls for the consideration of a sequence of options to follow in preferential
order. The 24-month time limit does not allow enough time for this required process along with
the completion of the off-site treatment project.
It appears that the MPCA is seeking some sort of assurance that an off-site treatment project
be completed within a reasonable timeframe. We suggest that the proposed text revision
provides this assurance in a reasonable and workable manner.
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R-20.13

Action
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Revise this section to allow for the completion of off-site treatment projects in advance of the
original construction activity. In addition to revising the 24-month time limit (see earlier
comment), we recommend that the word “within” be replaced with the phrase “no later than”.
We recommend and request that the MPCA staff work with MCSC and others to explore
appropriate revisions to this section.
Reasons
As written, this section allows for the completion of off-site treatment projects within a very
specific and limited time period – from the start of the original construction activity to 24
months after that start. This is far too restrictive and prohibits the completion or recognition of
an off-site treatment project built before the start of an original construction activity.
The section should be revised as suggested above. We recommend and request that the MPCA
staff work with MCSC and others to explore appropriate revisions.
It is not uncommon for an off-site treatment project to be built before the start of an original
construction activity. This is especially true for regional facilities that provide off-site treatment
for multiple construction projects.

16-24

MCSC Comment 24 – Section 20.15.c.

R-20.15

Actions
Please revise this section to allow a permittee the option to repair or reconstruct BMPs under
the described circumstances.
Reasons
If “structural stormwater BMPs change, causing decreased effectiveness”, it may be possible to
restore their effectiveness through repair or reconstruction rather than always needing to
implement new or improved structural BMPs, at greater expense than repair or reconstruction.
This Permit section should be revised to allow for these options.
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R-21.10

Action
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Please revise this section to read as follows:
“The permittee must inspect, at a minimum, all ponds and outfalls (excluding underground
outfalls) at least once every five years or Permit reissuance cycle in order to determine structural
integrity, proper function, and maintenance needs.”
Reasons
This revision allows for more and appropriate flexibility for the permittees. For example, a
permittee could inspect all ponds in 2 years and have the remaining 3 years to use those local
staff resources to plan and implement maintenance projects. Under the current draft language,
a permittee that inspected all its ponds and outfalls in the first two years, would still have to
inspect 20% of its ponds and outfalls each year for the next three years. Also, this revised
language allows for occasions when the Permit is not reissued in five years.

16-26

MCSC Comment 26 – Sections 27.9 and 27.12

R-27.12

Action
No action is requested.
Reasons
The phrase “underlying soils” occurs multiple times in these sections. We offer this comment in
the interest of clarification for all parties.
This term has a clear and widely-used meaning, in both engineering practice and common
language usage. It describes soils that:
 are native to the site and, except for possibly grading and compaction, unchanged
during the course of a project,
 have not been amended or altered to meet engineering design parameters.
Specifically, this term does not describe the subbase or base for a road project. Subbase and
base materials are engineered materials that may include materials derived from the existing
site soils. Other terms synonymous with “underlying soils” may be “existing soil” or “subgrade”.
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MCSC urges the MPCA to continue to use the term “underlying soils” in these sections, with this
clarified meaning and intent. This term is also used in the Construction Permit, in a very similar
context, and it is important that the MS4 Permit and the Construction Permit are in alignment.

16-27

MCSC Comment 27 – Section 27.12

R-27.12

Action
Please revise the last sentence in this section to read as follows: “Maintenance activities such as
catch basin repair/replacement, utility repair/replacement, pipe repair/replacement, lighting,
and pedestrian ramp improvements are not considered fully reconstructed.”
Reasons
Utility repair/replacement is some of the most common work associated with mill and overlay
projects and other road work that does not otherwise expose the underlying soils. Therefore,
this definition should include utility repair/replacement, in the manner suggested above. The
repetition of the term “repair/replacement” makes this sentence clearer.

16-28

MCSC Comment 28 – Section 27.29

R-27.29

Action
Revise this definition to read as follows: “ “Receiving Water” means any natural lake, river,
stream, or wetland that receives stormwater discharges from an MS4. Ponds and wetlands
constructed and operated to receive, store, and treat stormwater are not Receiving Waters.”
Reasons
There is no universally recognized distinction between a pond and a lake. As this definition is
written in the draft Permit, a constructed stormwater pond that receives stormwater from an
MS4 could be considered a lake and a Receiving Water. A constructed wetland could also be
considered a Receiving Water. The suggested revised language would prevent and resolve this
confusion.
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MCSC Comment 29 – Flowchart for MCM 5 (related document, not part of the
draft Permit)

R-MCM 5
General
Action
Comments

Please work with the stakeholders to revise this flowchart.
Reasons
The members of MCSC are grateful to the MPCA staff for developing and providing this
flowchart. It is very helpful in explaining the relationships between multiple Permit subsections
in Section 20, which are not otherwise apparent in the TEMPO permit format.
Additional changes to the flowchart, however, would enhance the flowchart’s usefulness and
more accurately reflect the Permit’s requirements. For example, the Permit subsection
numbers should be shown adjacent to each appropriate box. Also, some review and decision
points are shown as sequential when they are actually concurrent, all listed in the same
subsection of the draft Permit.
We strongly urge the MPCA to work with the stakeholders to develop additional revisions such
as these to this flowchart.

16-30

MCSC Comment 30 – Not in Permit

R-Overall Action
General
Comments Please revise the MPCA’s policy to allow at least a 60-day comment period for the issuance and
reissuance of general permits. When such a comment period includes the Thanksgiving and/or
Christmas/New Year holiday breaks, the comment period should be 75 days.
Reasons
Minnesota Rules allow for a 30-day comment period for the issuance and reissuance of permits.
This may be appropriate for individual permits, but it is insufficient for general permits. General
permits cover multiple permittees. In the case of the MS4 General Permit, the number of
permittees is large. These permittees may be organized into coalitions and it may be
appropriate for a coalition to prepare and submit formal comments on behalf of a significant
number of the permittees.
The process for a coalition to develop such formal comments, in a manner suitable for the
permittees and useful for the MPCA, is significant and time-consuming. Committees and
internal decision-making bodies must meet. The terms and conditions of the new permit must
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be read, considered, understood, and discussed among the membership. Draft comments must
be distributed, considered and responded to by the members, and revised accordingly. These
steps may require multiple iterations.
It is not reasonable for such a process to be followed within 30 days. If the holiday breaks fall
within the comment period, it is not reasonable for such a comment period to be followed
within 60 days. MCSC’s experience with the comment period for this Permit has been
instructive. If the MPCA allows more time for comments, as a standard practice, it will receive
better and more considered comments in response.

MCSC is grateful for the opportunity to submit these comments and petitions. If there are any
questions or further detail or clarification is desired, please contact MCSC staff, Randy Neprash,
at 651-271-5535 or randy.neprash@stantec.com.

January 11, 2020

Randy Neprash, PE
MCSC Staff
651-271-5535
randy.neprash@stantec.com
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DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

395 John Ireland Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155

January 10, 2020
Cole Landgraf
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
520 Lafayette Road North
St. Paul, MN 55155
RE: Comments on the Draft MS4 Permit Reissuance - MnDOT Comments
Dear Mr. Landgraf,
Staff at the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
draft MS4 Permit Reissuance. We also thank you for providing the public with an opportunity to review an early
draft in June, and holding a webinar in December to present the final draft and respond to questions. MnDOT
Metro District and Outstate Districts have been operating under MS4 permits since 2002 and have worked
diligently to meet the numerous and challenging requirements of each new permit issued since. The current draft
permit raises some questions and concerns, especially relating to post-construction treatment, TMDLs and other
requirements. We offer the attached comments for your review and consideration.
Again, thank you for considering our comments and recommendations. We look forward to further discussions.
Sincerely,

a.e__noli/-4'Lfr?�
Marni Karnowski
Chief Environmental Officer

Enclosures

CC:

Nancy Daubenberger, MnDOT Deputy Commissioner
Scott Peterson, MnDOT Deputy Commissioner
Jay Hietpas, MnDOT Assistant Commissioner, Operations
Kristine Elwood, MnDOT Assistant Commissioner, State Aid
Beth Neuendorf, MnDOT Metro District Water Resources Engineer

An equal opportunity employer

Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) MS4 Permit Comments
January 10, 2020

17-1
R-12.10

Section 12.10
Concern: This section requires applicants who are claiming to meet an applicable WLA to provide a list of
BMPs and documentation demonstrating loading and reductions. This would appear to also apply to
applicants who claimed under a previous permit to meet a WLA. Such claim would have been subject to
public notice and review, and MPCA review and approval. Applicants who have previously been
approved under that process should not be required to submit the information listed under a, b, and c.
Recommendation: Provide language clarifying that information under parts a., b., and c. do not need to
be provided by applicants for claims of meeting WLAs which have gone through public notice and review
and MPCA review and approval.

17-2
R-16.3

Section 16.3
Concern: During the permit term, the permittee must distribute educational materials or equivalent
outreach focused on at least two specifically selected stormwater related issues of high priority to the
permittee (e.g., TMDL reduction targets, changing local business practices, promoting adoption of
residential BMPs, lake improvements through lake associations, household chemicals, yard waste, etc.).
These topics must be different from those described in items 16.4 through 16.6.
Recommendation: Can this be written such that it is applicable to cities and townships only and nontraditional MS4s are exempt? The examples do not apply to non-traditional MS4s.

17-3
R-17.6

Section 17.6
Concern: Each calendar year, the permittee must provide a minimum of one public involvement activity
that includes a pollution prevention or water quality theme (e.g., rain barrel distribution event, rain
garden workshop, cleanup event, storm drain stenciling, volunteer water quality monitoring, adopt a
storm drain program, household hazardous waste collection day, etc.). These events and activities are
applicable to cities and townships, but not to non-traditional MS4s.
Recommendation: Can this be written such that it is applicable only to cities and townships and nontraditional MS4s are exempt?

17-4
R-18.9

Section 18.9
Concern: The permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of priority areas the permittee
identifies as having a higher likelihood for illicit discharges. Part a. of the requirement is for non-NPDES
permitted business/industrial activities with storage of large quantities of significant materials that could
result in an illicit discharge.
Recommendation: Can part a. be written such that it is applicable to cities and townships only as this
doesn’t seem to apply to non-traditional MS4s?

17-5
R-20.5

Section 20.5
Concern: MCM 5 – Post-Construction Stormwater Management – Implementation of quantitative fully
reconstructed stormwater requirements represents a significant change from the past August 1, 2013
MS4 NPDES Permit. MnDOT scopes the extent of and programs budgets for its projects five years in
advance. MnDOT will be scoping, budgeting and programming projects for 2025 in 2020. There is not a
reference in Section 20.5 to the urbanized area for which this permit will be applicable. Knowing where
this limit/boundary is helps us determine which projects will have these quantitative requirements on
them and assists us in trying to reestablish budgets as best as possible for those projects already scoped
for years 2022, 2023, 2024 and establishing budgets and scopes for the upcoming year 2025.
Recommendation: Reference the 2010 Census Urbanized Area for which this permit is based. If the
MPCA is anticipating waiting for MS4 NPDES Permit reissuance until after the 2020 Urbanized Area
Census data boundary is released, then there should be a five year grace period from when the permit is
effective for implementation of the 2020 census boundary Post-Construction Stormwater requirements
as the limits/boundaries of that will not be known for some time and will significantly affect project
programming in the Metro Area.

17-6
R-20.9

Sections 20.7/20.8
Concern: Placement and construction of infiltration treatment basins in the proximity of infrastructure
(e.g. foundations, retaining walls, utilities, etc.) can have an adverse impact on the infrastructure. In
addition, placement of infiltration basins near private water supply wells and septic systems can have an
adverse impact on these systems and the local groundwater. MnDOT has developed guidance on where
not to place infiltration systems (see attached Technical Memo). Additionally, the MIDS project also
identified proximity to existing or proposed infrastructure as a consideration during the design
sequence.
Recommendation: The MS4 permit deals with reconstruction, therefore the permit language should
include an exemption to infiltration for proximity to infrastructure.

17-7
R-20.16

Section 20.16
Concern: This section says that the permittee must maintain a written or mapped inventory of structural
stormwater BMPs not owned or operated by the permittee that meet certain criteria. This should only
include structural stormwater BMPs not owned or operated by the permittee that the permittee has
some actual obligation to operate or maintain.
Recommendation: Add additional language to part a. after “for the long-term maintenance which
requires the permittee to follow through and maintain if the owner fails to maintain.”

17-8
R-22.2

Section 22.2
Concern: If the permittee has an applicable WLA for dissolved oxygen or oxygen demand, nitrate, TSS
and TP, the permittee must provide a summary of the permittee’s progress towards achieving applicable
Waste Load Allocations for dissolved oxygen or oxygen demand, nitrate, TSS and TP with the annual
report required in item 25.3. The summary must include the following information: a. list of BMPs, b.
implementation status of BMPs and c. updated estimate of cumulative TSS and TP load reductions.
Recommendation: Please add to this section that for dissolved oxygen, oxygen demand and nitrate that
you do not have to show quantitative estimated load reductions, but supply qualitative progress. The
MPCA’s Simple Estimator Tool does not account for dissolved oxygen, oxygen demand and nitrate load
reductions.

17-9
R-22.4

Section 22.4
Concern: This section requires the permittee to provide a written plan which includes bacteria related
BMPs that the permittee will implement over the permit term. The draft permit requires the permittee
generate maps or inventories of potential bacteria sources (22.3). MnDOT Metro, for example, has WLAs
for 25 Bacteria TMDLs and development of the maps and inventories will take time to develop.
Furthermore, most bacteria is not generated on MnDOT right of way, and MnDOT has no direct control
over bacteria entering the MnDOT MS4 system. Given the time, scope, funding and efforts to effectively
target, implementation of bacteria BMPs might not occur within the term of the permit. There is also
concern from a non-traditional, linear MS4 entity standpoint about what BMPs MnDOT could implement
for bacteria. Most TMDLs that have been developed typically do not have an implementation schedule
that is tied to the MS4 permit term.
Recommendation: Acknowledge and provide language clarifying that bacteria BMPs might not be
implemented during the term of the permit and that action plans for non-traditional MS4s may rely on
other entities that would be more suitable to address bacteria concerns.

17-10
R-22.7

Section 22.7
Concern: This section requires the permittee to provide a written plan which includes BMPs that the
permittee will implement over the permit term. MnDOT projects, which might contain applicable BMPs,
might not be programmed to be developed within the term of the permit. As such there might not be
BMPs to list. Most TMDLs that have been developed typically do not have an implementation schedule
that is tied to the MS4 permit.
Recommendation: Acknowledge and provide language clarifying that BMP might not be implemented
during the term of the permit.

17-11
R-27.12

Section 27.12 Fully Reconstructed
Concern: The definition of Fully Reconstructed under Section 27.12 uses terminology different from that
found in the Construction Stormwater Permit. The definition of Construction Activity under Section 27.9
refers to disturbance of existing soil covers. Construction Activity does not include pavement
rehabilitation that does not disturb the underlying soils. The proposed MS4 Fully Reconstructed
definition does not include pavement rehabilitation which does not expose the underlying soils. The
definition of Construction Activity is based on disturbance, not exposure, and the WQ requirements of
20.6/20.7 are based on area of construction activity, therefore it is questionable whether exposure
meets the definition of construction activity and, if not, then the area merely exposed would not be
required to meet the WQ treatment requirement.
Concern: As stated above Construction Activity relates to disturbance of existing soils. Construction
Activity does not include pavement rehabilitation that does not disturb the underlying soils. The
underlying soils are generally considered to be the original soils existing in place at the location.
Underlying soils are not considered to be the base or sub base (typically aggregate or granular material)
for road projects (see Attachment Figures 1 and 2). A diagram presented during the webinar suggests
the sub base to be the underlying soils.
Concern: Maintenance activities, under Section 27.12, such as catch basin and pipe repair/replacement,
lighting, and pedestrian ramp improvements are not considered fully reconstructed. As written, it could
be implied that they are triggering the fully reconstructed standard. Utility repair/replacement work was
also discussed at a workshop and at the December 11, 2019 MPCA webinar as qualifying for exemptions
to fully reconstructed.
Recommendation: To address the terminology and exempt activities please revise the “Fully
reconstructed” definition under Section 27.12 as follows: “Fully reconstructed” means areas where
impervious surfaces have been removed down to the underlying original soils. Mill and overlay projects
and other pavement rehabilitation projects that do not disturb the original underlying soils beneath the
pavement are not considered fully reconstructed. Activities such as structure renovation, catch basin
and pipe/culvert repair/replacement, lighting, utility repair/replacement work, and pedestrian ramp
improvements are not considered fully reconstructed activities.

17-12

Appendix B., Table 2
Concern: The Post-Construction Stormwater Management section is missing here. Would there be 12

R-Appendix
months to implement the Post Construction Stormwater Management requirements?
B., Table 2

Recommendation: The timeframe should be specifically listed out in the table as there were substantial
changes to MCM 5. MCM 4 and MCM 6 are listed out. Reference to the 2010 Census Urbanized Area
should be mentioned here, as well.
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Subject:

Storm Water Infiltration System location guidelines for MnDOT ROW

Expiration
This is a new Technical Memorandum and will remain in effect until July 9, 2019 unless superseded prior
to that date.
Implementation
The guidance in this memorandum shall be effective immediately for projects in the design phase.
Introduction
Changes to the storm water runoff requirements for the NPDES Construction General Permit will likely
cause an increase in the number of storm water infiltration practices designed on MnDOT right-of-way.
While the permit requirements provide options, MnDOT will need to further clarify acceptable options for
use in order to protect our environment, preserve our infrastructure, and provide safe storm water Best
Management Practices (BMPs).
Purpose
This memorandum will provide guidance to designers where to locate infiltration BMP’s within the right-of
–way. This will also provide direction to areas considered infeasible within the right-of- way that impact
the roadway, bridge, or retaining wall structure, and structural foundations.
Guidelines
Bridge Foundations, Structural Walls, and Reinforced Soil Slopes (RSS)
Bridge foundations and structural walls are not designed to accommodate the additional groundwater
flow that could result from stormwater infiltration. To protect investment in this infrastructure and for
the safety of the traveling public, the recommended placement and design criteria for infiltration BMPs
are as follows:
•

Do not infiltrate into structural backfill associated with a wall or structural elements including the
reinforced zone behind a Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) wall or the structural backfill
behind a cantilever wall.

•

Do not increase subsurface flows toward structures.

•

Do not increase hydrostatic pressure behind a wall, RSS, or foundation.

•

Do not locate infiltration BMPs adjacent to a wall, RSS, or foundation.

•

Infiltrate only into native soils capable of infiltration or engineered materials designed to facilitate
infiltration.

See MnDOT Geotechnical Manual, Appendix H for additional background information and minimum
distances of separation graphic. The link to this manual is:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/materials/geotmanual.html.
Pavement Sections
Saturated soils under the pavement reduce the structural life of the pavement. Pavement design
includes practices to draw water away from the pavement structure which includes the base, sub-MORE-
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base and subgrade. Infiltration BMPs designed and built incorrectly will cause accelerated
pavement structure deterioration.
Interstate and Trunk Highway systems (including associated ramps and frontage roads) are
typically high volume, high speed roadways where accelerated deterioration is not acceptable.
Infiltration BMPs locations need to be outside the pavement structure of the roadway. These
locations are as follows:
•

Rural cross-sections: Outside a 1:2 (vertical to horizontal) slope from the shoulder PI to top of
the groundwater table and below the base & sub-base.

•

Urban cross-sections: Outside the back of curb a distance of 12 feet to the top of the ground
water table and below the pavement base & sub-base.

See Attachment A of this document for pavement section background information and figures.
Environmental Considerations
The following locations identify where infiltration is prohibited due to site conditions or where
infiltration of stormwater could have negative environmental consequences. These are identified in
the MPCA 2013 NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permit. Stormwater infiltration is not
allowed at the following locations:
•

Locations that receive discharge from vehicle fueling and maintenance, for example the portion
of truck stations where fueling or chemical storage or handling occurs.

•

Locations with less than three (3) feet of separation distance from the bottom of a proposed
infiltration system to the elevation of the seasonally saturated soils or the top of bedrock.

•

Locations with contaminated soil and/or groundwater.

•

Locations of predominately Hydrologic Soil Group D (clay) soils.

•

Locations within 1,000 feet up-gradient, or 100 feet down-gradient of karst terrain.

•

Locations within a Drinking Water Supply Management Area (DWSMA) where the vulnerability
is high or very high. Areas with a vulnerability level of moderate, low, or very low must be
discussed with the city/township first to receive approval. Document whether approval is
received or denied and design accordingly.

•

Locations where soil infiltration rates are more than 8.3 inches per hour and cannot be
designed and modified to be less than 8.3 inches per hour.

Maintenance and General Design Considerations
Many infiltration sites require regular maintenance to function properly. Locations should be
selected that are accessible. Only use infiltration BMPs where the following design criteria can be
met or mitigated.
•

Design to accommodate maintenance activities including safe access and mowing.

•

Select infiltration BMP’s that will not interfere with the snow and ice control needed to protect
the safety of the traveling public.

•

Provide a maintenance plan, including a section on how to identify and fix infiltration BMPs that
are not operating as designed.

•

Verify that sufficient operations resources are available to maintain operation of stormwater
infiltration BMP.

•

Provide pretreatment before discharging into an infiltration BMP.
-MORE-
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•

Design site to accommodate flows greater than the water quality volume and the design
discharge.

•

Locate Infiltration BMPs that create a road hazard outside the clear zone.

•

Locate 200 feet or more from a private water supply well.

•

Locate 100 feet or more from a septic system.

•

Locate 100 feet or more from buildings or building foundations.

•

Design to protect infiltration areas from sediment and compaction during construction.

Questions
Any questions regarding the technical provisions of this Technical Memorandum can be addressed to
either of the following:
•
•

Brett Troyer, Office of Environmental Stewardship, at (651) 366-3629
Andrea Hendrickson, State Hydraulics Engineer, at (651) 366-4466

Any questions regarding publication of this Technical Memorandum should be referred to the Design
Standards Unit, DesignStandards.DOT@state.mn.us. A link to all active and historical Technical
Memoranda can be found at http://techmemos.dot.state.mn.us/techmemo.aspx.
To add, remove, or change your name on the Technical Memoranda mailing list, please visit the web
page http://techmemos.dot.state.mn.us/subscribe.aspx
Attachments:
Attachment A: Guidelines for Storm-Water Infiltration Location with Regard to Pavement Sections

-END-
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Guidelines for Storm-Water Infiltration Location with Regard to Pavement Sections
Introduction
Changes to storm-water runoff standards will likely cause an increase in the design of storm-water
infiltration on MnDOT projects. The Pavement Design Unit has been requested to give guidance on
acceptable locations for storm-water infiltration that will not negatively affect the life of the pavement.
Effect of Water on Pavement Design
The effect of water on pavements is a major concern of pavement design and maintenance. Water has
a detrimental effect on both Hot Mixed Asphalt (HMA) and Portland Cement Concrete (PCC)
pavements and the subsurface structure. It reduces the strength of base and subgrade causing
pavement to crack, further deterioration of pavement cracks and joints, and it is necessary for frost
heave to occur.
Pavement crack and joint deterioration is a major cause of HMA and PCC pavement distress and
roughness. Cracks and joints are routinely sealed to prevent water from entering them and into the rest
of the pavement structure. New pavements are built on aggregate bases to prevent water from being
drawn-up from below the HMA or PCC pavement. Research (Report No. MN/RC 2010-18) has shown
that PCC joints perform best when sealed and built on drainable bases. In the past, it was allowable to
construct HMA pavements directly on the subgrade, but due to poor performance HMA pavements are
now always built on aggregate. To improve drainage, edge drains are often installed to drain the base
and subgrade.
The reduction of the strength of the base and subgrade from water is the reason roads in Minnesota
have a spring load restriction. Melting snow and ice saturates the pavements subsurface and is trapped
by frost that has not yet thawed. This results in reduced strength and an increase in pavement
distresses. Many roads have the maximum allowable load restricted during this period to reduce
distress unless the roadway was built thicker to handle normal maximum loads.
MnPAVE
MnPAVE is the program that MnDOT uses to design HMA pavements and can be used to model the
effects of a saturated pavement section. A typical MnPAVE pavement design uses a reduced strength
for the base and subgrade during the spring thaw period to model the temporary saturated condition.
Permanently saturated base and subgrade may be modeled by applying reduced strengths to the base
and subgrade for the rest of the year. In the attached example, a typical HMA pavement design has a
fatigue life of 25 years; but with the base and subgrade modeled as saturated in the spring, summer,
and fall (winter is assumed to be frozen) the fatigue life was only 8 years.
Differential frost heave is another cause of pavement distress and roughness. Frost heave is caused by
frost lenses forming in the pavement subsurface during freezing temperatures. The requirements for
frost heave to occur are freezing temperatures and a source of water. Freezing temperatures can’t be
prevented and the pavement structure and subgrade will freeze to a certain depth, depending on winter
temperatures, but water can be drained out and be prevented from entering the pavement section by
using granular materials. To minimize differential frost heaving, it is MnDOT’s policy to require a
minimum of a 30” or 36” thick pavement section (depending on traffic). This thickness is based on ½ the
expected frost depth as recommended by the Army Corps of Engineers (Engineering Manual No. 11103-138). The pavement section thickness includes any HMA or PCC pavement and the layers of
granular material under it. The intention is that the granular material will provide support when the
granular is in a saturated condition, allow water to escape from the pavement structure, and prevent
water from being drawn up from the subgrade through capillary action. Additionally, the- 12” below the
granular material is typically prepared by being blended; any silt is removed and then re-compacted. In
total, the depth of the pavement section that is designed to resist frost is typically 42” to 48”.
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In some circumstances, the pavement structure may be even deeper than the required minimum depth
due to substandard subgrade materials. This may require replacement of the substandard material or
building a thicker pavement section. Substandard subgrade may have unacceptably high organic
content, low strength, or a high moisture content. This substandard roadway material will make
compaction difficult for layers above it, prevent moisture to escape the base layers, and contribute to
frost heave. Drains are often used in these areas.
Guidelines for Location of Infiltration with Regard to Pavement Sections
On state highways, no water should be introduced into any area that may be a source of water for the
base, sub-base, or existing soil above the groundwater table. In rural cross-sections, this area extends
from PI to PI and downward and outward at 1 to 2 (Vertical to Horizontal) slopes (see Figure 1) to the
top of the groundwater table. For urban cross-sections, the width of this area is 12’ beyond the backside of the curb to the depth of the base and sub-base, and from the back of the curb down to the top of
the groundwater table (see Figure 2). Infiltration may be allowed within 1’ of the back of the curb if an
impermeable barrier is used to protect the base, sub-base, and subgrade (see Figure 2).
Non-highway pavements, such as sidewalks, driveways, parking lots, utility roads, and some low-speed
low-volume city streets may be designed with infiltration under their structure. A minimum of 6” of
aggregate material should be placed under the pavement and above any infiltration. This would act to
drain the pavement material and keep moisture from being introduced to the pavement from below. It
would not act to reduce frost heaving and would have a minimal effect on loss of pavement section
strength from saturation.
The previous guidelines only address concerns related to the pavement section. There may be
additional considerations related to slope stability, maintenance, and other factors that are not within
the scope of this document.

Figure 1-Rural Roadway Section
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City of Osseo
415 Central Avenue
Osseo, MN 55369-1195
P 763.425.2624 F 763.425.1111

www.DiscoverOsseo.com
January 7, 2020

Mr. Cole Landgraf
Permit Writer
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
520 Lafayette Road N
St. Paul, MN 55155

Re:

City of Osseo – Formal Comments on Proposed MS4 General Permit Changes

Dear Mr. Landgraf:
On behalf of the City of Osseo, we offer the following comments on the current proposed draft of
the MS4 General Permit:
MS4 General Permit Item 12.8. The applicant must submit a compliance schedule for each
applicable Waste Load Allocation (WLA) not being met for dissolved oxygen or oxygen demand,
nitrate, total suspended solids (TSS), and total phosphorus (TP). The applicant may develop a
compliance schedule to include multiple WLAs. The applicant's compliance schedule must include
the following information: a. proposed BMPs or progress toward implementation of BMPs to be
achieved during the permit term; b. the year each BMP is expected to be implemented; c. a target
year the applicable WLA(s) will be achieved; and d. if the applicant has an applicable WLA for TSS
or TP, a cumulative estimate of TSS and TP load reductions (in pounds) to be achieved during the
permit term and the Agency-approved method used to determine the estimate. Agency-approved
methods include "Program for Predicting Polluting Particle Passage thru Pits, Puddles, and Ponds
(P8) Urban Catchment Model", "Source Loading and Management Model for Windows
(WinSLAMM)", "Minimal Impact Design Standards (MIDS) calculator", "Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency (MPCA) simple estimator tool", or any other method that receives Agencyapproval. [Minn. R. 7090]
19-1
R-12.8

COMMENT: This will be additional work for City staff. However, although vague, this was
generally required for the City to do to address TMDL requirements. There is a large variability in
what they are asking ranging from formal subwatershed assessment to a high-level process/plan.
MS4 General Permit Item 12.10. For each applicable WLA for TSS and TP where the applicant is
claiming to meet an applicable WLA, the applicant must provide documentation that the
applicable WLA is being met. At a minimum, the applicant must provide the following information:
a. a list of all structural stormwater BMPs implemented to achieve the applicable WLA, including

the BMP type (e.g., constructed basin, infiltrator, filter, swale or strip, etc.), location in geographic
coordinates, owner, and year implemented; and b. documentation using an Agency-approved
method, which demonstrates the applicant's existing load meets the WLA; or c. documentation
using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the estimated reductions of TSS or TP
from BMPs meet the estimated MS4 WLA reductions included in the TMDL report, if that
information is available (i.e., target loading rate, percent reduction, or pounds reduced). [Minn. R.
7090]
COMMENT: This will be additional work for City staff and is an extension of what was required in
the last permit. The documentation is vague as it pertains to designed reduction versus current
R-12.10 reduction.
19-2

MS4 General Permit Item 12.10. For each applicable WLA for TSS and TP where the applicant is
claiming to meet an applicable WLA, the applicant must provide documentation that the
applicable WLA is being met. At a minimum, the applicant must provide the following information:
a. a list of all structural stormwater BMPs implemented to achieve the applicable WLA, including
the BMP type (e.g., constructed basin, infiltrator, filter, swale or strip, etc.), location in geographic
coordinates, owner, and year implemented; and b. documentation using an Agency-approved
method, which demonstrates the applicant's existing load meets the WLA; or c. documentation
using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the estimated reductions of TSS or TP
from BMPs meet the estimated MS4 WLA reductions included in the TMDL report, if that
information is available (i.e., target loading rate, percent reduction, or pounds reduced). [Minn. R.
7090]
COMMENT: Please remove “structural” from part “a. a list of all structural stormwater BMPs…”
and consider non-structural BMPs as measurable means to reduce TP and TSS. For example, street
R-12.10 sweeping is a non-structural BMP and is effective at reducing TSS and TP when implemented
properly.
19-3

MS4 General Permit Item 20.5. The permittee’s regulatory mechanism(s) must require owners of
construction activity to treat the water quality volume on any project where the sum of the new
impervious surface and the fully reconstructed impervious surface equals one or more acres.
19-4
R-20.5

COMMENT: The proposed threshold for requiring treatment of the water quality volume being
placed at “the sum of the new impervious surface and the fully reconstructed impervious surface
equals one or more acres” has the potential to create hardships for redevelopments and linear
reconstruction projects within the City. Implementation of this proposed policy change will likely
have impacts on redevelopment in our community. Additionally, the current threshold set by the
2018 NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permit is creating a “net increase of one or more
acres of cumulative impervious surface.” The proposed MS4 language not only creates
inconsistencies for future construction activity on treatment requirements within the City, but it
also places the burden of implementing the new standards on City staff.
MS4 General Permit Item 20.7. For linear projects, the water quality volume must be calculated as
the larger of one (1) inch times the new impervious surface or one-half (0.5) inch times the sum of
the new and the fully reconstructed impervious surface. Where the entire water quality volume
cannot be treated within the existing right-of-way, a reasonable attempt to obtain additional
right-of-way, easement, or other permission to treat the stormwater during the project planning
process must be made. Volume reduction practices must be considered first, as described in item

20.8. If additional right-of-way, easements, or other permission cannot be obtained, owners of
construction activity must maximize the treatment of the water quality volume prior to discharge
from the MS4.
19-5
R-20.7

COMMENT: There have been several cases where there has been a demonstrated difficulty
complying with MIDS requirements for linear projects due to lack of available ROW and poor soils.
Bassett Creek WMC, Rice Creek WD, and Nine Mile Creek WD adopted MIDS or similar linear
standards and later revoked the requirement for linear projects due to the large number of
variances request they were receiving. We request this policy be revised and maintain the current
Non-degradation policy.
Thank you for providing the City of Osseo the opportunity to comment on the proposed MS4
General Permit. We appreciate your consideration of our input.

Sincerely,

Riley Grams
City Administrator
City of Osseo

CC:

Lee Gustafson, WSB
Meghan Litsey, WSB
Nick Waldbillig, City of Osseo

MS4 SWPPP # Text

20-1 R-16.8
16.8 a & b

‘The permittee must document the following information:
a. a description of all specific stormwater-related issues identified by the permittee in item 16.3;
b. all information required under the permittee’s education and outreach plan in item 16.7

20-2 R-16.8

Ramsey County Comment
a. This item is reduntant. Shouldn't it already be
addressed in 16.3?
b. This item needs more explanation. Is the MPCA
looking for data on actual audience numbers reached in
the engagement plan?

19.14e

The permittee must implement written procedures for site plan reviews conducted by the permittee prior to the start of
all construction activity, to ensure compliance with requirements of the regulatory mechanism(s). At a minimum, the
procedures must include:
a. written notification to owners and operators proposing construction activity, including projects less than one acre that
are part of a larger common plan of development or sale, of the need to apply for and obtain coverage under the CSW
Permit; and
For each site plan review conducted by the permittee, the permittee must document the following:
:
e. proof of notification to obtain coverage under the CSW Permit, as required in item 19.6, or proof of coverage under
the CSW Permit; and

Can this requirement be fulfilled by a line item in the
permit application, or does it have to be addressed in the
document awarding the permit?
Same question as 19.6a: Can this requirement be
fulfilled by a line item in the permit application, or does
it have to be addressed in the document awarding the
permit?

19.16

‘The permittee must document any enforcement conducted pursuant to the ERPs in item 19.13, including verbal warnings. At a
minimum, the permittee must document the following:
a. name of the person responsible for violating the terms and conditions of the permittee’s regulatory mechanism(s);
b. date(s) and location(s) of the observed violation(s);
c. description of the violation(s);
d. corrective action(s) (including completion schedule) issued by the permittee;
e. referrals to other regulatory organizations (if any); and
f. date(s) violation(s) resolved. [Minn. R. 7090]’

Ramsey County does not currently have enforcement
authority to regulate development outside of county
property or right of way. We do address this
requirement via our Right of Way Permit. We typically
have 500-1000 permits per year. A requirement to
document all verbal warnings issued under this permit
with all the required data would be onerous. Please
allow a lesser level of documentation for verbal
warnings.

19.6a

20-3
R-19.6
20-4
R-19.14
20-5
R-19.16

21-1
R-12.8

Comment 1
1. City of Rochester, Minnesota MS4 Program
2. Section 12.8: The extent to which these requirements bind the permittee should be explained to
better define estimates.
3. The requirement to provide a target year the applicable WLA(s) will be achieved and a cumulative
estimate of TSS and TP load reductions (in pounds) to be achieved during the permit term will need
to be based on assumptions that will likely change considerably throughout the duration of the
permit and beyond and require constant modification. Depending on the degree to which this binds
the permittee, this requirement may not allow for adequate flexibility and prioritization of projects
based on changing conditions. There is a degree of uncertainty in municipal capital improvement
programs beyond a relatively short period of time and the health of the economy largely dictates
development/redevelopment efforts and the implementation of municipal projects.

Comment 2
1. City of Rochester, Minnesota MS4 Program
R-Overall 2. Sections 16.9, 17.8, 18.17, 19.17, 20.23, 21.15, 25.2: Provide metrics by which each minimum
control measure can be evaluated for effectiveness.
General
3.
For each minimum control measure, the permittee is required “evaluate program compliance,
Comments
including the effectiveness of the components of the SWPPP…” This requirement is extremely
ambiguous with a high likelihood that permittees will not meet the expectations of the MPCA
without higher level guidance.

21-2

Comment 3
1. City of Rochester, Minnesota MS4 Program
R-Overall 2. Sections 18.4, 19.3, 20.3: Provide clarification and/or explanation regarding instances where the
requirement for the permittee “to develop, implement, and enforce a regulatory mechanism(s)…”
General
would not be allowable under state and local law.
Comments
3. Each of the above-referenced permit sections begins with, “To the extent allowable under state and
local law…” This qualification potentially lends itself to the interpretation that it may not be
required if not desired by the local government unit.

21-3

21-4
R-20.5

21-5
R-20.13

Comment 4
1. City of Rochester, Minnesota MS4 Program
2. Section 20.5: In addition to the new requirements related to new impervious surfaces and
redevelopment (full reconstruction) of existing impervious surfaces, include the provisions of the
current MS4 General Permit related to nondegradation with respect to TSS, TP and stormwater
volume for impervious surface additions less than one acre.
3. There are many projects that disturb over one acre but add less than one acre of new impervious
area. Under the proposed post-construction stormwater management requirements, these
situations will increase TP, TSS and volume loadings which are currently mitigated under the current
requirements. Maintaining the current requirements for impervious surface additions less than one
acre for projects with disturbances over one acre will capture a wider range of projects and provide
additional water quality benefits.
Comment 5
1. City of Rochester, Minnesota, MS4 Program
2. Section 20.13: Provide the opportunity to establish a project completion schedule based on project
size, complexity, and funding.

3. The proposed requirement to complete off-site treatment projects within 24 months after the start
of the original construction activity offers no flexibility for large and/or complex projects or projects
funded through complex funding mechanisms. This deadline would effectively eliminate this
provision as a viable means to provide off-site water quality treatment facilities.

21-6
R-16.8

Comment 6
1. City of Rochester, Minnesota MS4 Program
2. Section 16.8: Replace the requirement for specific quantities with “estimated quantities”.
3. This section should be revised because it is not effective use of a permittee’s time to count each
individual educational material, e.g. brochures, fliers, etc., after each distribution activity.
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1/10/2020
0

Municipall Division
Minnesota Pollution Co
ontrol Agencyy
520 Lafayette Rd N
St. Paul, MN 55155

Dear MS4
4 Permit Staff::
We have completed ou
ur review of the draft MS4 General Perm
mit. Our revieew primarily focused on
changes to the MS4 Ge
eneral Permit. The City of Savage is a meember of thee Minnesota Cities Stormwater
Coalition (MCSC). The MCSC represeents MS4 com
mmunities andd the City of Savage suppo
orts the comm
ments
submitted
d to the MPCA
A. We offer the following additional com
mments for your consideration.
Commentt 1 – General Comment
The docum
mentation req
quirements of the proposeed MS4 General Permit aree significantlyy greater than
n
those
of
the
earlier
per
r
mits.
An
increased
focus
o
n
documentation
will
resu
u
lt
in
staff
spe
e
nding
R-Overall
significanttly more time
e and effort on
n documentation, with less available for implementing water quaality
General
BMPs
and
d
performing
maintenance
on existing BMPs. Examples of notablee increased do
ocumentation
n
Comments
requireme
ents are found in Sections 12.10, 16.8, 17.7, 18.15, 1 9.7, 19.10, 19.14, 19.15, 20.20, 20.21,
21.11, 21..13, 22.5, and
d 22.6.

23-1

Action
One prime
e example of this is with Seection 19.7. The MPCA alreeady has a listt available on
n their website.
Why is the
e City require
ed to maintain
n a written or mapped inveentory when it is already available? Thee City
of Savage requests the MPCA evaluaate the sectio
ons noted andd determine the necessity and importan
nce of
mentation. Co
ould documen
ntation be minimized or thhe goal achievved in differen
nt way? The goal
the docum
should be
e for communities to focus on program implementatiion as staff tim
me and funding is limited.

23-2
R-12.8

Commentt 2 – Section 12.8
Listing plaanned BMPs to achieve an applicable WLA in a Permiit submittal document will create significant
liability fo
or the City of Savage. Theree are many reasons why thhe City may noot be able to control when
n and
whether BMPs can be implemented
d. Please also provide inforrmation on hoow to revise compliance
scheduless related to th
his requirement.
Action
Please pro
ovide more sp
pecific inform
mation about what will be r equired and how to revisee compliance
scheduless related to th
his requirement.

23-3
R-19.16

Comment 3 – Section 19.16
The documentation of verbal warnings can be problematic and take up valuable staff time. Verbal
warnings are a great tool to assist with compliance checks associated with site construction site
stormwater runoff control. Verbal warnings provide the following benefits:
1. Efficient and easy for staff to implement
2. Minimize inspection costs
3. Maintains working relationships with contractors
For example field staff may drive by a site with a minor issue and a quick verbal warning is a very effective
tool to quickly and efficiently address the issue. Stopping to document this interaction to the level
proposed will decrease communication between field staff and management and impact the ability for
field staff to perform all their daily job duties. Erosion issues that are identified with significant concerns
of impact to the environment, or contractors that are non‐compliant warrant written enforcement and
documentation. Regardless of the situation, if warranted the City maintains the rights to issue stop work
orders.
Action
The City requests the documentation of verbal warnings be eliminated.

23-4
R-18.9

Comment 4 – Section 18.9a
The permit includes a reference to the storage of large quantities of significant materials. There is not a
clear understanding of the meaning of storage, large quantities, significant materials, etc., that puts an
onerous liability on the city. Changing the language to allow the exclusion of NPDES permitted
business/industrial activities versus inclusion of non NPDES permitted business/industrial activities
provides clear flexibility that does not impose onerous liability on the city. In addition, a comprehensive
list of permitted businesses/industrial activities is not easily attainable.
Action
Remove 18.9.a completely or change wording to provide more flexibility. Remove reference of “storage
and large quantities of significant materials that could result in an illicit discharge”. Instead consider the
following language, NPDES permitted business/industrial activities may be excluded from the inventory.”

23-5
R-MCM 5
General
Comments

Comment 5 – Section 20.7
The City of Savage does not support the new MS4 General Permit conditions for fully reconstructed
impervious surface, as applied to all linear projects, for the following reasons:
a. Permit conditions have the potential to add significant expense and delays to road
reconstruction projects. The MPCA did not estimate the cost to comply with the Permit
conditions.

b. Permit conditions apply only to MS4 permittees (not State‐wide). Due to the additional
expenses incurred as a result of the Permit conditions, this will unfairly disadvantage MS4‐
permitted cities.
c. Prescriptive Permit conditions will result in constructing BMPs with a high cost/benefit ratio
(such as underground infiltration vaults), effectively shifting limited taxpayer dollars towards
road corridors and away from other targeted projects that may have greater potential to
cost‐effectively improve water quality.
d. Maintenance of BMPs in areas with limited right‐of‐way can be problematic due to safety
concerns and accessibility. For example underground infiltration vaults typically can become
anaerobic due to the breakdown of organic matter. Entry into the systems, if necessary can
be difficult and unsafe. MS4 communities may be required to hire specialized staff to
complete this work and further increase costs for MS4s.
Action
Please consider removing the blanket requirement for fully reconstructed impervious surface to be
managed using the proposed requirements. The language at a minimum should be revised and tied
specifically to a TMDL or to project high value resources. High value resources should be left to MS4s to
identify. It may be a better compromise to include a requirement to implement BMPs to improve water
quality treatment to the existing impervious surfaces/areas that are fully reconstructed. The MPCA can
then leave this requirement simply to implement BMPs to ensure a net reduction.

23-6
R-21.8

Comment 6 – Section 21.8
The requirement to determine the TSS and TP treatment effectiveness of stormwater ponds was
developed for and included in the 2013 MS4 General Permit.
Action
In light of the recently‐discovered and not well‐understood problems with phosphorus releasing from
stormwater pond sediments, this section should be revised to focus on the depth of stormwater ponds. It
is not reasonable to require the City to address the broad issues related to the phosphorus treatment
effectiveness of stormwater ponds before these issues are sufficiently understood.

23-7
R-20.13

Comment 7 – Section 20.13
Completion of an offsite BMP within 24 months of original construction activity is too short of a
timeframe and isn’t flexible. Adjust the time requirements to allow for BMPs to be completed in advance
of a construction activity. In addition, adjust the timeline to be more flexible by including language that an
attempt should be made to be completed by 24 months, and/or the BMP should be identified within 24
months of the original construction activity.
Depending on when the project need arises, and factors like CIP budget planning, etc., it could take a
minimum of 18 months to include a project in a budget before work could begin on design which could
take 6‐12 months before construction occurs. There are other factors like land acquisition or
project/stakeholder coordination for offsite BMPs that could result in the timeline of 24 months not

providing enough time to complete construction of an offsite BMP (privatee or public). There are man
ny
MPs that are outside the control of privatte developerss and/or the City.
elements to offsite BM
Action
This langu
uage should be changed to
o allow more flexibility.

23-8
R-20.7

Commentt 8 – Section 27.18
Stand‐alone trail and sidewalk projeects typically have vegetateed buffers dissconnecting th
he impervious
surface, th
he impervious surface doees not result in
n uses that haave significant pollutant so
ources, and offten
extend through many drainage systeems and drain
nageways (typically resulting in limited impervious areas
d trail
to each syystem/water resource). Maany watershed districts alrready have exxemptions forr sidewalk and
systems as stand‐alone
e projects. As a result, impeervious areass of sidewalks and trails sho
ould not be
considere
ed significant water quality concerns wh
hen they are a stand‐alone project. As sttand‐alone
projects, water quality BMPs for trail and sidewalk imperviouss are difficult to implementt and may ressult in
more environmental im
mpacts (tree impacts, fillingg of wetlandss, etc.).
Action
Revise the
e language to exempt trailss and sidewalks from beingg required to provide treattment if they are a
stand‐alon
ne project or have sufficien
nt buffer adjaacent to existiing imperviouus.

23-9
R-18.5

Commentt 9 – Section 18.5
During an MPCA webin
nar on the pro
oposed MS4 permit, a clariification quesstion on the meaning of
operated was asked. Th
he MPCA resp
ponded that this would incclude easemeents. The impaacts of this
interpretaation and MPC
CA expectatio
on for extending the permiit requiremennts to easemeents is not weell
understoo
od. This is a significant concern, is onero
ous on the citty and should not be includ
ded in the perrmit.
Action
The City of Savage requ
uests that thee term be limiited to ownedd land areas and that the term operated
d be
removed from the perm
mit language..
Thank you
u for the oppo
ortunity to co
omment on th
he draft MS4 g eneral perm
mit. If you havve any questio
ons or
comments regarding th
he informatio
on contained in this letter, please do nott hesitate to contact me att
(952) 882‐2686 or jcarlson@ci.savagge.mn.us to discuss.

Sincerely,

Jesse Carlson
Water Ressources Manaager
CC:

Se
eng Thongvan
nh, City Engineer
Brad Larson, City Administraator

SCOTT COUNTY NATURAL RESOURCES
GOVERNMENT CENTER 114 · 200 FOURTH AVENUE WEST · SHAKOPEE, MN 55379-1220
(952) 496-8475 · Fax (952) 496-8496 · Web www.scottcountymn.gov

January 10, 2020
Cole Landgraf
MPCA
520 Lafayette Road N.
St. Paul, MN 55155
Re: Draft Small Municipal Separate Storm Storm Sewer Systems General Permit
Dear Mr. Landgraf,
We appreciate and support the MPCA’s efforts to protect the public health, welfare and natural resources.
Coordinating permit updates with multiple stakeholders is a difficult task. We commend the MPCA for their
collaborative work so far. We acknowledge that revisions have been made to the draft permit; however we feel that
the current permit will not achieve water quality goals through efficient and effective use of funding and resources
and is a drastic revision to the existing permit. We request the MPCA continue revision efforts.
The new addition of stormwater controls for redevelopment and linear projects are a drastic departure from the
existing permit and the recently reissued NPDES Construction Stormwater Permit. Documentation should be
provided for justification of this proposed permit condition. Scott County has seen water quality improvements under
the current permit and we do not feel that the additional redevelopment and linear project requirements will result in a
beneficial increase in water quality versus the amount of tax payer money being spent. If the MPCA has research
showing the cost benefit of such a regulation is justified we will support this condition, but as of this time no
information on this has been provided.
Generally we find the amount of new documentation required to be burdensome and unnecessary. Requirements for
tracking departments of persons attending trainings, documentation of estimated audiences for outreach, and
educational information on pet waste are just a few of the new documentation efforts that will require additional staff
time and take away from implementation of stormwater improvements. Little justification has been provided for the
additional documentation being requested.
Please find below specific comments on the proposed draft permit:
Specific Comments/Clarifications to sections in the draft permit referenced by sections number:

24-1
R-16.5
24-2
R-18.5
24-3
R-18.6

16.5 and 16.6 – Will the MPCA be providing educational materials that can be distributed? It would save MS4’s a
large amount of time any money if the MPCA were to develop materials that can meet this standard that could be
distributed by the MS4s.
18.5 – Will the MPCA be developing guidance language for the pet waste ordinance?
18.6 – Many townships do not have land use authority. Regulation of salt storage may be better located under the
MPCA Industrial Stormwater Permit.

An Equal Opportunity/Safety Aware Employer
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24-4
R-18.8

18.8 – The training requirement timeline is unclear. Will staff need to be trained each year, or is the annual training
only for field staff and other staff only need refresher training every three years?

24-5
R-18.9

18.9 – Please add non-NPDES permitted business/industrial activities to the definitions list. It will be very difficult to
maintain a map of these sites if it is unclear what the definition is.

24-6
R-18.10

18.10 – Inspections of individual private properties for illicit discharges may not be legal/possible. Will inspection of
public right of way adjacent to the sites be acceptable? What kind of documentation will be required to be maintained
for these inspections?

24-7
R-18.15

18.15 – Documenting departments of persons attending trainings requires a significant amount of staff time and is a
completely ineffective educational assessment tool. While attendance may be necessary for certification programs, it
is not an acceptable tool for measuring efficacy of educational activities.

19 – Why is it necessary to have a duplication of the construction stormwater permit within the MS4 permit. The
24-8
CSW
Permit already requires these things. The goals should be to reduce redundancy within permits and therefore
R-MCM 4
this section should be revised to remove redundant sections.
General
Comments
19.7 – Will only sites greater than 1 acre of disturbance need to be mapped? 24-9 R-19.7

24-10
R-20.5
24-11
R-20.7

24-12
R-20.5

20.5 and 20.6 – Why include reconstructed impervious area in the volume calculation. This is a departure from the
recently re-issued CSW Permit. Redevelopment projects could result in a net reduction in impervious area but would
be required to provide treatment to new construction levels. Please provide documentation on need for this change
from the existing permit and the amount of water quality improvement this would result in.
20.7 – Scott County has had situations in the past where a mill and overlay project once under construction has been
found to not have the assumed amount of base material under the pavement. In this situation additional excavation
would occur to provide the correct amount of base material under the pavement. This area would then be considered
“fully reconstructed” and need to have stormwater management provided. This is a situation where the full amount of
area impacted would not be known until construction begins.
The construction stormwater permit has post-construction stormwater management requirements already. This
permit was just re-issued August 1, 2018. The construction stormwater permit post-construction stormwater
management requirements apply to any project with a net increase in impervious area of one acre or more. This is
much different than the proposed changes to the MS4 permit which would apply to one acre of new and/or fully
reconstructed impervious area. It is not understood why the post-construction stormwater management requirements
for the MS4 permit should differ from the construction permit. The MPCA has stated that they are striving for
consistency with this MS4 permit re-issuance. The current change to the MS4 permit is not consistent with the
construction permit that is in effect until July 31, 2023.
The proposed MS4 rule change does not give any credit to a potential reconstruction project that would result in a net
decrease of impervious area. If an acre or more of impervious area is “fully reconstructed” but the overall impervious
area is reduced stormwater management would need to be provided. The construction permit post-construction
standards only apply to a net increase of one acre or more of impervious area.

An Equal Opportunity/Safety Aware Employer
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Considering that the construction stormwater permit was just re-issued and the post-construction stormwater
requirements did not change from the previous permit it is not understood why this change is being proposed for the
MS4 permit, especially if consistency is desired.
A Statement of Need and Reasonableness (SONAR) was not provided for this proposed rule change. The MPCA did
not provide any analysis of potential cost associated with this proposed rule change or the water quality
improvements that would be a result of this proposed rules change. In an age where funds are constrained for all
levels of transportation agencies we need to be focused on cost benefits for all aspects of transportation projects.

24-13
R-27.12

27.12 – All utility installations should be exempt under this definition. As a road authority it would be unreasonable
for the County to be required to provide stormwater management for a utility installation such as fiber lines or electric.
This would not be a beneficial use of taxpayer funds.
Thank you again for your time and consideration. We truly appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the
proposed permit update.
Sincerely,

Megan Tasca, P.E.
Scott County Natural Resources
cc: Lisa Freese – Transportation Services Director
Tony Winiecki – Scott County Engineer
Vanessa Strong – Water Resources Supervisor

An Equal Opportunity/Safety Aware Employer

January 10, 2020
Cole Landgraf
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
520 Lafayette Road N, St Paul, MN 55155
St. Paul, MN 55155
Re: Draft MS4 General Permit Comments
Dear Mr. Landgraf:
On behalf of the City of Shakopee, an MS4 city, please accept the following comments in regard to the
proposed Draft MS4 General Permit.

25-1

1.

R-18.9

25-2

2.

R-18.10
25-3

3.

R-19.16

25-4
R-20.5

4.

Comment: [Section 18.9.a] Remove 18.9.a completely or change wording to provide more
flexibility. Remove reference of “storage and large quantities of significant materials that could
result in an illicit discharge”. Instead consider the following language, NPDES permitted
business/industrial activities may be excluded from the inventory.”
a. Reason: There is not a clear understanding of the meaning of storage, large quantities,
significant materials, etc., that puts an onerous liability on the city. Changing the
language to allow the exclusion of NPDES permitted business/industrial activities versus
inclusion of non NPDES permitted business/industrial activities provides clear flexibility
that does not impose onerous liability on the city. In addition, a comprehensive list of
permitted businesses/industrial activities is not easily obtainable.
Comment: [Section 18.10] Add to the extent allowable under state or local law.
a. Reason: There is a concern on the expectation from the MPCA on this requirement as it
is written and as interpreted contradicts the reality that cities do not have the legal
authority to access/search/inspect private property.
Comment: [Section 19.16] Documentation of verbal warnings should be removed from this
permit requirement.
a. Reason: The documentation of verbal warnings can be problematic and take up valuable
staff time. Verbal warnings are a great tool to assist with compliance checks associated
with site construction site stormwater runoff control. Verbal warnings are efficient and
easy for staff to implement, minimize inspection costs and maintain working
relationships with contractors. For example, field staff may drive by a site with a minor
issue and a quick verbal warning is a very effective tool to quickly and efficiently address
the issue. Stopping to document this interaction to the level proposed will decrease
communication between field staff and management and impact the ability for field
staff to perform all their daily job duties. Erosion issues that are identified with
significant concerns of impact to the environment, or contractors that are noncompliant warrant written enforcement and documentation. Regardless of the
situation, if warranted the City maintains the rights to issue stop work orders.
Comment: [Section 20.6] There is not support for the proposed fully reconstructed impervious
surface requirements as included in the draft MS4 permit for construction activity (excluding
linear projects). The blanket requirement for fully reconstructed should be removed, and
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25-5

5.

R-20.5

25-6
R-20.13

6.

Page 2

instead included and tied specifically to impairment issues and treatment requirements as
identified in TMDLs or to protect high value resources identified by the MS4. High value
resources should be left to MS4s to identify. It may be a better compromise to include a
requirement to implement BMPs to improve water quality treatment to the existing impervious
surfaces/areas that are fully reconstructed. Leaving this requirement simply to implement
BMPs and not a performance standard. Separately from the fully reconstructed impervious,
there is still support for treatment to the new/net additional impervious area of redevelopment
projects so that there are no additional/future impacts as a result of redevelopment (current
NPDES MS4 requirement).
a. Reason: This requirement is a blanket requirement and not tied to addressing issues
identified by TMDLs or specific to high value resources. Redevelopment requirements
should be tied directly to addressing impairment issues and treatment requirements as
identified in TMDLs or to protect high value resources identified by the MS4.
Additionally, there may not be existing impairments at receiving waterbodies, which in
turn doesn’t necessarily warrant a required change in land use/treatment. This
requirement also is not included in the recently updated NPDES General Construction
permit. As a result, this requirement economically disadvantages redevelopment within
MS4s, especially that are remote or fringe MS4s adjacent to non MS4 communities.
These requirements directly increase the cost of redevelopment projects within MS4s
compared to non MS4s, and the water quality impacts/benefits are not different.
Reconstruction requirements should be considered equal throughout the state.
Comment: [Section 20.7] There is not support for the proposed fully reconstructed impervious
surface requirements as included in the draft MS4 permit for linear projects. The blanket
requirement for fully reconstructed should be removed, and instead included and tied
specifically to impairment issues and treatment requirements as identified in TMDLs or to
protect high value resources identified by the MS4. High value resources should be left to MS4s
to identify. It may be a better compromise to include a requirement to implement BMPs to
improve water quality treatment to the existing impervious surfaces/areas that are fully
reconstructed. Leaving this requirement simply to implement BMPs and not a performance
standard. Separately from the fully reconstructed impervious, there is still support for
treatment to the new/net additional impervious area of redevelopment projects so that there
are no additional/future impacts as a result of redevelopment (current NPDES MS4
requirement).
a. Reason: This requirement is a blanket requirement and not tied to addressing issues
identified by TMDLs or specific to high value resources. Redevelopment requirements
should be tied directly to addressing impairment issues and treatment requirements as
identified in TMDLs or to protect high value resources identified by the MS4.
Additionally, there may not be existing impairments at receiving waterbodies, which in
turn doesn’t necessarily warrant a required change in land use/treatment. This
requirement also is not included in the recently updated NPDES General Construction
permit. As a result, this requirement economically disadvantages redevelopment within
MS4s, especially that are remote or fringe MS4s adjacent to non MS4 communities.
These requirements directly increase the cost of redevelopment projects within MS4s
compared to non MS4s, and the water quality impacts/benefits are not different.
Reconstruction requirements should be considered equal throughout the state.
Comment: [Section 20.13] Completion of an offsite BMP within 24 months of original
construction activity is too short of a timeframe and isn’t flexible. Adjust the time requirements
to allow for BMPs to be completed in advance of a construction activity. In addition, adjust the
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timeline to be more flexible by including language that an attempt should be made to be
completed by 24 months, and/or the BMP should be identified within 24 months of the original
construction activity.
a. Reason: Depending on when the project need arises, and factors like CIP budget
planning, etc., it could take a minimum of 18 months to include a project in a budget
before work could begin on design which could take 6-12 months before construction
occurs. There are other factors like land acquisition or project/stakeholder coordination
for offsite BMPs that could result in the timeline of 24 months not providing enough
time to complete construction of an offsite BMP (private or public). There are many
elements to offsite BMPs that are outside the control of private developers and/or the
city. This language should be changed to be more flexible.
7. Comment: [Section 21.10] This inspection requirement should be revised to allow for flexibility
25-7
and only require, at a minimum, that each pond/outfall must be inspected at least one time
within the permit term.
R-21.10
a. Reason: The permit requirement should only require a pond/outfall to be inspected one
time within the permit term. As written, if a permittee inspects more than 20 percent of
the ponds/outfalls in a calendar year, they would be required to reinspect some of the
ponds/outfalls within the permit term. As simple as this is, it would be difficult to
track/manage and does not allow for flexibility with utilizing city resources, or planning,
to complete permit requirements. This requirement as written disrupts logical work
flow. For example, if the city is broken into inspection zones, there may not be an equal
number of ponds/outfalls in each zone, so therefore zones wont work because
reinspection of a partial number of outfalls, arbitrarily, will be required. Or, zones will
have to be re-delineated so there are equal number of ponds/outfalls, only to be redelineated again when new ponds/outfalls are constructed.
8. Comment: [Section 27.12] Add utility repair/replacement.
25-8
a. Reason: It is not clear if what is already in the list of maintenance activities includes
utilities. It should be added so it is clear that utility repair/replacement is considered a
R-27.12
maintenance activity.
9. Comment: [Section 27.18] There should be an exemption added for stand-alone trail and
25-9
sidewalk projects.
a. Reason: These projects typically have vegetated buffers disconnecting the impervious
R-20.7
surface, the impervious surface does not result in uses that have significant pollutant
sources, and often extend through many drainage systems and drainageways (typically
resulting in limited impervious areas to each system/water resource). Many watershed
districts already have exemptions for sidewalk and trail systems as stand-alone projects.
As a result, impervious areas of sidewalks and trails should not be considered significant
water quality concerns when they are a stand-alone project. As stand-alone projects,
water quality BMPs for trail and sidewalk impervious are difficult to implement and may
result in more environmental impacts (tree impacts, filling of wetlands, etc). For standalone projects, there should be an exemption included for sidewalk and trail projects.
10. Comment: [Sections 18.5, 22.4, 22.5, 22.6] Remove operated from these sections.
25-10
a. Reason: During an MPCA webinar on the proposed MS4 permit, a clarification question
on the meaning of operated was asked. The MPCA responded that this would include
R-Overall
easements. The impacts of this interpretation and MPCA expectation for extending the
General
permit
requirements to easements is not well understood. This is a significant concern,
Comments
is onerous on the city and should not be included in the permit.
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11. Comment: [Sections 12.10, 16.8, 17.7, 18.15, 19.7, 19.10, 19.14, 19.15, 20.20, 20.21, 21.11,
21.13, 22.5, 22.6, throughout the permit] There is a significant amount of additional
documentation/tracking requirements included in the proposed permit. The MPCA should
R-Overall
consider
the time requirement and financial impact of these requirements that will be imposed
General
on MS4s. Documentation/tracking should be reduced to the maximum extent practical to
Comments
achieve necessary documentation that will result in compliance and positive water quality
benefits.
a. Reason: Not all documentation is necessary to have compliance, and it is not clear that
all proposed documentation will result in positive water quality benefits. In addition, it
does not appear that the MPCA has considered the financial impact these requirements
will have on MS4s. The time and financial impacts of these documentation/tracking
requirements will utilize resources that otherwise would be used to implement the
permit requirements. The MPCA should consider these concerns against the
documentation/tracking requirements and reduce the need to document/track to the
maximum extent practical while still able to demonstrate compliance.

25-11

Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,

Kirby Templin, PE
Water Resource – Environmental Engineer
City of Shakopee

26-1 R-Overall General Comments

26-2 R-Overall General Comments

27-1
R-18.5

27-2
R-18.6

27-3
R-18.9

27-4
R-18.10

27-5
R-19.10

27-6
R-MCM 5
General
Comments

27-7
R-21.10

Advocating for conservation throughout the watershed
January 9, 2020
Cole Landgraf
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
520 Lafayette Road N
St. Paul, MN 55155
cole.landgraf@state.mn.us
RE: MPCA Draft Municipal Stormwater General Permit
Dear Mr. Landgraf,
The St. Croix River Association (SCRA) would like to express support for the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency’s most recent draft Municipal Stormwater General Permit.
With a mission to protect, restore, and celebrate the St. Croix River and its watershed, the SCRA works hand-inhand with partners throughout the watershed on activities that reduce nutrient loading to the St. Croix. We
recognize the important role MS4 communities play in reducing nutrients and sediment coming from stormwater
runoff, particularly as it relates to meeting Lake St. Croix TMDL reduction goals.
Overall, we would like to applaud the efforts of MPCA in making the draft MS4 General Permit requirements
more clear, specific, and measurable. Increased clarity for standards will help lay the groundwork for measuring
progress towards meeting pollution reduction goals. Specific permit improvements we are in support of include:
MCM 1: Requiring annual targets for public outreach and education with emphasis on pet waste and chlorides and
requiring new hands-on public involvement activities that go above and beyond basic public meetings.

28-1 R-MCM 1 General Comments
28-2
R-20.5

MCM 5: Requiring specific on-site volume retention standards for post-construction stormwater management; 1”
for fully reconstructed impervious surfaces and 0.5” volume retention for linear fully reconstructed impervious
surfaces. Higher on-site stormwater retention and treatment standards is a best practice, supported by many local
municipalities and governments within the St. Croix watershed.
MCM 6: Requiring more specific training and policies for proper salt storage and maintenance activities.

28-3 R-MCM 6 General Comments
TMDL Requirements: Improving requirements for TMDL compliance, including progress plans and compliance
schedules. 28-4 R-Overall General Comment
Once again we commend those who worked towards improving this important document, and request you move
forward and adopt the most recent drafted Municipal Stormwater General Permit. Thank you for the opportunity
to express our support.
Sincerely,

Monica Zachay
Land & Water Program Director
PO Box 655 • St. Croix Falls, WI 54024 • (715) 483-3300
www.stcroixriverassociation.org

8301 Valley Creek Road • Woodbury, MN 55125-3330 • woodburymn.gov
(651) 714-3500 • TDD (651) 714-3568 • FAX (651) 714-3501

Dear Mr. Landgraf,
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft Permit language. The City of
Woodbury has been a permitted MS4 since 2013 and has significantly grown our best practices
and tailored policies to protect and improve water quality and human health. Please see our
comments below and consider in your final changes to the permit. We appreciate your
thoughtful review with acknowledgement that we share the same goals while coming from
different perspectives and expertise.

29-1
R-Overall
General
Comments

29-2
R-Overall
General
Comments

29-3
R-12.8

29-4
R-12.10

1. This permit update has created a substantially larger workload for the City of Woodbury
staff to evaluate how to potentially complete the requirements for Waste Load
Allocations (WLA). The 2013 permit included one WLA, the draft 2018 permit includes
23, including the Mississippi River. The City requests proof of notification and
involvement in developing these TMDL’s and additional time and resources to properly
implement WLA plans. The City further supports the comments provided by Minnesota
Cities Stormwater Coalition indicting that TMDL’s are not the responsibility of MS4
Communities according to State Statute.
2. This new MS4 General Permit has many more requirements for documentation and
provisions where documentation will be important. From our perspective these efforts
for more documentation will require greater resources for permittees than the MPCA is
aware of. Resources are limited for all permittees, being required to spend more
resources on documentation will detract from the resources dedicated to doing work that
is meaningful and effective for water quality improvements and positive environmental
outcomes. The City requests that some of this documentation is reduced to being
recommended instead of required. Where the MPCA deems documentation will result
directly in measurable outcomes for water quality, the City requests additional
opportunities for funding assistance from the state. Further, this documentation will
require integration in existing asset management systems and staff time without proper
funding to support it. It is undeniable that MS4 communities are facing more
complicated and costly challenges now than ever before, such as chloride levels and
greater rain events, and our funding is already being stretched thin. The City is greatly
concerned that the MPCA expects communities to increase rates to rate payers in an
effort to create a paper trail of documents that result in no improvement to local and
regional water resources.
3. Section 12.8, part d requires a cumulative estimate of TSS and TP load reductions for all
of the City’s WLA waterbodies be provided for the permit term. This very specific
reporting will require additional resources and work from City staff. While the current
permit requires more general long term planning to address the WLA and TMDLs, either
modeling software and additional staff time, or further consultant fees will be required to
provide this. The City requests the MPCA allow flexibility in reporting these estimates
and expand on what consists of “agency-approved methods,” and/or the process for a
method to become “agency-approved.”
4. Section 12.10, requires similar reporting from section 12.8 as mentioned above; but with
even further detail, requiring documentation of both existing loads and estimated

29-5

5.

R-18.9

29-6

6.

R-18.10

29-7

7.

R-Overall
General
Comments
29-8

8.

R-19.10

29-9
R-20.5

9.

reductions. Again, additional staff resources will be required to provide this, and it is
unclear what the time frame for the estimated reductions will be. The City requests the
MPCA allow flexibility in reporting these estimates and expand on what consists of
“agency-approved methods”. Also, what parameters will these estimated reductions need
to be provided upon? 1 year? The entire permit term? Or a specific rainfall amount?
Section 18.9-18.10 requires inventory of priority areas along with inspection and
documentation of illicit discharge locations. Section 18.11 will further result in more time
consumed documenting that nothing was found. From the last permit, the City identified
very few locations to consider “high priorities” based on our land use map. The
additional inspections completed did not result in identifying additional illicit discharges
and is not a valuable use of resources. The subsections a-e of 18.11 will increase the
amount of time consumed with little, if any, benefit. The City requests the MPCA
incorporates these within the Minnesota Stormwater Manual and remove them from the
permit.
Section 18.10, and potentially other provisions within the permit, sound like it is the
City’s responsibility to inspect private property for compliance without proper legal
authority. This has not been the intention for the MS4 permit and will drastically change
the processes and legal authority that MS4 communities must implement. The City
requests MPCA specify that inspection need only occur within City owned land and
define this term to limit the community’s responsibility for inspection.
Various sections require the use of written checklists to document compliance with
certain items (section 19.6, 19.10, etc.). Due to other proposed permit updates requiring
significant additional work from City staff, the City requests the MPCA provide these
checklists to the City for use, to alleviate some of the burden with these new reporting
requirements.
Section 19.9 requires construction sites be identified as high and low priorities while
section 19.10 results in more detailed documentation of inspections. Many MS4
Communities, including Woodbury, inspect all of the construction sites at the same
frequency, weekly and after every 0.5 inches of rain. The more stringent documentation
in section 19.10 will result in fewer sites being considered high priority to utilize the
reduced resources to document those considered high priority. Within our stormwater
system, it is our approach to consider everything as high priority because it is all
connected to City owned facilities and/or natural water bodies that are worth protecting.
The changes made to this permit may result in fewer overall erosion control inspections
being completed or additional resources dedicated to complete inspection to the degree
currently being completed. The City requests the MPCA remove the subsections of 19.10
from the permit and instead encourage their inclusion in the Minnesota Stormwater
Manual. Again, it is our belief that this level of documentation will be time consuming
and show negligible, if any improvements to water resources.
It is our understanding that the goal of Section 20.5-20.9 is to ensure water quality
improvements are being made within every MS4 community to the same extent. Not
only does this exclude non-MS4 communities, it also excludes flexibility created by
Minimum Impact Design Standards. The City requests that MIDS and MIDS-equivalent
sequencing be mentioned within the permit to allow projects to occur on difficult
redevelopment sites. Further, the City requests this be removed from the MS4 permit

29-10
R-20.9

10.

29-11

11.

R-27.12

29-12

12.

R-MCM 5
General
Comments

29-13

13.

R-21.7

29-14

14.

R-21.10

29-15
R-27.12

15.

and instead added to the Construction Stormwater Permit, so construction across the
entire state follow these minimal water quality standards.
Within Section 20, the City requests inclusion of landscape irrigation as an option for
stormwater volume control, but not prohibited in locations where infiltration is
prohibited (Section 20.9).
Section 20.7 states water quality volume specific to fully reconstructed impervious
surface. The definition of fully reconstructed impervious is not clear, and can easily
confuse an optional sub-base with existing soil. If the definition of fully reconstructed
means exposing the optional sand sub-base, the City will be required to provide
treatment for a majority of its road rehab which occurs annually. Often times treatment
is not feasible for these projects. Our request is summarized below in comment #15 but is
directly related to this section requirement.
Sections 20.10-20.13 may create a disincentive for installation of regional treatment
practices. The City benefits from regional treatment practices to ensure satisfactory
access and maintenance is completed on the treatment facilities. This has shown to be an
efficient way to manage our stormwater system and develop without tiny features
scattered throughout the system. The City requests the MPCA review these provisions to
the permit and modify language to encourage regional facilities that aligns with how
projects are often completed. For example, the provision in 20.13 for off-site treatment
projects to be completed within 24 months after the original construction activity is too
short of a timeline. The City requests this be revised to a statement providing flexibility
such as, “or within a practical timeline for the project scope.”
The City of Woodbury is committed to protecting water resources and providing safe
roads through challenging winter weather conditions. Many of the new provisions
regarding salt are reasonable and align with current initiatives that the City is pursuing.
The City requests Section 21.7 follow the certification schedule of MPCA’s Smart Salting
trainings, which is every five years. To train every staff who completes winter
maintenance activities on an annual basis would require permittees to dedicate a
substantial amount of staff time to attend trainings, when not much changes with the
training from year to year. If this section is intended to include a brief annual refresher
training, the City requests this be mentioned in the section and training materials be
provided by MPCA staff.
The City requests Section 21.10 be revised to require ponds and outfalls be inspected
once every five years. The City’s goal is to inspect 25% of structures every year and
divides this process by City-square mile. This leaves years where slightly more or slightly
less may be inspected, weather events and staffing constraints may also be variables
between different years. This accomplishes the same goal but provides more flexibility to
communities.
The City requests Section 27.12 be revised to specify “existing soils” versus “underlying
soil”. The terminology can cause confusion between optional subbase and existing soils.
The definition as provided in the draft permit causes concern for the City’s road
rehabilitation program. Underlying soils on almost all of our reclaim projects consist of a
subbase of sand, and we typically correct to a point that leaves that subbase surface
exposed. Our ordinance mimics this new definition; however, in the past, underlying soil
has been taken as existing soil, not the optional subbase layer. This change will
drastically impact the cost and feasibility of the road rehabilitation projects, which may
result in deferred maintenance or increased costs to community members with little
benefit.

29-16 R-27.12 16. The City requests Section 27.12 be revised to include utilities listed as a possible

maintenance activities, which would then not be considered fully reconstructed.
17.
The City requests Section 27.18 be revised to exclude trails and sidewalk projects under
29-17 R-20.7
the definition of “linear projects.” When a trail or sidewalk is being built or rebuilt on its
own, the impervious area is very narrow and usually surrounded by undisturbed,
pervious land. The impacts on stormwater runoff from such projects are negligible and
this provision may result in trails and sidewalks being removed from projects and/or
maintenance to be deferred.
The City commends the MPCA for creation of the MS4 toolkit and other resources provided in
the Minnesota Stormwater Manual. We feel working for proper stormwater treatment is
increasingly important and challenging, with measurable impacts to the health and happiness of
our community members. We look forward to your responses and future partnerships in
protecting and improving water quality.
Respectfully submitted,

Kristin Seaman
Environmental Specialist
City of Woodbury
651-414-3494

All Formal Public Comments Received on the draft MS4 general permit (MNR040000) via Online
Survey Form
Introduction: Below are all the comments received through the online comment form that was available
during the formal public comment period (November 12, 2019 through January 11, 2020) on the draft
MS4 general permit (MNR040000). Comments received through the online survey have been formatted
in this document to more clearly identify distinct comments on specific sections of the permit.
Charles Glossop
Charles@hanthofarms.com
Hantho outdoor services

30-1
R-MCM 2 MCM 2: Public participation/involvement
How are commercial contractors going to be regulated.
General
Comments

Discharges to Impaired Waters with a USEPA-Approved TMDL (Total Maximum Daily Load) that

30-2
Includes an Applicable WLA
R-MCM 2 How will this effect commercial contractors
General
Comments

Sue Nissen
n.sue4408@gmail.com
Master Water Steward Master Water Steward (1)
Minimum Control Measure (MCM) 1: Public education and outreach
I am a citizen concerned about the amount of chlorides Minnesotans are putting into our waters and
soils.

31-1
R-16.5

I support annual education efforts (by MS4's) to citizens, business, commercial, institutions on the effect
of salts on receiving water and the methods to reduce use. I would be in favor of more frequent
education, especially for MS4's with TMDL's for chloride. My concern is the message is not cutting
through the noise. People either see or are a part of application of salt almost weekly during the season.
One annual blast of education can't compete with the message that frequency conveys. Also, only one
message per year has a high likelihood of being missed. I educate in my community about chlorides and
can assure you that the general public is shocked when they find out what is going on. We have a long
way to go and a mounting problem of pollution. Once a year is a start and I support it, and but would
advocate for more.
MCM 3: Illicit discharge detection and elimination
I am a citizen concerned about the chlorides Minnesotans are putting into our waters and soil.

31-2

I want the MPCA is keep this section in tact because storage of salts around the state is woefully
inadequate. Storage surface, coverage and transfer are every day basic and applicators must be held to
the standard of best practice.

R-MCM 3
General
Comments MCM 6: Pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations

I am a citizen concerned about the amount of chlorides Minnesotans are putting into our waters and
soils.

31-3
R-MCM 6
General
Comments

I want MPCA to keep this section intact. I support the storage, written policy, training, equipment,
assessment, reporting because they are common sense best practices that are currently ignored by
many organizations. It's high time winter maintenance got on board with best practice.
Josephine Marcotty
josephinemarcotty@gmail.com
Stop Over Salting
Stop Over Salting (1)
Minimum Control Measure (MCM) 1: Public education and outreach
I am a resident of Minneapolis and member of Stop Over Salting, a volunteer citizen groups dedicated to
preserving urban waters by advocating for less -- or no -- chloride use.

32-1
R-16.5

The proposed changes regarding chloride management by cities with MS 4 permits is welcome, though a
bit overdue. The MPCA has long recognized chloride as a growing and persistent problem in urban
watersheds. Requiring cities to help the solve the problem is likely the only way to solve it. Likely, many
of them will work with their residents and commercial property owners to find creative and novel
answers to what many believe to be a problem we "just have to live with." We don't, and education and
training is key to changing that perception. I hope, however, that the MPCA and other state agencies will
provide the support and funding, especially for smaller, less affluent communities, to pay for the
education component. Otherwise, it becomes an unfunded mandate doomed to fail.
MCM 3: Illicit discharge detection and elimination
I am a resident of Minneapolis and a member of Stop Over Salting, a volunteer group of citizens that
advocates for less - or no -- chloride use.

Proper storage of chloride by cities and commercial users is a basic management practice that is long
overdue. The state has similar requirements for storage of fertilizer and other pollutants. Requiring safe
R-MCM 3 storage is an important step in the process of changing social norms around chloride use because it
General
forces people to recognize that it is a pollutant. Education, I hope, will help reduce and maybe
Comments eventually eliminate chloride use.

32-2

MCM 6: Pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations
I am a resident of Minneapolis and a member of Stop Over Salting, a volunteer citizen group that
advocates for less -- or no -- chloride use.

32-3
R-MCM 6
General
Comments

Requiring cities to learn and adopt the best management practices on chloride use is long overdue.
Cities and their property owners all share an obligation to protect water in their communities, and to
make it an ever-improving aspect of life in their communities. This section of the permit language should
encourage cities to find a way to eliminate chloride use in some areas, and eventually everywhere.

Kevin Strauss
kevin@crwp.net
Cannon River Watershed Partnership
Minimum Control Measure (MCM) 1: Public education and outreach
1. At the Cannon River Watershed Partnership, our nonprofit organization does education and outreach
in 8 watershed communities about clean water issues and how urban and rural landowners can take
action on their own and in groups to help clean and protect the Cannon River and the Straight River in
southeastern Minnesota.
2. We appreciate that the MPCA has provided more specific requirements for 1: Public Education and
Outreach. In past permits the guidelines for education were so general that we heard city councilors say
R-MCM 1 things like "we can just put a stack of photocopied stormwater fliers on a table in city hall and that
meets the requirement." While I know that wasn't the MPCA's intention with those requirements, that
General
Comments was the result, especially in smaller towns without the resources to hire a Stormwater Educator. We
also appreciate that the MPCA is making an effort to provide city staff with the resources they need to
do effective education and outreach on stormwater topics. Many of the city staff assigned to do
stormwater education have technical and scientific backgrounds, but little experience doing education
and outreach, and even less experience in public speaking. So providing sample news articles and
educational materials is a big help. While this permit is moving things in the right direction, I don't feel
that it goes far enough. For instance, requiring one outreach activity on salt use and one on cleaning up
after your dog is a pretty low bar for cities. A staff person writes two newspaper stories and gets them
published and they've met that requirement. And keep in mind that two contacts from a city about
stormwater education in 12 months is a relatively small impact. Advertising companies try to get 7
"touches" to get a customer to make a purchase. They look for that in a 2-week period. In addition to
some guidelines about the number of education/outreach activities about particular stormwater topics,
I think it would also be useful to ask cities to report what resources they invest in stormwater education.
In some cities in our region, they would be hard pressed to identify more than a handful of staff hours
spent on this area. So asking cities to report how many FTE of staff time the city invests in stormwater
education, along with the budget for that outreach will give you a much better idea of which cities are
doing their due diligence and which are trying to skate by.

33-1

33-2
R-16.3
33-3
R-16.8

Permit Item 16.3 requires distribution of literature about salt use and dog waste. I recommend that it
would be far more effective to require at least 4 (four) outreach activities and to expand the list to
include salt use, dog waste, lawn care, and leaf disposal.
Permit Item 16.8 requires reporting of activities related to Stormwater Education. In our region, there
have been several reports of some cities asking nonprofit groups and nature centers to report on their
outreach activities. Then city staff take those data and include them in the city's Stormwater Education
outreach report. In effect they are taking credit for someone else's work. While that would be
acceptable if the city paid for and sponsored those education activities, but that wasn't the case in these
two circumstances. If you'd like specific details, please contact me. I recommend that you make it very
clear that cities can only list education and outreach actives that were performed by paid city staff
members, or were conducted under a paid contract with another organization.

3. I believe this is important because requiring just 2 activities per year is a drop in the bucket in terms of
reaching city residents with education. Doubling that number will still miss many city residents, but at
R-MCM 1 least the diversity of topics will create and opportunity for more residents to find one activity that they
can change to reduce stormwater pollution. I believe that while many city employees are honest and
General
Comments report only what their city is doing for stormwater education, rather than trying to claim responsibility
for programs done by nonprofit groups in the area, this clearly isn't true of all city employees. Making it
clear that the city only gets credit for programs they present, or pay for, will clarify this reporting
loophole. Asking cities to report the FTE and budget of the Public education and outreach budget will
give the public a sense of how much education and outreach is really going on. This could also be "flag"
for MPCA auditors. If a city of 100,000 people only spends 0.10 FTE of staff time and $2,000 on public
education and outreach, you know they are probably not trying to meet the requirements. Since this is a
less technical part of the permit, it often gets handed off to the city "Water Quality Technician" on top
of his or her other duties. The result is that very little education and outreach takes place, since the
technical parts of the permit and the time-sensitive parts of the permit, like working with construction
companies, take up a lot of that staff person's time.

33-4

Audrey Cullen
audreycullen@yahoo.com
Citizen - Master Water Steward Master Water Steward (2)
Minimum Control Measure (MCM) 1: Public education and outreach
MCM - 1 •My interest is in the deep need to educate people of the impact salt/chloride has on our
waters and infrastructure and how to properly use it.

34-1

•I think the MPCA should do what the proposal says; educate via training, mailings, social media,
however but not just to employees, to the general public.

R-16.5
•My reasons for supporting; I grew up in Minneapolis, we had a ton of snow back in the day and we
used sand. Now everyone just dumps salt on the surfaces, there was some kind of unconscious shift
towards deicing salt usage and we are literally pickling our waters. It does not need to be this way! We
need to step back and get a handle on how we treat public spaces. MCM 2 and 3 I really think those are
good as it. Thank you!
MCM 3: Illicit discharge detection and elimination
I think this is fine. 34-2 R-MCM 3 General Comments
MCM 6: Pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations
I think this is fine. 34-3 R-MCM 6 General Comments

Walter Levesque
walter.levesque@gmail.com
Stop Over Salting (2)
Stop Over Salting

35-1
R-MCM 1
General
Comments

Minimum Control Measure (MCM) 1: Public education and outreach
These are reasonable minimum requirements. It would be beneficial to also include what MPCA believes
a “preferred action might be such as a reminder prior to each predicted storm. As an aside, the MPCA
might consider recommending the Mn State Legislatire require a similar statement at every
location/display selling deicers to the public.
Peter Cartwright
peterscartwright@gmail.com
Cartwright Consulting
Discharges to Impaired Waters with a USEPA-Approved TMDL (Total Maximum Daily Load) that
Includes an Applicable WLA
The draft looks complete to me; however, I suggest that acronyms such as WLA and TMDL be defined in
the body of the document. 36-1 R-Discharges to Impaired

Waters...General Comments
Linnea Goderstad
linneagoderstad@gmail.com
Master Water Steward (3)
Master Water Stewards

37-1
R-MCM 1 Minimum Control Measure (MCM) 1: Public education and outreach
I support these parts of the draft permit
General
Comments

MCM 3: Illicit discharge detection and elimination
I support this part of the draft proposal 37-2 R-MCM 3 General Comments
MCM 6: Pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations
I support this part of the draft proposal 37-3 R-MCM 6 General Comments

Katharine Winston
kswinston46@gmail.com
Minnehaha Watershed Master Water Steward

38-1
R-16.5

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) Document
Supporting the Salt Application: An educated and informed community can not only prevent pollution in
stormwater, but also identify and report illicit discharges or construction activities that may negatively
affect stormwater. Permittees must create an education and outreach program to inform residents
about the impacts of stormwater and foster proper stormwater management behaviors.

Patience Caso
patience13@gmail.com
Minnesota Resident
self
Minimum Control Measure (MCM) 1: Public education and outreach
I am a Minnesota resident and water is important to me. I have worked on water policy and
environmental education for more than two decades in local government and nonprofits. I have focused
on reaching residents of Minnesota with environmental information and opportunities to take actions to
protect water and the environment. I would like to see the MPCA take a more active role in requiring
action by permittees to educate and engage the public in protecting our water.
In sections 16.5 & 16.6 (currently 16.5 & 16.7), I would like to see the MPCA require that the information
be provided in a way that actually REACHES the intended audience. If a permittee posts the information
R-MCM 1 and no one reads it, has education been achieved? If the permittee simply posts information on their
website but very few residents ever see the information, this should NOT be considered adequate public
General
education. The MPCA can provide a recommended list of strategies deemed effective in reaching
Comments
different audiences and if necessary work with permittees to determine the best fit for their
organization.

39-1

R-16.7

In 16.7 (currently 16.8), why was "extra" removed in regard to consideration "given to low-income
residents, people of color, and non-native English speaking residents"? To reduce disparities, we must
put extra, significant consideration into reaching audiences that we have not reached well in the past.
You should replace the language with "Target audiences must include low-income residents, people of
color, and non-native English speaking residents, and may also include other residents, businesses,
commercial facilities, institutions, and local organizations".

39-3
R-MCM 1
General
Comments

In 16.7 (currently 16.8), provide effective examples of activities that permittees can do to reach each
target audience. I know many of your staff are experienced in behavior change theory - and some
activities and approaches are more effective than others. We know better so provide some guidance
please. Here's a good resource - https://www.cbsm.com/resources/articles/category/water

39-4

In 16.8 (currently 16.9), it's nice to know what permittees did (i.e. outputs - material distributed, events
attended, people reached) but what did they actually accomplish (i.e. outcomes - number of people that
reduced salt, number of people who scooped more poop)? To protect our water, this should be the
priority. The MPCA must provide guidance to permittees on trackable outcomes and require permittees
to track and report on these outcomes, in addition to reporting on their outputs.

39-2

R-16.8

39-5

16.9 (currently 16.10), by providing the guidance described above, permittees will be better prepared to
report on the effectiveness of their outreach and education activities.

R-16.8
Nicole Soderholm
nicole.soderholm@rwmwd.org
Ramsey-Washington Metro Watershed District
MCM 3: Illicit discharge detection and elimination
1. Ramsey-Washington Metro Watershed District (RWMWD) is a regulated MS4.

40-1
R-18.8

40-2
R-18.10

2A. Regarding Section Section 18.8, please clarify the difference in staff IDDE training requirements
described. "Once per calendar year" is mentioned but also refresher trainings "every 3 calendar years."
Is the difference that field staff need the training once per year while all other 'non-field' staff can do so
every 3 years? Please reword with greater specificity on training requirements. If timeframes are
different for different kinds of staff, please explain.
2B. Regarding Section 18.10, how do watershed district staff obtain proper legal authorization for
inspecting private properties that we have no permit or authorization over? I suggest specifying this is a
requirement for cities and townships only.
3A. I was confused by the language and want to ensure we are providing the proper training to all staff
at the specified required intervals.
3B. This addresses the concern for watershed staff regarding legal property access. I imagine city
ordinances are stronger and more specific when it comes to accessing private properties, but I'm
uncertain. Specifying the inspection requirement is meant for cities and townships will also eliminate
redundancy where watershed districts overlap multiple cities (whose staff are presumably conducting
similar inspections).
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
1. Ramsey-Washington Metro Watershed District (RWMWD) is a regulated MS4.

40-3
R-20.9

40-4
R-20.13

2A. Regarding Section 20.9, are all permit applicants required to complete a contamination site
screening assessment checklist, or only if there is a known concern for soil contaminants onsite? Please
add some clarifying language like "[all] owners and/or operators." If it is not required by all, specify the
conditions that require completion of this checklist.
2B. Regarding Section 20.13 and 20.14, two years is not always enough time for limited landowners like
watershed districts to site, design, bid, and construct an offsite treatment BMP. We must obtain proper access
and/or joint powers agreements (or purchase property) to get BMPs constructed. Please consider adding
flexibility such as extending the deadline to 5 years or add a statement like "when physically possible."
3A. I want to ensure our internal permit review procedures accurately reflect the MPCA's intentions
regarding proper placement and utilization of infiltration practices.
3B. RWMWD tracks in-lieu payments by subwatershed. We identify and target sites for BMP
construction and/or retrofits, but we do not own much land outside of our office site and are not
guaranteed to be able to physically construct an offsite BMP within two years. When we are able to, we
do so --otherwise we are at the mercy of a future opportunity.

Steve Mitrione
smitrione@iphouse.com
Ramsey County Master Water Stewards
Minimum Control Measure (MCM) 1: Public education and outreach

41-1

I would like to support the inclusion of public outreach/education, monitoring and prevention measures
for salt deicing material within the MCM being proposed by MPCA.

R-16.5
Mikael Isensee
mike.isensee@cmscwd.org
Carnelian Marine St. Croix Watershed District

42-1
R-20.5

MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
Carnelian Marine St. Croix Watershed District supports the revisions of the MS4 Minimum Control
Measure 5 which establishes a numeric standard of 1” volume retention for fully reconstructed
impervious surfaces and 0.5” volume retention for linear fully reconstructed impervious surfaces.

Paul Erdmann
pwerdmann@yahoo.com
Member of the General Public
General Public
MCM 3: Illicit discharge detection and elimination
I volunteer for a non-profit organization and we advocate for clean water for humans and wildlife. We
hold frequent trash clean ups in our community in order to keep our local water bodies clean. We also
advocate for reducing chloride pollution in our waterbodies. I am familiar with the MS4 permit and its
requirements.
EPA, MPCA, and MS4 permittees are well suited to address the growing issue of plastic waste and other
solid waste that ends up in our water bodies. It seems the proposed permit is largely silent on this issue.
R-MCM 3 From prevention (reducing and eliminating plastic use and waste) to education of the general public, to
managing waste at outfalls, MS4 permittees could play a large role in addressing the tide of plastic and
General
Comments other solid waste that enters our waterbodies. Specific requirements that address this issue should be
added to the permit.

43-1

Excess chloride- over salting- should be treated like other illicit discharges- if there is a spill of a pollutant
permittees are required to clean these spills up. Chloride/salt should be no different. If excess salt is
R-MCM 3 applied and no longer needed, it should be cleaned up by permittees and managed appropriately, just as
General
if it was oil, gasoline, or another pollutant. If we ask our citizens to clean up excess salt, we should
Comments expect the same from our road crews and public works departments.

43-2

Info from National Geographic, MPCA, and MPR: Half of all plastics ever manufactured have been made
in the last 15 years. Many of these plastics are not recycled or properly disposed of, and they end up in
our local lakes, rivers, streams, wetland and stormwater ponds. Plastics often contain additives that can
extend the life of products if they become litter, with some estimates ranging to at least 400 years to
break down. Microplastics are breaking down further into smaller and smaller pieces. Plastic
microfibers, meanwhile, have been found in municipal drinking water systems and drifting through the
air. Millions of animals are killed by plastics every year, from birds to fish to other marine organisms.
Nearly 700 species, including endangered ones, are known to have been affected by plastics. 1 in 3 fish
caught for human consumption now contain plastic. MPCA: Minnesota has a growing salty water

problem that threatens its freshwater fish and other aquatic life. Chloride from both de-icing salt and
water softener salt gets into lakes and streams, and groundwater that supplies drinking water. It takes
only one teaspoon of salt to permanently pollute five gallons of water. Once in the water, there is no
easy way to remove the chloride.
Thank you for your time and all of your great work.

Duplicate
Comments

Lauren Letsche
lletsche@columbiaheightsmn.gov
City of Columbia Heights (also received comments from this organization via letter)
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) Document
The City of Columbia Heights is a regulated MS4 under the NPDES program and is directly affected by
modifications proposed with the draft MS4. We have reviewed the draft document and request the
MPCA give consideration to the following comments and requested solutions. Below are specific
references to the draft permit and a comment with the action we wish to be considered:
Item 12.8. The applicant must submit a compliance schedule for each applicable Waste Load Allocation
(WLA) not being met for dissolved oxygen or oxygen demand, nitrate, total suspended solids (TSS), and
total phosphorus (TP). The applicant may develop a compliance schedule to include multiple WLAs. The
applicant's compliance schedule must include the following information: a. proposed BMPs or progress
toward implementation of BMPs to be achieved during the permit term; b. the year each BMP is
expected to be implemented; c. a target year the applicable WLA(s) will be achieved; and d. if the
applicant has an applicable WLA for TSS or TP, a cumulative estimate of TSS and TP load reductions (in
pounds) to be achieved during the permit term and the Agency-approved method used to determine
the estimate. Agency-approved methods include "Program for Predicting Polluting Particle Passage thru
Pits, Puddles, and Ponds (P8) Urban Catchment Model", "Source Loading and Management Model for
Windows (WinSLAMM)", "Minimal Impact Design Standards (MIDS) calculator", "Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency (MPCA) simple estimator tool", or any other method that receives Agency-approval.
[Minn. R. 7090]

7-1
R-12.8

COMMENT: This will be additional work for City staff. However, although vague, this was generally
required for the City to do to address TMDL requirements. There is a large variability in what they are
asking ranging from formal subwatershed assessment to a high-level process/plan.
Item 12.10. For each applicable WLA for TSS and TP where the applicant is claiming to meet an
applicable WLA, the applicant must provide documentation that the applicable WLA is being met. At a
minimum, the applicant must provide the following information: a. a list of all structural stormwater
BMPs implemented to achieve the applicable WLA, including the BMP type (e.g., constructed basin,
infiltrator, filter, swale or strip, etc.), location in geographic coordinates, owner, and year implemented;
and b. documentation using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the applicant's existing
load meets the WLA; or c. documentation using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the
estimated reductions of TSS or TP from BMPs meet the estimated MS4 WLA reductions included in the
TMDL report, if that information is available (i.e., target loading rate, percent reduction, or pounds
reduced). [Minn. R. 7090]

7-2
R-12.10

7-3
R-12.10
7-4

COMMENT: This will be additional work for City staff and is an extension of what was required in the
last permit. The documentation is vague as it pertains to designed reduction vs current reduction.
Item 12.10. For each applicable WLA for TSS and TP where the applicant is claiming to meet an
applicable WLA, the applicant must provide documentation that the applicable WLA is being met. At a
minimum, the applicant must provide the following information: a. a list of all structural stormwater
BMPs implemented to achieve the applicable WLA, including the BMP type (e.g., constructed basin,
infiltrator, filter, swale or strip, etc.), location in geographic coordinates, owner, and year implemented;
and b. documentation using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the applicant's existing
load meets the WLA; or c. documentation using an Agency-approved method, which demonstrates the
estimated reductions of TSS or TP from BMPs meet the estimated MS4 WLA reductions included in the
TMDL report, if that information is available (i.e., target loading rate, percent reduction, or pounds
reduced). [Minn. R. 7090]
COMMENT: Please remove “structural” from a. “a list of all structural stormwater BMPs…” and consider
non-structural BMPs as measurable means to reduce TP and TSS. For example, street sweeping is a nonstructural BMP and is effective at reducing TSS and TP when implemented properly.
COMMENT: If the process of public notice has been completed and approved by the MPCA it is
unreasonable for the MPCA to require cities to complete this process.

R-12.10
MCM 2: Public participation/involvement
The City of Columbia Heights is a regulated MS4 under the NPDES program and is directly affected by
modifications proposed with the draft MS4. We have reviewed the draft document and request the
MPCA give consideration to the following comments and requested solutions. Below are specific
references to the draft permit and a comment with the action we wish to be considered:
Item 17.6. Each calendar year the permittee must provide a minimum of one (1) public involvement
activity that includes a pollution prevention or water quality theme (e.g. rain barrel distribution event,
rain garden workshop, cleanup event, storm drain stenciling, volunteer water quality monitoring, adopt
a storm drain program, household hazardous waste collection day, etc.)

7-5

COMMENT: Please allow the event “theme” to be broadened but to provide targeted
education/outreach on pollution prevention and water quality related topics.

R-17.6
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
The City of Columbia Heights is a regulated MS4 under the NPDES program and is directly affected by
modifications proposed with the draft MS4. We have reviewed the draft document and request the
MPCA give consideration to the following comments and requested solutions. Below are specific
references to the draft permit and a comment with the action we wish to be considered:
Item 20.5. The permittee’s regulatory mechanism(s) must require owners of construction activity to
treat the water quality volume on any project where the sum of the new impervious surface and the
fully reconstructed impervious surface equals one or more acres.

7-6
R-20.5

COMMENT: The proposed threshold for requiring treatment of the water quality volume being placed at
“the sum of the new impervious surface and the fully reconstructed impervious surface equals one or

more acres” has the potential to create hardships for redevelopments and linear reconstruction projects
within the City. Implementation of this proposed policy change will likely have impacts on
redevelopment in our community. Additionally, the current threshold set by the 2018 NPDES
Construction Stormwater General Permit is creating a “net increase of one or more acres of cumulative
impervious surface.” The proposed MS4 language not only creates inconsistencies for future
construction activity on treatment requirements within the City, but it also places the burden of
implementing the new standards on City staff.
Item 20.7. For linear projects, the water quality volume must be calculated as the larger of one (1) inch
times the new impervious surface or one-half (0.5) inch times the sum of the new and the fully
reconstructed impervious surface. Where the entire water quality volume cannot be treated within the
existing right-of-way, a reasonable attempt to obtain additional right-of-way, easement, or other
permission to treat the stormwater during the project planning process must be made. Volume
reduction practices must be considered first, as described in item 20.8. If additional right-of-way,
easements, or other permission cannot be obtained, owners of construction activity must maximize the
treatment of the water quality volume prior to discharge from the MS4.

7-7
R-20.7

COMMENT: There have been several cases where there has been a demonstrated difficulty complying
with MIDS requirements for linear projects due to lack of available ROW and poor soils. Bassett Creek
WMC, Rice Creek WD, and Nine Mile Creek WD adopted MIDS or similar linear standards and later
revoked the requirement for linear projects due to the large number of variances request they were
receiving. We request this policy be revised and maintain the current Non-degradation policy.
Item 20.9 Infiltration systems must be prohibited when the system would be constructed in areas:…….

7-8
R-20.9

COMMENT: We were hoping to see an additional infiltration prohibition regarding infiltration over
sanitary sewer pipes/facilities. Cities have been working on reducing inflow and infiltration in sanitary
sewer pipes for years, which are often located in the right of way. Infiltration near these areas could
have a detrimental effect on both infrastructure and water quality.

Connie Taillon
ctaillon@whitebearlake.org
City of White Bear Lake
MCM 3: Illicit discharge detection and elimination
The City of White Bear Lake is part of the Minnesota Cities Stormwater Coalition (MCSC). We have
worked with MCSC during the review process of the draft municipal stormwater general permit, and are
in support of the MCSC comments submitted on our behalf.

44-1
R-18.9

Specifically, we strongly support the MCSC comment to delete section 18.9a, and agree with MCSC that
this requirement would be very difficult, if not impossible, to implement, and would require significant
staff time.

We also strongly support deleting the new standards and requirements related to fully reconstructed
impervious surfaces throughout section 20 and agree with MCSC that these standards belong in the
Minnesota Construction Permit where they would be implemented statewide.
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
The City of White Bear Lake is part of the Minnesota Cities Stormwater Coalition (MCSC). We have
worked with MCSC during the review process of the draft municipal stormwater general permit, and are
in support of the MCSC comments submitted on our behalf.
Specifically, we strongly support the MCSC comment to delete section 18.9a, and agree with MCSC that
this requirement would be very difficult, if not impossible, to implement, and would require significant
staff time.

44-2
R-20.5

We also strongly support deleting the new standards and requirements related to fully reconstructed
impervious surfaces throughout section 20 and agree with MCSC that these standards belong in the
Minnesota Construction Permit where they would be implemented statewide.

Samantha Berger
sberger@cityofapplevalley.org
City of Apple Valley Natural Resources
MCM 3: Illicit discharge detection and elimination
The City of Apple Valley is interested in MCM 3 because it can impact our current ordinances, our
staffing, and our relationship with local businesses. The specific comments we have on the section
include:

45-1
R-18.6

45-2
R-18.9

18.4, 18.6: Having a regulatory mechanisms to regulate and enforce all salt storage at commercial,
institutional, and non-NPDES industrial facilities is overreaching at this time. Cities will be required to
implement and enforce new ordinances. This could set up an adversarial relationship with business
owners with no funding to help the small businesses if you find out they are non-compliant. The city
prefers to educate business owners as part of MCM 16.6, thus omit this requirement.
18.9: Requiring a written or mapped inventory of IDDE priority areas that may have a higher likelihood
of illicit discharges, is far-reaching. City staff do not have exhaustive resources to monitor places
constantly. The city is not privy to what every business is storing at their site, and does not have staff for
added inspections.
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
The City of Apple Valley is interested in MCM 5 because it can impact our current ordinances, our
staffing, and could create conflict with existing standards, including those created in the Construction
SW permit.

45-3
R-20.3

20.3: Developing and implementing regulatory mechanisms for items 20.4-20.16 will take time. The City
just adopted its next 10 year Surface Water Management Plan after 3 years of planning, revisions, and
two watershed approvals. Updating the SWMP and City Ordinances is a lengthy process. In the future,

it would be appreciated if the MS4 requirements could coincide with the required SWMP updates to
avoid a constantly moving target.

45-4
R-20.5

45-5
R-21.3

45-6
R-21.10

20.7: The new requirements for public linear projects under this section cause concern and were not
even included in the 2018 Construction stormwater permit. The City prefers the method under the
2013 permit. Request action is to omit this requirement, for the reasons stated above. The City of
Apple Valley is interested in MCM 6 because it can impact our current inspection schedules and our
staffing.
MCM 6: Pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations
21.3 and 21.4: Requiring the addition of a written and mapped inventory of all “snow storage” items is
overreaching. Essentially every city property and every road right-of-way contains “o. Snow storage” in
the winter months, so would we create a map showing all our ROW areas? Action would be to remove
this requirement or alter the requirement to only cover large snow pile areas.
21.10: Inspecting a minimum of 20% of all ponds and outfalls each calendar year, takes away our
flexibility to complete all pond inspections within the permit term. With staff turnover, it can be difficult
to make it to even 20% of ponds in a single year. Action would be to maintain the existing language.
Other parts of the draft permit
The City of Apple Valley is interested in the general language of the permit because it affects our
ordinances and how we conduct business at the city -- including implementation of road reconstruction
projects, and working with private applicants.

45-7
R-Overall The City supports comments provided by the Minnesota Cities Stormwater Coalition, a subgroup of the
League of Minnesota Cities. In addition to the comments provided by the MCSC, the City has the
General
Comments following main points of concern.
45-8
General Comment: Clarify that statute that supports the imposition of land use controls that must be
R-Overall implemented by the City under this permit. Cities need to be able to understand the intent,
General
justification, and authority behind this change in practice.
Comments
45-9
R-20.7

Definitions 27.18: Please remove the term trails and sidewalks. A paved trail or sidewalk is typically very
narrow, that the generated runoff is insignificant. In addition, often times the surrounding vegetation is
sufficient to treat the runoff generated from trails and sidewalks.

Michael Petersen
mpetersen@richfieldmn.gov
City of Richfield

46-1
R-16.4

Minimum Control Measure (MCM) 1: Public education and outreach
16.4-16.6; distribution of education materials
- Distribution of education materials should be handled by watershed districts of the state. This would
not be efficient or cost-effective to be done at the city level.

46-2
R-19.9

46-3

MCM 4: Construction site stormwater runoff control
19.9; Identifying high-priority and low-priority sites for inspection
- seems redundant/confusing. Why not make one designation and follow construction permit for
inspection frequency.
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
20.13 – 24 months is not enough time, and doesn’t allow for creation of offsite treatment in advance of
project.

R-20.13

46-6
R-20.9

Other parts of the draft permit
Additional general comments from MCSC meeting
- Provisions for off-site treatment (with “regional treatment” being included in “off-site”) 46-4 R-20.12
- Too much time to be spent on paperwork and organization rather than making impacts to water and
water quality. 46-5 R-Overall General Comments
- Issues with infiltration, especially when in-line with linear projects. Not much is known about chlorides
(and other common road pollutants) and mobility to groundwater when infiltrating. Questioning the
feasibility/limits in area regarding infiltration in and around DWSMA/WHPA.

Drew Chirpich
dchirpich@goldenvalleymn.gov
City of Golden Valley (also received comments from this organization via email)
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
As an employee of the City of Golden Valley, the requirements of the MS4 Permit directly affect my
everyday work duties, project design components, and the contractor activities and requirements that
the City oversees.

14-1
R-20.9
Duplicate
Comment

The City of Golden Valley is requesting that the MPCA update Section 20.9 of the Draft MS4 Permit to
include an additional infiltration prohibition that prevents infiltration within 25 feet of a sanitary sewer
pipe.
Golden Valley City Code Chapter 107-5 states that: (g) Stormwater management limitations and
exceptions. (1) Limitations. a. Infiltration Prohibited. The use of infiltration techniques are prohibited
when the infiltration structural stormwater BMP will receive discharges from, or be constructed in, the
following areas: 5. Within 25 feet of a sanitary sewer pipe due to the possibility of inflow and infiltration
of clear water into the sanitary sewer system
In many areas of the City there are aging sanitary sewer pipes that may allow clean water to infiltrate
into the pipe. Since 2005, the City's Engineering Department has worked to reduce inflow and
infiltration into its sanitary sewer pipes by lining or replacing pipes through infrastructure projects, and
by requiring lining or replacing private sanitary sewer pipes when selling or transferring property.
Intentionally infiltrating near these pipes can unnecessarily increase the volume of water that requires
wastewater treatment, and can lead to wastewater overflows of MCES plants by overwhelming
treatment systems with additional clear water. These overflows negatively affect surrounding surface
waters. https://metrocouncil.org/iandi

We ask that the MS4 Permit language recognize the above problems presented by infiltrating water
near these sanitary sewer pipes, and update its infiltration prohibitions to prohibit infiltration within 25
feet of sanitary sewer pipes. Thank you.

Pete Young
pyoung@cityofpriorlake.com
City of Prior Lake
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
Statement of Interest: MS4 City

47-1
R-20.5

47-2
R-20.13

Comments: [MCM 5, Sections 20.5 - 20.7] The City of Prior Lake does not support the proposed MS4
General Permit conditions for fully reconstructed impervious surface, as applied to redevelopment and
linear projects. Similar comments have already been provided to the MPCA regarding these sections.
In the MPCA’s document entitled “Response to comments summary on the early draft MS4 Permit”
(https://www.pca.state.mn.us/sites/default/files/wq-strm4-93a.pdf), the MPCA’s response includes the
following statements: “The MPCA chose not to include a redevelopment standard in the CSW permit as
that permit applies to all construction activity across the State and may not be appropriate or necessary
in some areas…Since the MS4 permit regulates construction activity in the urbanized areas of the state
where intense development has occurred for many years without stormwater treatment requirements,
a redevelopment standard is paramount to reversing water quality degradation due to development.”
The City of Prior Lake does not agree that a redevelopment standard is always required to reverse water
quality degradation within urbanized areas. For example, the Spring Lake and Upper Prior Lake TMDL
Implementation Plan includes no WLA (0% phosphorus reduction) for the areas draining to Upper Prior
Lake and instead relies on improvements to Spring Lake (Spring Lake and Upper Prior Lake TMDL
Implementation Plan, Tables 5 and 6; page 9). Applying a redevelopment standard for the area draining
to Upper Prior Lake is not appropriate or necessary with an approved TMDL Implementation Plan in
place. The blanket redevelopment standard should be modified by tying it to specific impairment issues
and treatment requirements identified in TMDLs, or to protect high value resources as identified by the
MS4. For areas outside of TMDL and other priority areas, please consider applying the post-construction
stormwater management that apply State-wide through the current Construction Stormwater General
Permit (Permit MNR100001, Sections 15.1 through 15.9).
[MCM 5, Section 20.13] Completion of an offsite BMP within 24 months of original construction activity
is too short of a timeframe. Adjust the time requirements to allow for BMPs to be completed in advance
of a construction activity. In addition, adjust the timeline to be more flexible by including language that
an attempt should be made to be completed by 24 months, and/or the BMP should be identified within
24 months of the original construction activity. Cities estimate that it takes a minimum of 18 months to
include a project in a budget before work begins on design, which could take another 6-12 months
before construction occurs. There are many elements to offsite BMPs that are outside the control of
private developers and/or the City. The Permit language should be changed to add more flexibility.
Other parts of the draft permit
Statement of Interest: MS4 City

47-3
R-Overall Comments: [General Statement]. The City of Prior Lake is a member of the Minnesota Cities Stormwater
General
Coalition (MCSC) and is supportive of MCSC’s comments related to the MS4 Permit.
Comments
47-4
R-20.7

[Definitions, Section 27.18.] There should be an exemption provided for standalone trail and sidewalk
projects so that they are not considered “Linear Projects”. When a trail or sidewalk is being built or
reconstructed on its own, the impervious area is very narrow and usually surrounded by undisturbed,
pervious land. A trail or sidewalk does not result in a use that generates significant pollutant sources and
therefore the impact on stormwater runoff from such a project is negligible. Additionally, other
organizations with permitting authority such as WMOs and Watershed Districts may exempt these
features from linear project and/or impervious surface calculations, resulting in inconsistent regulation.

[Various Sections] The documentation requirements of the proposed MS4 General Permit are
significantly greater than those of the earlier permits. An increased focus on documentation will result in
R-Overall staff spending significantly more time and effort on documentation, with less available for implementing
water quality BMPs and performing maintenance on existing BMPs. Examples of notable increased
General
Comments documentation requirements are found in Sections 12.10, 16.8, 17.7, 18.15, 19.7, 19.10, 19.14, 19.15,
20.20, 20.21, 21.11, 21.13, 22.5, and 22.6.

47-5

Lauren Sampedro
lsampedro@ricecreek.org
Rice Creek Watershed District
Other parts of the draft permit
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft MS4 General Permit. During the initial Draft
MS4 General Permit’s pre-public notice comment period the Rice Creek Watershed District submitted a
few comments, the majority of which were addressed by the MPCA. Two of the District’s previous
comments were regarding definitions sections 27.20 (MS4) and 27.24 (Outfall). The MPCA and the
District had discussions regarding definition 27.20 (MS4) and its application to the RCWD. The District
looks forward to a definitive written position from the MPCA; pending our exchange of information and
discussion.

48-1
R-27.20

Below is the District’s repeated comment on 27.20: In regard to MS4 permitting, RCWD suggests that
public drainage systems should be either: 1) a water of the state, subject to standards assessment and
impairment, or 2) a public conveyance, operated by the drainage authority and subject to MS4
permitting. It should not be both. If it is determined that public ditches should be subject to standards
assessment and impairments, then watershed districts with public drainage systems should no longer by
required to obtain MS4 permits. If public ditches are public conveyances and should not be assessed and
listed as impaired, then watershed districts could remain MS4 permittees. However, RCWD sees the
following issues with MS4 permits being required for public drainage systems:
• Public drainage systems are not “owned and operated” by watershed districts serving as the
drainage authority
• Public drainage systems were originally constructed to remove excess runoff from
agricultural lands, not stormwater from developed lands
• Watershed districts are not land use authorities and therefore cannot regulate land use
within drainage system watersheds

•

48-2
R-27.20

Watershed districts acting as the local drainage authority are already required by law under
M.S. Chapter 103E to consider environmental criteria including the reduction of peak flows
and flooding, reduction of erosion and sedimentation, and protection or improvement of
water quality as they manage public drainage systems.
After the MPCA and RCWD’s communications the District recognizes the mutual understanding in the
application of definition 27.24 to be: an outfall is the point at which a MS4 stormwater conveyance
enters a receiving water and does not reenter the system, instead continuing uninterrupted through the
receiving water. Based on communications to-date, it is the understanding that:
• Public drainage systems cannot be both stormwater conveyances and Waters of the State
• 103E-established public drainage systems are viewed as Waters of the State, subject to
water quality standards assessment and impairment listings, and thus not MS4-regulated
conveyances.
• Other MS4-regulated conveyances may be operated and maintained, such as pipes and
channels associated with stormwater treatment projects (i.e. iron-sand filters, raingardens,
and infiltration systems).
Confirmation or correction of the comments above are respectfully requested. Ultimately, regulated
MS4s serving as the local drainage authority need to understand the distinction between Waters of the
State and MS4-regulated stormwater conveyances in order to more effectively report on and implement
responsibilities of the MS4 permit program.
RCWD appreciates the MPCA’s ongoing attention to these issues.

Kameron Kytonen
k.kytonen@andovermn.gov
City of Andover
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
The City of Andover is an MS4 required to abide by the regulations as set forth in the NPDES permit. The
following are the City's comments:

49-1
R-20.5

In general, the City of Andover strongly disagrees with imposing new stormwater requirements on areas
being reconstructed, whether linear projects or otherwise. We would like to see this language taken out
of the permit requirements. While we do not disagree that making improvements to water quality /
volume management is important, imposing these requirements on reconstruction projects can present
a large financial burden that can make some projects unfeasible. Attempts to improve the water quality
within reason is acceptable, but proposing strict requirements, such as treating the water quality
volume on an existing site being reconstructed can be extremely difficult of financially burdensome on
property owners. Strongly suggesting these improvements be made if feasible is reasonable and
prudent, but requiring them is challenging. The permit requirements need to be strictly based upon
surface area, or increase in impervious surfacing NOT on depth of excavation, or getting into “underlying
soils.” Getting into the “underlying soils” has no impact, positively or negatively, on surface water
runoff quality or volume. Temporary erosion control does need to be addressed if exposing underlying
soils, but permanent improvement requirements should not be triggered simply because a project
needs to get into “underlying soils”, for whatever the reason may be (subgrade correction, grade
change, etc.).

49-2 R-20.5 20.5 – Remove the term “fully reconstructed” from this section.
49-3 R-20.5 20.6 – Remove the term “fully reconstructed” from this section.
49-4 R-20.5 20.7 - Remove the term “fully reconstructed” from this section.
49-5
R-27.12

27.12 – The definition of “fully reconstructed” is too restrictive. This really needs to get into an increase
in impervious surface, NOT getting into “underlying soils”. Reconstruction projects often have areas
where a change in grade to improve drainage issues are necessary, this should not trigger the definition
of “fully reconstructed.” Similarly, projects may require a subgrade correction if there are areas of poor
soils under a pavement that need to be removed, this should not trigger the definition of “fully
reconstructed.” The mechanism for additional stormwater improvements should be based upon an
increase in impervious surfacing, NOT based upon depth of excavation or depth of construction impacts.
Need to include a definition for “Underlying Soils”. This should NOT include any part of a pavement
section, meaning aggregate base and/or engineered subgrade. This needs to be clearly spelled out,
some watershed districts are interpreting this to include the aggregate base (Class 5) layer. “Underlying
soils” should not even be considered in triggering permit requirements, they should be based upon
increase in impervious surfacing area.

Drew Chirpich
dchirpich@goldenvalleymn.gov
City of Golden Valley (also received comments from this organization via email)

Duplicate
Comment

MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
MCSC Comment 12 – General
Action Revise MN Rule 7090.1040 to include provisions related to TMDLs and Waste Load Allocations
within the MS4 Minimum Requirements. Delete all MS4 Permit requirements related to TMDLs and
WLAs in the current draft Permit or delay the reissuance of the Permit until this Rule revision is
complete. 14-2 R-Overall General Comments
Reasons MN Rule 7090.1040 addresses the minimum requirements for the MS4 SWPPPs required under
the Permit. It is a short section, but provides some specifics. It is completely silent on the subjects of
TMDLs and associated WLAs. The entire Rule 7090 mentions TMDLs only once (7090.1010 Subp.2.B.7.),
just as one of the criteria for determining whether an entity should be designated as a permitted MS4.
MN Rule 7090.1040 specifically lists the six Minimum Control Measures (MCMs), each of which is a
separate section in the Permit under the requirements for the SWPPP. The sections of the Permit listing
the requirements for the SWPPP are structured as follows: Section 13. SWPPP Section 14. Mapping
Section 15. MCMs Section 16. MCM 1 Section 17. MCM 2 Section 18. MCM 3 Section 19. MCM 4 Section
20. MCM 5 Section 21. MCM 6 Section 22. Discharges to Impaired Waters with a TMDL Section 23. Alum
or Ferric Chloride Phosphorus Treatment Systems Section 14 on mapping is short and very specific. Its
impact and application is very limited. The requirement for a system map is also included under MCM 3.
Section 23 addresses very specific requirements for a very small number of specific types of treatment
systems. Its impact and application is very limited. Each MCM section in the Permit matches a listing in
MN Rule 7090.1040, with the title language for each section matching very closely with the wording in
the Rule. These are major and significant sections of the Permit and the requirements are extensive and

impactful. It seems clear that the MPCA felt that the Rule needed to reflect and provide explicit
authorization for such significant and impactful Permit sections and requirements. Section 22 of the
Permit is equally significant and impactful. The Permit requirements related to TMDLs and WLAs,
especially when Sections 12.8, 12.9, and 12.10 are included, are major, significant, extensive, and
impactful. If explicit Rule authority for the MCM sections and requirements was deemed to be essential
and appropriate, it is impossible to see how explicit Rule authority for the TMDL and WLA is not also
essential and appropriate. Such significant and numerous Permit requirements, related to a specific
topic, must be subject to the rulemaking administrative process. 40 CFR 122.34(b), referenced in MN
Rule 7090.1040, is also silent on the topics of TMDLs and Waste Load Allocations. There is no authority
for the Permit provisions related to these topics to be found in this section of the Clean Water Act.
There are other sections of the Clean Water Act that do address TMDLs and Waste Load Allocations, but
significant and impactful requirements in a Minnesota permit should be authorized by Minnesota rule

Duplicate
Comment

Comment 15 – Section 20.13
Action Make the 24 month time limit much longer or find an alternative method to assure meaningful
compliance with the intent of this section. 14-3 R-20.13
Reasons 24 months is far too short a time period for the completion of an off-site treatment projects.
Just land acquisition for a new project frequently takes longer than 24 months. Many factors
determining the time needed for land acquisition are beyond the control of a city. Section 20.11 calls
for the consideration of a sequence of options to follow in preferential order. The 24-month time limit
does not allow enough time for this required process. It appears that the MPCA is seeking some sort of
assurance that an off-site treatment project be completed within a reasonable timeframe. There may be
a better way to accomplish this goal using a method that does not depend on a project completion time
limit. Unfortunately, MCSC is unable to recommend such a method, at this time. We suggest that the
MPCA staff work with us to explore options after the end of this comment period. Please consider the
following text revision to be added to this section.: “unless the permittee determines that completion
within 24 months is not practicable. When the permittee determines that a project cannot be
completed within 24 months, the permittee must provide the reason(s) and schedule(s) for completing
the project in the annual report.”

Duplicate
Comment

Comment 16 – Section 20.13
Action Revise this section to allow for the completion of off-site treatment projects in advance of the
original construction activity. 14-4 R-20.13
Reasons As written, this section allows for the completion of off-site treatment projects within a very
specific and limited time period – from the start of the original construction activity to 24 months after
that start. This is far too restrictive. The section should be revised as suggested above. We recommend
that the MPCA staff work with MCSC and others to explore appropriate revisions. It is not uncommon
for an off-site treatment project to be built before the start of an original construction activity. This is
especially true for regional facilities that provide off-site treatment for multiple construction projects.

Duplicate
Comment

Comment 17 – Section 20
Action Please delete all the standards and requirement related to redevelopment throughout Section
20, especially items related to “fully reconstructed impervious surfaces”. Return to the redevelopment
standard and requirements in the current MS4 General Permit (2013). 14-5 R-20.5

Reasons The redevelopment standards and requirements in the new draft Permit are complex and will
be expensive to implement. They must be incorporated into local design standards by permittees and
they will be applied to many redevelopment projects, especially road reconstruction projects, done by
permitted cities. The new development standards and requirements in the draft Permit were written
into the 2018 Construction Stormwater Permit. This means they are the standards for all significant
construction projects throughout the state. The redevelopment standards and requirements in this
draft Permit were not included in the 2018 construction Stormwater Permit. This fact contradicts
statements made by MPCA staff to the MS4 permittees for the past few years about the importance of
having the two permits matching and in alignment. More significantly, this omission in the 2018
Construction Stormwater Permit means that these redevelopment standards and requirements will only
be implemented in the jurisdictions of MS4 permittees, instead of the entire state. This will make road
reconstruction projects in MS4 cities significantly more expensive than similar projects in cities that are
not permitted. This will make private redevelopment projects in MS4 cities significantly more expensive
than similar projects in non-MS4 cities. This will put MS4 cities at a competitive disadvantage compared
to non-MS4 cities. This is obviously unfair and inequitable. The MPCA could have written these
redevelopment standards and requirements into the construction Stormwater Permit. Federal statute,
rule, and guidance did not require this, but there was nothing obstructing the MPCA from doing so. The
MPCA decided not to. This is very puzzling to the MCSC member cities. If these redevelopment
standards and requirements are a good idea, why were they not included in the 2018 Construction
Permit and implemented statewide? The decision to omit these redevelopment standards and
requirements in the statewide Construction Permit and impose them only on the MS4 permittees is
prejudicial against the MS4 permittees and arbitrary and capricious on the part of the MPCA. The way
to rectify this unfair situation is for the MPCA to withdraw the redevelopment standards and
requirements in this draft Permit and return to the redevelopment standards and requirements in the
current MS4 General Permit. The MPCA can choose to either revise the Construction Stormwater Permit
now to include these redevelopment standards and requirements are write these standards and
requirements into the next Construction Stormwater Permit to be reissued in 2023. Either approach will
promulgate these standards and requirement statewide, which is much fairer to the MS4 cities. This
course of action will fulfill the MPCA’s obligation to provide redevelopment standards and requirements
in the MS4 General Permit. Please note that the MCSC cities can, if appropriate, provide cost data about
the impact of these redevelopment standards and requirements to support the assertion that these
Permit requirements will have serious cost implications for the permitted cities.

Erik Larson
elarson@d.umn.edu
University of Minnesota Duluth
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
1) UMD is a regulated MS4 responsible for instituting the requirements of the permit in our jurisdiction.

50-1
R-20.9

2a) I would like additional exceptions for volume reduction practices (20.9). Specifically exceptions for
adjacent underground structures such as basements and underground utility tunnels and near by
structures that are already below the normalized water table for the site (i.e. the structure's drain tile
already runs year round and mounding the water table will exasperate the issue).

50-2
R-MCM 5 2b) I would like the addition of or clarification of potential variance procedures to exempt projects from
General
volume reduction practices for issues not listed in the permit (20.9-20.12).
Comments
50-3
R-20.18

2c) I would like to see training requirements for geotechnical engineers for the development of soils
reports used to design volume reduction practices.

50-4

2d) I would like to see some additional flexibility in the 20.10 requirement for small nontraditional MS4s
similar to what was given for linear projects where additional land for infiltration practices is limited.
3a) Requiring infiltration of storm water adjacent to below ground inhabited structures causes water
infiltration problems which can lead to mold problems and it's related health issues. Storm water
infiltration adjacent to non inhabited structures can still lead to water infiltration into mechanical spaces
and the development of mold/bacteria endangering the health of maintenance workers. It is hard
enough keeping ground water out of structures with out the forced addition of additional water within
crowded urban environments. The only way to keep it out is for the adjacent structures to install
additional drain tile and/or sump pumps which defeats the infiltration purpose of the original project.

R-20.9 &
20.10

3b) With the limited amount of infiltration exceptions listed in the permit it would be helpful for the
MPCA to put together some assistance in the storm water manual on what it would deem necessary to
R-MCM 5 document an MS4s approval process of infiltration exceptions and guidance on documentation
General
necessary if an MS4 decides to allow a variance to the requirements for a specific reason not listed in
Comments the permit language (i.e. potential for infiltration into existing underground structures (see 2a above))
& 20.9
under the "maximum extent practicable" clause.

50-5

50-6
R-20.18

50-7
A-20.10

3c) Different geotechnical firms provide different items in their geotechical reports and their drill
operators have varying degrees of knowledge. It would be helpful for geotechical engineers to have
similar certification requirements for the development of the storm water portions of the geotechnical
reports as there is for civil engineers to design a SWPPP. In talking to the drill rig operators I have yet to
find one that knows what redoximorphic features are let alone how to distinguish them in the soil
column. By having an MPCA sponsored certification course an MS4 could require proof of certification
for geotechnical design as part of the SWPPP (much like the SWPPP design requirements) to know that
the data given to the civil design engineer meets MPCA requirements.
3d) Small nontraditional MS4's like UMD are land locked and often do not have the land area available
to do "off-site" treatment similar to linear MS4's like the DOT. The elimination of green space (forested
areas) for the addition of storm water controls defeats the purpose of the requirement. (see 2b for
variance guidance)

Adam Parker
Adam.t.parker44@gmail.com
Mariner Professional Services
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) Document
Interest: Stormwater Professional with past experience developing Phase II MS4 Permits for
Communities since permit inception.

The MPCA should (re) look into allowing JPA's for communities located within County, Watershed and
MnDOT territories to allow shared resources including meeting and education as to keep costs down
R-MCM 1 while meeting intent of permit. This JPA's would likely require each power to have the Storm system
General
mapped as to show distinction regarding Owner and Operator, but by sharing outreach and meeting
Comments type activities between powers, saves redundancy and can help tackle issues in the case of MnDot to
confine their coverage to boundaries contained within set urbanized area, and for smaller communities
to help meet MS4 tasks with limited budgets. Additional benefits could include assistance with
inspections and consistent construction permit pollution prevention tasks (I.e. Community X relies on
Watershed District Y to fulfill plan review and NPDES Construction Permit compliance requirements).

51-1

Carol Andrews
andrewsc@stlouiscountymn.gov
St. Louis County
MCM 3: Illicit discharge detection and elimination
1. St. Louis County (SLC) is an MS4 Permittee

52-1

2. St. Louis County strongly recommends that the GP exclude counties from Section 18.5.

R-18.5

3. As I talked with County leadership about steps required to comply with Section 18.5 we realized how
this could go wrong and even have negative impacts on our existing public education and other MS4
permit compliance efforts. It would be politically difficult for SLC to adopt an ordinance that applies only
to a portion of the county. However, the vast majority of St. Louis County is very rural with a low
population density and, as such, low density of pets, resulting in a lack of proven environmental impact
to justify adopting and enforcing such an ordinance in rural areas. Note that this concept is similar to the
rational that MPCA provides in the document “Response to Comments Summary on the Early Draft MS4
Permit” dated October 2019 in support of not moving the redevelopment runoff treatment requirement
to the construction stormwater GP that is applicable state-wide. Bringing this ordinance to the County
Board is likely to generate outcry and a situation that distracts from the much more useful aspects of the
County’s MS4 program
Enforcement is also a concern. The County cannot adopt ordinances they do not intend or are not able to
enforce. We learned in process of creating an ordinance for ATVs on county roads how complicated things
can get with regard to who is responsible for enforcement. Even if the county succeeded in creating an
ordinance limited to the MS4 urban area, the entities who conduct enforcement within those areas, which
is mainly the Duluth and Hermantown police departments, would not enforce a county ordinance, while
through various agreements the County Sheriff works mainly outside the urban boundary.
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
1. St. Louis County is an MS4 permittee
2. We have two comments regarding MCM 5.

52-2
R-20.2

a) Requested change: exempt MS4s that do not have zoning authority from requirements in 20.2, 20.3
and 20.4 related to creating and enforcing a regulatory mechanism regarding post-construction

stormwater treatment. Add a new requirement specific to non-traditional MS4s requiring that the MS4
meet the post-construction stormwater treatment requirements for their own projects.

52-3

b) We request leaving the wording in Section 20.7 as is.

R-20.5 &
20.7

3. Support a) St. Louis County does not have zoning authority within the MS4 urbanized area. The focus
of our compliance is therefore on our projects and any other work that occurs within the road right-ofway. Other work in the ROW consists of things like driveway construction or installation of utilities, none
of which results in over one acre of new or reconstructed impervious surface unless it is associated with
a project initiated by the county. These sections are not new, but have always been a source of
confusion. In our annual reports we check boxes that say we do not have the required regulatory
mechanism or any related ERPs. We assume that this is OK as this has not been questioned by MPCA. It
would help all MS4s who have the same situation, especially new MS4s, if the permit was clearer on this
requirement’s applicability.
b) St. Louis County (SLC) is comfortable with the GP wording as is. In particular we support MPCA’s
position with regard to ROW acquisition as set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 at the top of page 3 in the
document “Response to Comments Summary on the Early Draft MS4 Permit” dated October 2019. It is
critical that the permittee be allowed to make the related determinations in light of the project-specific
situation. SLC concurs with MPCA’s position with regard to including a redevelopment standard for
permanent stormwater treatment in this MS4 GP and not the Construction Stormwater GP for reasons
MPCA has captured under "Response 2” in the “Response to Comments Summary on the Early Draft
MS4 Permit”. SLC firmly opposes adding a redevelopment standard to the Construction Stormwater GP.
Other parts of the draft permit
1. St Louis County is an MS4 permittee

52-4
R-27.37

2. Make clear in the definition of SWPPP in Section 27.37 that a SWPPP, in the context of the MS4
program, is a SWPPP PROGRAM that can be made up of a combination of various documents,
ordinances, electronic files, GIS-based maps and inspection and maintenance tracking programs etc. in
addition to the SWPPP Document submitted and approved by MPCA.
3. I have learned that it is not required to have one written document like an industrial SWPP PLAN or
construction stormwater SWPP PLAN. When I started working for the County, having written many of
the other types of SWPPPs, I spent the first year looking for a written MS4 Plan before MPCA staff
helped me understand better what was required.
GENERAL NOTE: SLC would like to compliment MPCA on the process used to reissue the MS4 GP, which
included several opportunities early on to learn and discuss potential changes. We appreciate that
several revisions were made to the MS4 GP as the result of the informal comment period.

Matt Huggins
matthew.huggins@kimley-horn.com
American Public Works Association - MN Chapter (also received comments from this organization via
letter)
MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
The Minnesota Chapter of the American Public Works Association (APWA-MN) appreciates the
opportunity to comment on the draft MS4 General Permit.
APWA-MN supports the goal of the MS4 General Permit (Permit) to improve water quality by reducing
sediment and other pollutants entering our prized bodies of water throughout the State of Minnesota.

1-1 R-20.7 Overall, APWA-MN supports the MPCA’s proposed Permit language; however, we want to call attention
Duplicate
Comment

to potential challenges with Section 20.7 that may limit communities’ ability to plan and finance
improvements along existing linear roadway infrastructure systems in need of reconstruction and/or
rehabilitation.

The proposed Section 20.7 Permit language requires the water quality volume capture of 1.0-inch times
the new impervious surface or ½-inch times the sum of the new and fully reconstructed impervious
surface. This requirement increases construction and future maintenance costs on projects where storm
water BMPs weren’t planned, because they weren’t required under the previous Permit. Governing
bodies will be challenged to bridge these funding gaps on imminent CIP projects for the next several
years. We would suggest allowing for leniency or a grandfather clause within the proposed Permit that
accounts for projects budgeted into an existing CIP.
Thank you for allowing APWA-MN to comment on the proposed draft Permit and hearing our concerns.
Thank you for the positive work you do on behalf of the State of Minnesota.
Sincerely, APWA-MN

